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ABSTRACT

This dissertation examines epistolary manuscripts circulated among networks of women in

eighteenth-century British America. The women saved and collected correspondence, copied

important letters into commonplace books, and composed entire journals in letter format for family

member or close friends. These writings, as they circulated from hand to hand, helped to solidify

culturally significant social networks. This dissertation delves into the markedly performative

nature of these writings and asks: even though these women writers, ostensibly, did not intend their

texts for public consumption, to what extent did those texts provide public stages on which the

women could rehearse, control, inscribe, or elide the fluid, yet often conflicting subject positions

of the era? This dissertation examines five specific networks of writing women in

eighteenth-century British America. Chapter one focuses on the writings of Elizabeth Fergusson,

Annis Stockton, Hannah Griffitts, Milcah Moore, and Susannah Wright, the group of writers

known as the “Philadelphia coterie,” and uses their letters to establish epistolary patterns that

inform my readings of the other networks of women writers—the same patterns that will ultimately

influence the earliest epistolary fiction. Chapter two examines the diary of Grace Galloway and the

letters of Anne Hulton, two avowedly loyalist women in British America. Chapter three focuses

on the life and letters of shopkeeper Elizabeth Murray and her network of women merchants while

chapter four examines the letters of the two most historically recognizable women in this study:

Abigail Adams and Mercy Otis Warren. The networks of women I address in these chapters span

multiple generations, and this multi-generational dynamic leaves a legacy of friendship that can

help us better understand and locate the belles lettres of British America. However, the writings

generated by these networks also leave a literary legacy that allows us to reconsider other writings

in other genres, and it is to that endeavor I turn in the conclusion. The conclusion looks at Hannah

Foster’s epistolary novels in the context of early-American networks of writing women and uses

the women’s manuscripts to reposition the early-American novel.
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INTRODUCTION

Sensibility and the Public Sphere

G. J. Barker-Benfield has written what has become the authoritative text on the

development of a “culture of sensibility,” an outgrowth of the “cult of sensibility” which

characterizes much of the literary output of late-eighteenth-century writing in English and in

French (xix).
1

Benfield maps the historical development of sensibility and traces the ways in

which all things sentimental developed cultural cachet in eighteenth-century Britain.

Barker-Benfield uses the terms “sensibility” and “sentimentality” practically synonymously and

illustrates how both terms really meant feelings. Sensibility, of course, is wrought with gender

connotations, historically identified as desirous for women and most certainly not desirous for men.

Barker-Benfield and early-American scholar David Shields have worked toward identifying the

historical moment sentiment became a defining cultural force, and both point toward the Third Earl

of Shaftesbury as the thinker whose emphasis on moral sense—“an intuitive, essentially emotional

response, distinguishing good from evil and oriented toward social affection” (Barker-Benfield

105)—codified the importance of sensibility for the masses. Shaftesbury, writing in the early

1700s, imagines a male citizenry governed by an innate affective response tempered by a learned

and purposeful use of reason. Such a formula, he believes, will unite cross sections of the

population—the worker, the academic, and the artist. Men who follow Shaftesbury’s mandate to

rely on their intellectually-shaped sensibilities become successful. Those who do not are doomed

to live life as rakes, fops, fools or, worse yet, women. Shaftesbury’s principles adhere to the

then-popular “nerve theory,” and maintain that women are ontologically different from men and

simply incapable of reasoned passion. As such, they should not attend theatrical productions,

should strictly guard their reading practices, and should leave London, a growing urban center, in

order to cloister themselves away in their houses and guard their overly romantic sensibilities.

Furthermore, men who associate with these women need to guard their own sensibilities and not

fall prey to their flights of fancy or effeminize themselves the way the rakes, fops, and fools had

been doing not only on the Restoration stage but, supposedly, in drawing rooms throughout the
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society. Shaftesbury lays out several categories of men that need be especially careful of womanly

wiles, and indeed Barker-Benfield suggests that it is Shaftesbury’s concern with the effeminization

of the culture that prompts him to take up his pen in the first place (104, 117-18). Shaftesbury’s

model of the ideal man, along with his insistence on the unmitigated absolute presence of “moral

sense,” establishes the importance of sensibility to future cultural progression and lays the

groundwork for the voluntary associations Shields takes up in Civil Tongues and Polite Letters

which helps us understand how civility and friendship become important components in redefining

the public sphere in British America and in establishing the early republic.

Sensibility has long been a popular topic in early-American studies which scholars usually

address in context of the early-American novel. This dissertation addresses sensibility in a broader

context, that of the belles lettres and manuscript culture of British America. Texts from this era

captured sentiment, inscribing it onto the page, and writers of this era relied on it to solidify their

connections with one another. In examining correspondence networks of women in British

America, this study connects sentiment with sociability in much the same was as Shields does in

Civil Tongues and Polite Letters as he chronicles the rise of polite society in British America. My

own work uses Shields’s study as a jumping-off point to further examine the literary and social

networks at work during the revolutionary era and into the early years of the republic, focusing on

the role that manuscript circulation played in the solidification of such networks, specifically the

circulation of texts by women. Shields addresses networks of women as well, in the sense that he

includes a chapter on the voluntary associations that grew up around the tea-table (a largely

feminine pursuit), but his larger purpose is to address the role eighteenth-century private

associations had on the public sphere. In so doing he examines a great number of

eighteenth-century gathering places including coffeehouses, salons, taverns, balls, and universities.

He applies Shaftesburian ethics to a Habermasian transformation of the public sphere ultimately

demonstrating how, in British America, participating in polite society spoke to a “new capacity for

self government” (7), Shields’s study focuses on the various types of voluntary associations that

coalesced in British-American culture, and although he includes chapters on such homosocial

groupings as the coffeehouse or heterosocial groupings like the salons, gender is not the primary

lens through which he presents his study. Shields’s work is instructive, however, as it provides a

model to follow in studying women’s networks and their circulation of texts in British America.
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For the women writers of British America, especially, sentiment became a convention

through which they could frame other, less traditional and less “womanly” topics of conversation.

To approach women’s texts through the agency they create as they appropriate conventions such

as sentimentality or domesticity is not a new endeavor. Cathy Davidson, Julia Sterne and Elizabeth

Barnes have done just that in their analyses of eighteenth-century “sentimental novels,” as have

Nina Baym, Jane Tompkins and Mary Kelley in their studies of nineteenth-century “domestic

fiction” that women wrote. 2 This study covers new ground as it brings eighteenth-century women

writers into this particular conversation that have yet to enter it, those who are not novelists and

whose texts scholars have only recently begun to look at through this particular lens.
3

Women in

eighteenth-century British America stayed connected to one another through extensive

letter-writing networks. They saved and collected correspondence; they copied significant or

important letters into commonplace books for themselves and for others; often, they composed

entire journals or diaries in letter format for a sister or close friend. These writings, as they

circulated from hand to hand, helped to solidify culturally significant kinship and social networks.

Women in British America read each other's manuscripts with an eye toward craft, but they also

read with an understanding that through their texts they had found a venue in which to voice

powerful personal and political ideas. The manuscripts women circulated among themselves

performed the cultural work of allowing them to participate in British-American politics and

culture.4 My work delves into the markedly performative nature of these writings and asks: even

though these women writers, ostensibly, did not intend their texts for public consumption, to what

extent did those texts provide public stages on which women of British America and the early

republic could rehearse, control, inscribe, or elide the fluid, yet often conflicting subject positions

of the era? The women writers of British America understood that the materials they passed to one

another were to be circulated again—read to family and friends, recopied and sent on to another

member of the network, returned to the sender with annotations, notes, comments, and replies

along the margins, tipped into a diary or copied into a commonplace book that would later be

presented as a gift or as a letter itself to still other friends. In fact, one primary reason many of these

women’s texts have survived today is that often the authors as well as the recipients made multiple

copies. The surviving work of Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson, arguably one of the most frequently

studied as well as prolific writers in the Delaware River Valley in the eighteenth century, offers an
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example of how multifaceted some of these networks were. We know Fergusson made manuscript

copies of her commonplace books for her friends. The Historical Society of Pennsylvania has a

copy of one of Fergusson’s commonplace books, which she made as a gift for the Willing Sisters,

and in it she includes letters and tracts and poems written not only by herself but by Annis Stockton

as well as Susannah Wright, Hannah Griffitts, and others. Additionally, during one of her trips

overseas, Fergusson kept a travel journal in the form of letters to her friend Betsy Stedman, but

interestingly enough, the only reason we even have Fergusson’s travel journal to Stedman is

because it ended up copied into a third party’s (Milcah Moore’s) commonplace book—along with

letters and poems by other women, of course.

Women’s Correspondence Networks in Early America

The extent to which texts such as Fergusson’s travel journal spread and circulated testifies

to the importance of maintaining a written correspondence. For many women in British America

their correspondence was THE way for them to engage with the questions, worries, and concerns

about the changing social and political climate. They read each other's manuscripts with an eye

toward craft (and would critique both the samples of verse and prose within the letters), but they

also read with an understanding that through their texts they had found a venue in which to voice

their political ideas. The manuscripts women circulated among themselves enabled them to

participate in British-American politics and culture. It is the goal of this study to use these women

as specific examples of the manuscript culture in British America and to locate my analysis of the

texts within the community from which they were spawned, thereby showing how these texts

engaged the women writers in the most prominent struggles and issues of their day.

The women authors I will touch on over the course of these pages led rich, complicated

lives and leave us rich, complicated writings and correspondence. The texts often defy easy generic

classification, and furthermore depict their authors and subjects simultaneously as consumers and

activists and daughters and mothers and writers and business women. The nature of the texts

themselves and the apparent contradictions within them have until recently doomed these writings

to relative obscurity. However, as a cultural studies model has begun to dominate the critical

landscape, the types of writing I address in this project have received more and more attention.

They have begun to be collected and edited into volumes and transcribed into fair copies for easier

reference and digital reproduction providing remote access. Despite the fact that scholars are now
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working on these materials with much more frequency, to date most studies have focused solely on

recovery or have analyzed the writings of an individual figure in relative isolation and extrapolated

information to apply to eighteenth-century women in general. However, by studying any and all of

these writings individually, we miss the vast intertextual connections among them as well as the

interconnectedness among the writers. One reason this dissertation addresses a number of

women’s networks in British America is to demonstrate, concretely, that such networks were part

of the fabric of women’s lives in the eighteenth century and were not isolated phenomena. In

addition to using the texts these women produced to contextualize each other and speak to the roles

their writers played in the life and culture of their day, I examine these letters and manuscripts as

a group to demonstrate the significant role communities of writing women played in

eighteenth-century America. I endeavor to show that membership in such a community was vital

for the individuals—that such communities shaped and defined their everyday experiences and

provided significant forums through which the writers participated in the events of their day.

The greater Philadelphia region spawned the most well-known and, to date, the most

well-studied network of writing women in early America. In recent years Carla Mulford has

collected and edited the works of Annis Boudinot Stockton. Catherine Bleki and Karin Wulf

unearthed, edited, and annotated Milcah Martha Moore’s commonplace book. Anne Ousterout

prepared a full- length autobiographical study of Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson, whom she terms the

“Most Learned Woman in America.” Susan Branson has examined eighteenth-century salon

culture and its intersections and influences on the emerging print capitalism using the Philadelphia

area writers and salonieres as her most pertinent examples. And while the “Delaware River Valley

poets”—Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson, Annis Boudinot Stockton, Hannah Griffitts, Milcah Moore,

and Susannah Wright, among others—are far from widely known, they are becoming the gold

standard against which to measure women writers in early America. For that reason, this study

begins with them. Despite their growing influence, however, their corpus of writings is still largely

housed solely in archives and remains unexamined outside of a relatively small and specialized

community of scholars. Furthermore, their texts are hardly ever examined in relationship to other

women writers of the era. I begin with the group Susan Stabile refers to as the “Philadelphia

coterie” (Memory’s Daughters 12), because they are arguably the most prolific network of women

in early America and are clearly becoming one of the darlings of early American literary and
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cultural scholarship. 5 I will use their letters to one another to begin to establish and engage

epistolary patterns and conventions that we will then see at work in other women writers of the

era—the same conventions and patterns that will ultimately influence the earliest epistolary fiction.

From the writings of the Philadelphia coterie, chapter two moves into an examination of the diary

of Grace Galloway and the letters of Anne Hulton, two stalwart and avowed loyalists living in

Philadelphia and Boston in the 1770s. In chapter three we turn our attention to Elizabeth Murray,

loyalist shopkeeper in Boston, whose network of women mimicked the Philadelphia coterie in

some ways but differed dramatically from it in others. The women of Murray’s network were

women from mercantile, “middling” families as well as orphaned and abandoned women,

struggling to find their footing in early Anglo-American culture. Chapter four takes up the writings

of the two most historically recognizable women in this study: Abigail Adams and Mercy Otis

Warren, two prolific writers whose works are consistently anthologized and used as sound bytes

for early-American protofeminism, but whose letters to one another, though available in print in

various sources, are largely unstudied. Placing Abigail Adams, perhaps one of the most well-loved

early American women, and Mercy Otis Warren certainly one of the most prolific of all early

American writers, in the context of early American correspondence networks, studying them in the

light of other networks of writing women, allows us to appreciate their work and their lives anew.

The correspondence between these two women and their circle of correspondents, which includes

Hannah Winthrop and Catherine Macaulay, is in some ways similar to the correspondence of the

Philadelphia coterie. The women of the Warren-Adams “Boston network” and the women of the

Philadelphia coterie were all members of the social elite. They were all engaged directly in early

American nation-building. None were disenfranchised as directly as Galloway and Hulton or faced

with the economic questions and uncertainties like Murray, but I end with the Warren-Adams

network because chronologically it extends further beyond the revolution into the early years of the

nineteenth century.

Within the roughly chronological organization I outlined above, chapters one through four

are also broadly organized geographically addressing all the Philadelphia-based writers (members

of the Philadelphia coterie and Grace Galloway) before turning to the Boston-based writers (Anne

Hulton, Elizabeth Murray, Abigail Adams, and Mercy Warren). However, in reality, the location

of each writer provides little more than a backdrop because relying on geographical distinctions to
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categorize British Americans is in many ways as problematic as it would be to use the same kinds

of distinctions today. The women I address in this study, as members of the most elite and

wealthiest families, moved regularly between city homes and country estates. Furthermore,

despite the arduousness of eighteenth-century travel, a certain sense of fluidity marked elite

British-American society. By the 1760’s Philadelphia was the largest city in British America, and

it subsequently became the political center of the early republic, drawing important members of the

community to it before dispersing them again to their law practices and businesses in New York

and Massachusetts or their plantations in Virginia and South Carolina. Children from as far away

as Georgia attended school in Philadelphia. Families, such as the Pinckneys of South Carolina,

wintered in Philadelphia, believing the cold winter weather killed the germs and kept the sickness

at bay. While I do not mean to gloss over the important regional differences that characterized

British-American culture, differences Carol Berkin aptly demonstrates in her study First

Generations, my larger point is that for members of the wealthy classes, British America was a

remarkably small world.

The networks of women I address in these chapters spanned multiple generations of women.

Mothers and aunts wrote to daughters and nieces. Older friends wrote to younger ones, and this

multi-generational dynamic left a legacy of friendship that can help us better understand and locate

the belles lettres of British America. However, these networks of women also left a literary legacy

that allows us to reconsider other writings and other genres in the new republic, and it is to that

endeavor I turn in the conclusion. In the conclusion, we return to where we started, using the

writings of the Philadelphia coterie to reposition the early-American novel by looking at Hannah

Foster’s epistolary novels, The Coquette and the Boarding School, in the context of

early-American networks of writing women.

Theoretical Positioning

The theoretical background shaping my work is varied and the direct influence of

individual thinkers not always immediately obvious. My debt begins with Jurgen Habermas and

his Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, and a study such as mine ultimately takes for

granted a number of assertions in Habermas’s text. Habermas has been much written about in the

past two decades, and those texts have both celebrated and maligned him.
6

Using Habermas as
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background for a study such as mine is sticky in the sense that my work focuses almost solely

around women writers, and, as Johanna Meehan so adeptly points out in her introduction to

Feminists Read Habermas, Habermas too narrowly construed the segments of society who

participated in his transformation, banishing women to, at best, the margin of his idealized civil

society and rendering them invisible. However, Habermas believed that the structural

transformation of which he wrote allowed the privatized bourgeois individual to redefine himself

and his relationship with the state, and although Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere

provides a problematic and often hegemonic perspective, we should not use Habermas’s

shortcomings as an excuse to dismiss him outright. Habermas believed that the civil society and

voluntary associations that grew up around the coffeehouse and salon culture of early

eighteenth-century Europe resulted in a literary public sphere that ultimately influenced the

political public sphere, resulting in a de facto power-sharing relationship. His focus is on

The process in which the state-governed public sphere was appropriated by the

public of private people making use of their reason and was established as a sphere

of criticism of public authority was one of functionally converting the public sphere

in the world of letters already equipped with institutions of the public and with

forums of discussion. (51)

This passage is the kernel that I take away from Habermas’s work and apply to this study. His

discussions of civil society, sensus communis, and communicative rationality are all important

concepts in my discussions of the role of networks of writing women in British America.

Throughout Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Habermas characterizes the

deliberative nature of the “public of private people” (51). He notes that “the public of the first

generations, even when it constituted itself as a specific circle of persons, was conscious of being

part of a larger public. . . . as its discussions did not need to remain internal but could be directed

to the outside world. . .” (37). The questions driving this dissertation focus on the extent to which

the women writers I address directed their discussions with one another to the outside world and

as such participated in their own structural transformation to an extent Habermas does not fully

realize.

Habermas grounds his understanding of the transformation of the eighteenth-century public

sphere in communicative reason. Shields, in linking Habermas’s transformation to
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eighteenth-century voluntary associations, grounds Habermas’s fundamental societal shift in

shared feeling and moral sense. Shields addresses the need for reason, but the voluntary

associations he describes base themselves, at their most fundamental level, on a shared sensibility

and a sense of acceptable politeness. 7 This dissertation aims to foreground more completely than

Shields the extent to which women in British America used written networks to create and

maintain authentic relationships with other women, relationships grounded in sentimentality as

well as rationality. The women writers I address in the following pages created a shared sensibility

that they relied on to connect them with each other; however, they also cultivated what we

recognize as a Habermasian view of reason within their sororal networks, expecting their texts to

create opportunities for engagement with the public sphere. This expectation on their part adds

another dimension to consider when studying Habermas’s Structural Transformation as nowhere

in his historical overview of the emerging public sphere in the eighteenth century does he consider

the women. Elizabeth Maddock Dillon reconsiders Habermas in just this way in her recent book

The Gender of Freedom: Fictions of Liberalism and the Literary Public Sphere wherein she

re-theorizes Habermas’s notion of the public sphere, including within it space for the elite, literate

women of the eighteenth century. While I believe Dillon gives Habermas too much credit at times,

several of her basic assumptions parallel my own and inform this dissertation as a whole. Dillon

demonstrates how Habermas’s literary public sphere bridges the public/private (and ultimately

male/female) divide (6). She argues that Habermas’s literary public sphere and political public

sphere maintain a “looping” relationship wherein one constantly informs the other (35). Many of

the letters I address in the following chapters indicate such a loop, demonstrating in example after

example just how closely aligned the literary and the political public spheres were in the eighteenth

century. Ultimately, Dillon claims that one of the “fictions” she refers to in her title is the belief

that women were absent from the eighteenth-century public sphere. They were there, she argues.

We just need to look for them. This dissertation, then, continues that process of looking and helps

us see, more clearly, women’s presence in the eighteenth-century public sphere.

Judith Butler’s work, specifically her understanding of gender performativity, also informs

my project. Butler theorizes gender as entirely socially constructed. “Gender reality is

performative,” she explains “which means quite simply that it is real only to the extent that it is

performed” (“Performative” 527). Although the writings of the women in this study leave little
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doubt that they conceptualized their femininity as an essential rather than constructed component

of their reality, they nonetheless put on and took off “female” personae through the manipulation

of literary and social convention, challenging the essentialization of gender categories, even if they

did so unintentionally. Butler’s theories regarding the destabilization of gendered norms has come

to align her, despite her own protestations, with queer theory rather than feminist theory,8 and as

the topic of my project seems to beg the question of the precise nature of the relationships between

the correspondents I address, I want and need to take a moment to contextualize my own work

within the already existing scholarship addressing the relationships between women in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Many of these discussions, such as Janet Todd’s Women’s

Friendship in Literature deal with the depictions of female relationships within the

eighteenth-century novel. Others, such as Carroll Smith-Rosenberg’s “Female World of Love and

Ritual” or Lillian Faderman’s Surpassing the Love of Men deal with the social and cultural

significance of same-sex relationships in historical documents such as the ones that form the locus

of this study. Faderman’s approach advocates a reading based heavily in Freud’s libidinal theories

and implies that documents detailing strong attachments between women, if not obviously or

overtly homosexual, are at least latently so. She goes on to hypothesize that had lesbianism been

an available identity construct in the eighteenth century, women such as the ones I write about

would have indeed identified themselves as such (18). Faderman’s study is certainly

overgeneralized, a fault perhaps excused by the cultural moment from which she wrote, the early

1980s, when a number of scholars in an attempt to break the hegemonic hold of patriarchy over

United States’ culture and history simply ran to the other end of the spectrum under the hopeful but

ultimately mistaken impression that simply flipping the prevailing binary oppositions (in this case

heterosexual/homosexual) would undo them. Surpassing the Love of Men is especially

problematic, however, because the author fails to take into account the sentimental rhetoric of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and, as a result, anachronistically applies twentieth-century

conventions for “romantic love” to her sample cases. In the end I, like most scholars today, have

chosen to align myself with the position Smith-Rosenberg outlined in her landmark paper “Female

World of Love and Ritual.” Rosenberg encouraged scholars to move beyond a Freudian

psychosexual analysis and its ultimately fruitless dichotomies between heterosexuality and

homosexuality (2-3). In the end, however, I find that for the scope of this project, it does not so
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much matter whether I find Faderman’s or Smith-Rosenberg’s approach most useful. Important for

my study is the fact that these women had significant relationships with one another. (We can

consider the relationships significant not simply because the writers themselves say that they are,

but because their correspondence spans decades and includes multiple generations of family

members and because participants in the exchanges kept the writings as treasured possessions.)

The exact nature of those relationships is certainly far less important and ultimately outside of the

scope of this project.

Historicizing eighteenth-century womanhood in British America

The discussion surrounding the letters I address in the following chapters will offer details

to help historicize and contextualize them, but nearly all of the texts this study examines engage

either directly or indirectly women’s legal status in British America. As such, it seems appropriate

to provide in this introduction a brief overview of eighteenth-century legalities pertaining to

women. Some texts I discuss in the following chapters engage the question of women’s rights

directly, such Abigail Adams’s now famous letter to her husband imploring him and his

congressional cohorts to “remember the ladies.”9 Other texts I address in this study engage the

issue indirectly, and even in these texts the issue of women’s legal standing informs nearly every

page, even when the writer is not explicitly addressing it. For example, we simply can not read

Grace Growden Galloway’s life and her diary outside of the context of women’s rights in British

America, although chapter two will endeavor to add another layer of analysis to her text. Chapter

three will show the same is true of the life and writings of Elizabeth Murray. Murray filters all of

her life decisions, personal and professional, through the realities of women’s legal status in

eighteenth-century British America. In order to understand the writings these women left behind,

we need understand the legal system that officially defined their existence as women, a legal

system based almost entirely in English common law.10 In British America, a woman’s marital

status defined her entire existence—one reason so many of the texts produced by

eighteenth-century women spend so much time discussing marriage. A single woman or a widow,

a “feme sole”, had the legal right to own property and could directly participate in the legal system

herself. On the other hand, a married woman, a “feme covert,” could not. Laws of coverture

dictated that upon marriage a woman’s property passed directly into her husband’s control. She

had no legal rights of her own and, legally at least, society largely regardedher as property. Despite
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the revolutionary rhetoric of the late eighteenth century, rhetoric full of lofty notions of fairness

and equality, American lawmakers maintained most of the British laws governing domestic and

married relations. This irony was not lost on the women writers of the era, and it is this injustice

they spent the greatest time addressing in their texts. Eighteenth-century law did offer women a

few protections. Sometimes women could retain the rights to their property through a pre-nuptial

agreement. Even though the laws of coverture gave control over a wife’s property to her husband,

and even though he could govern that property as he wished, he could not simply sell it. Laws

obligated him to maintain the property (usually land) until it passed on to an heir. Practically

speaking, however, if a husband decided he wanted to sell his wife’s property, as she had no legal

standing of her own, the wife had very little recourse. Some married women could maintain feme

sole status by petitioning the courts, especially if her husband had abandoned her, but by and large

the courts resisted efforts to collapse sole and covert status. Coverture was based on the idea that

a married woman did not have an independent mind: She was child-like in her capabilities and

needed a husband’s protection. Despite a single woman’s modicum of legal status, such

oppressive ideology easily came to be applied to all women, single as well as married, and the

intellectually independent and capable women of the eighteenth century which this study examines

were writing against this prevailing mindset.11

Epistolarity in British America

The letter is the primary vehicle through which women in the eighteenth century

corresponded, and letters form the bulk of the textual examples in the following chapters. Several

recent studies have turned their gaze to the letter in early-American culture. Philip Round’s

chapter in A Companion to the Literatures of Colonial America examines the central role the letter

played in new-world colonization, from Columbus’s moment of “discovery” through the

revolutionary era. Eve Tavor Bannett’s Empire of Letters also focuses on the transatlantic nature

of eighteenth-century letters, helping us understand the characteristics of the eighteenth-century

letter via an examination of eighteenth-century letter manuals, some of “the most frequently

reprinted books on both sides of the Atlantic” (ix). Although Robert Fergusson’s Reading the

Early Republic is largely a rhetorical study seeking to explain for present-day readers the linguistic

nuances of a variety of texts produced in the United States from the revolutionary era to the 1840s,
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his chapters examining The Coquette, John Dickinson’s Letters From a Farmer in Pennsylvania

and the various letters central to the Benedict Arnold affair highlight how completely the epistolary

form permeated eighteenth-century Anglo-American culture. The primary textual examples in

William Decker’s Epistolary Practices address nineteenth-century letter writers outside the scope

of this dissertation; however, the book’s early chapters which focus on the materiality of the letter

in the British colonial world, including the logistics of sending and receiving letters in early

America are useful to my overall project. Elizabeth Hewitt argues in Correspondence and

American Literature that antebellum authors turned to the letter as an idealized form through

which to work out and engage the challenges facing the young democracy. In her discussion of the

early national period, she relies on the Federalist and Antifederalist papers (a series of published

letters) and focuses her exploration on demonstrating why Hamilton and Jefferson (and their

respective Federalist and Antifederalist counterparts) chose to carry on their debate as a public

epistolary exchange. She also addresses several epistolary novels and turns her attention to the

reasons so many of the novelists in the early republic, among them Hannah Foster and Charles

Brockden Brown relied on the epistolary form (16-41).
12

Hewitt’s study is instructive in the

manner in which it centralizes the discussion of epistolarity rather than simply relegating it to a

historical footnote, but while she takes into account the essential role letter-writing played in

Anglo-American literary traditions, she neglects to address the centrality of letter circulation to

eighteenth-century Anglo-American culture. Although Hewitt’s study attempts to spotlight the

importance epistolarity played in British America, by limiting her sources and examples to

traditionally published texts of the period, she ultimately reinforces the marginalized view of

epistolarity that she desires to celebrate. Hewitt focuses only on printed, public letters and as such

ignores whole sections of the letter-writing populace that relied on manuscript circulation to

“publish” their texts. For the scope of this study I have chosen to broadly define publication as

simply the dissemination of material and include in my definition of published texts not only

traditionally printed and bound materials such as books, periodicals, and pamphlets, but also any

works that were made public by other means, namely letters and manuscripts that were circulated

among networks of friends and colleagues, regardless of whether they were physically passed from

hand to hand and house to house or if they were read aloud at family or social gatherings. By doing

so, I follow in the footsteps of Jay Fliegelman and Sandra M. Gustafson who have written about
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the oral, performance-based nature of the eighteenth-century public sphere and David Shields who

connects that orality to eighteenth-century manuscript culture.13 Consequently, I reject as

incomplete Michael Warner’s analysis of the emergent eighteenth-century public sphere which he

ties, specifically, to an emergent print culture (xii-xiii). Warner maintains that “publication [in

print] was articulated in colonial America as a condition of legitimacy” (67). He bases his theories

on the possibilities raised by Benedict Anderson’s concept of print capitalism (63)—the same

concept scholars have drawn on to identify the novel as the literary form around which the early

nation coalesced.14 This dissertation, however, hopes to help continue to elucidate the central role

manuscript culture played in eighteenth-century British America and the ways in which the

populace relied on the circulation of manuscript texts to work out both their joy and turmoil.

Furthermore, a consideration of some of the manuscript texts circulated among British-American

women allows us to see that it was through these non-traditionally published materials that the

citizenry engaged in the public sphere.

To better understand the role letter-writing played in British-American culture we need to

first focus our attention on its liminality and the way the letter and other manuscript texts bridge the

gap between orality and print. We must also take into account the ways in which the letter, in its

liminality, fluidly signifies its writer and recipient to each other. Today’s generation of scholars,

shaped early on by Derridian linguistic theory, usually accepts without debate that the meaning of

any given text is transient, that the words on the page are no more than markers through which we

temporarily and momentarily focus meaning. But the genius of the letter in early-American culture

was that as a material object the letter was a marker of the space between—the space between print

and orality, public and private, male and female, presence and absence, and permanence and

transience. As an open form, a form that expects and often necessitates a reply, the letter

foregrounds the act of conversation and debate that would become central to Americandemocracy.

Letter-writing is a democratizing force in that it connects citizens and provides a vehicle for

empathy and sympathy alike, allows for interpersonal connections in absentia and then provides

for those connections to simultaneously take place on a public stage; however, as the formulaic

structures of the letters written among the members of the Philadelphia coterie show,

correspondence is not a mode endowed with discursive freedoms. In fact, participating in personal

(and by implication, national) correspondence means submitting to prevailing epistolary
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conventions. The true genius in the letters of so many eighteenth-century women writers is that

while maintaining their polite conversations they subverted the cultural hegemony. As the

floundering nation continued to find its feet, it relied in no small part on calling the citizenry to

civility and calling the populace toward a sympathetic ideal. The letter became in many ways

iconic—embodying the sympathy and attachment crucial to the new nation’s success. Leading

thinkers of the day such as James Madison and Benjamin Rush turned to strengthening the central

post as a means to strengthen national unity (Hewitt 7). Relying on the letter to do such profound

cultural work imbues epistolarity with subversive potential, potential the writers I address in the

following chapters recognized almost immediately. The subversive potential of the letter is also

one reason many of the heroines of the popular eighteenth-century epistolary novels found

themselves in trouble when they strayed from the strong generic formats popular letter-writing

manuals taught. These “loose letters” were dangerous letters because in penning the missives their

individual authors refused to follow the guidelines of polite conversation.15 This potential misuse

of letters—and the backlash against them—speaks to the degree of self regulation that already

existed in eighteenth-century culture and helps us understand how even writings circulated hand to

hand within the manuscript culture were subject to the same laws of public consumption that a

piece circulated in print by a local magazine might be. Polite letters, then, offer a template for the

democratic experimentation of the new nation, a vision of both its success and its failure and a

representation of the tension between freedom and control that it must reconcile within itself.

Today, the term “culture wars” has become a familiar trope.16 Late eighteenth-century Anglo

America, however, experienced culture wars of its own in trying to understand exactly how to best

deal with the tensions inherent in building a nation, a nation that rhetorically celebrated the ideals

of individual liberty and equality, but practically reinforced the control and submission inherent in

a patriarchal society. The writings of the women in this study were produced from that moment

of tension and although the women interpolated that tension differently, the fact that they turned to

the letter to put a public face on their respective positions speaks volumes to the large role the letter

played in British-American culture.
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CHAPTER ONE

‘There is no Sex in Soul’: The Philadelphia Coterie and the Legacy of Friendship

The number of interconnected women writers in the Philadelphia region during the

eighteenth century could easily number into the double digits, but this chapter will focus on six of

the most prolific, writing mostly from 1760-1800 and spanning multiple generations: Susannah

Wright, the oldest of the women addressed in this chapter, born in England in 1697; Elizabeth

Graeme Fergusson; Annis Stockton; Milcah Moore; Hannah Griffitts; and Deborah Logan Norris,

the youngest born in Philadelphia in 1761. I will most often refer collectively to this network of

writing women using Susan Stabile’s term, the “Philadelphia coterie.”1 In discussing the letters of

the Philadelphia coterie, or of British-American women in general, we need to understand that

their letters took varied forms and crossed numerous generic lines. They wrote what we might

consider traditional letters to one another, but they also included poems, essays, and literary

reviews in those letters. Often, when separated by great distance or plagued by particularly

inconsistent or unreliable delivery options, their letters took the form of extended journals or

commonplace books that they would then safely hand-deliver as the opportunity arose. Regardless

of the form their letters took, the two constants were that they wrote unceasingly and that the texts

these women left behind amount to a treasure trove of narratives, chronicling from a woman’s

perspective British-American life and culture.

The letters of the Philadelphia coterie also help us chronicle the members’ literary activities

and reinforce our understanding that in British America reading was a social practice and that

writers of the day had a keen appreciation for meta-textual practices. Among the letters of the

women of the Philadelphia coterie we see poems entitled “Lines Suggested to the Author by a

passage in Lord Bacon’s works,” “Sonnet--Imitated from Petrarch,” “Copy of Some Lines,

Prefiscd to the New Testament,” “On Exodus,” “On Reading Bunyan’s Pilgrim Progress,” and

“On Reading Robert Barclay’s Apology for the true Christian Divinity.” These verses are but a few

examples of the belle lettres the coterie created in response to texts they were reading, and, with the

exception of Annis Stockton’s “On Exodus,” most of these texts circulated only in manuscript

form. Manuscripts were central to British-American literary culture, and although women did
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publish their writings in newspapers and magazines, they published so many more within their

circles of correspondents than ever appeared in print. The response poems I listed above remind

us of the profoundly occasional nature of the writings of British-American women. Members of

the Philadelphia coterie composed their texts not as life’s works or from a desire to “be writers” but

simply in response to their everyday activities, activities which included their participation in the

literary public sphere. They composed in response to each other’s writings, in response to social

and political events of the day, and in response to books, newspaper and magazine articles, and

political tracts and pamphlets. The papers the coterie left behind include writings occasioned by

reading Adam Smith’s Morals and Sentiments, Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of

Woman, and Thomas Paine’s tracts in the colonial newspaper The Crisis. Perusing the writings of

these learned eighteenth-century women offers us plentiful evidence that the women of the

Philadelphia coterie were both well-educated and well-read.
2

Typically, learned women in

British-America (as well as learned men, of course) were so well-versed in classical rhetoric and

so well-schooled in the neoclassicism of the sixteenth century that not only did they create literary

personae for themselves and speak of muses in true neoclassical style, their reading notes made use

of these highly stylized poetic forms in the same way teachers today encourage students to make

use of post-it notes, highlighters, margin notes or voice recorders to collect their fleeting and

visceral reading responses to the text at hand. While Fergusson’s “Lines Written in the Margin of

Smith’s Theory of Morals” as she copied it into her commonplace book Poemata Juvenelia was

doubtfully, literally “written in the margins” and certainly functioned more along the lines of a

modern-day book review than hastily scribbled reading notes, we know that it was not uncommon

for members of the coterie to interlinearly critique each other’s letter-poems and to use copious

marginalia to offer their advice and response. The titles I have listed above and this brief overview

of the women’s writing practices should begin to caution today’s reader against being misled by

the profoundly occasional nature of the women’s work. This chapter will show that the women of

the Philadelphia coterie clearly did not write of mere trifles, nor did their prolificness negate a

concern for craft.

The women of the Philadelphia coterie used their texts to engage with the most potent

cultural issues of their day, not the least of which was the ways in which they, as women, could

expect to participate in the public sphere. They understood the de facto restrictions of their cultural
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moment, and their life writings demonstrate both implicit and explicit challenges to the rules

governing their lives as women. Their letters document their frustrations with the limitations their

sex faced and give us insight into a uniquely eighteenth-century style of feminism.
3

Although

Milcah Moore’s commonplace book is a collection of letters, prose, and poetry by no less than

fifteen prominent eighteenth-century authors (both men and women), she devoted the bulk of her

manuscript to preserving the writings sent to her by fellow members of the coterie, specifically

Wright, Griffitts, and Fergusson. One of the entries in Moore’s book from outside the coterie is a

wonderfully satiric biography attributed to her sister Margaret Morris and addressed to Dr. and

Sally Young.
4

According to the letter, Morris’s aunt had been writing copious and glowing

reviews of Debby Wilson’s recent marriage, and the letter itself was Morris’s response to her

aunt’s effusions. Morris’s aunt was so overwhelmed with Debby Wilson’s prodigious marriage

match that she overlooked completely her niece’s own attributes. Morris solved this problem by

using the letter to offer her own satirical and obviously fictitious biography, an account which

highlighted the obstacles women in eighteenth-century British-America grappled with as they

endeavored to assert their place in society. Morris began the letter by comparing her narrator to

Pope and Swift, and then she reasoned that if the King of Prussia warranted a biography, so too did

she. As eighteenth-century women could only write publicly under the direction of a reputable

male sponsor, Morris drew on her brother’s authority, one Martinus Scriblerius. She skipped the

details of her birth, youth and education, explaining one needed only to turn to the details of her

famous brother’s biography to learn enough about her own early days. Instead, she began her

memoirs once she, as a woman, would have become useful to society, which would have been once

she reached a marriageable age. She started the biography with a discussion of her marriage

prospects, which, judging by the fact that she described her narrator as the “Spinster of the

Parrish,” were presumably less than favorable (225). Morris’s fictional biography did not

progress very far beyond this point. Instead, she digressed, telling the Youngs she had recently

been chastised for not sufficiently attending to social niceties the way a “proper” woman would.

Morris used the reprimand as an excuse to advocate for a properly educated womanhood whose

realm of influence extended beyond the reaches of domestic space. In Morris’s account she first

identified a woman’s “proper” place as the kitchen, but then endeavored to “prove beyond a

possibility of Dispute that Philosophy is not incompatible with Cookery” (227). In the remainder
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of her letter she outlined two scenarios: An educated woman who was capable of reason had to deal

with a culinary mishap of an exploding pudding. Then, an uneducated, non-thinking woman had to

face the same challenge. In Morris’s tale, the educated, “philosophizing” woman understood the

physical properties that led to the exploding pudding and endeavored to correct it. The uneducated

housewife, however, could do no more than cry out in dismay; she interpreted the failed pudding

as a bad omen—an omen that set her to worrying about what other “dire misfortune would

befall ’em today” (229).

As humorous as Morris’s sketch is in and of itself, we must read her discussion of the failed

pudding in the context of the larger letter as a metaphor for the fate of an uneducated woman—a

woman who could not think on her own or who had not acquired the skills to understand or

participate in the world around her would fail not only in cookery, but in everything else. Women

who when their puddings exploded could do nothing but throw up their hands in despair were,

according to Morris, uneducated, superstitious fools. Left to their own devices these women would

set into motion a disastrous chain of events. Morris clearly did not doubt her own intellectual

abilities; after all, she compared herself early in the letter to the likes of Pope, Swift and Voltaire

and poked fun at her more famous older brother “Martin Scriblerius.” However, in advocating for

herself and her sisterhood, Morris skillfully negotiated the confines of eighteenth-century culture.

Educated women, she argued, would promote domestic bliss. In contrast, the uneducated

woman’s unreasoned response to the exploding pudding resulted in domestic chaos: destroyed

household possessions, scared children, offended neighbors, and an embarrassed husband.

Morris’s narrator proclaimed herself to be the village spinster, but she understood that most

women’s fate would be different. She understood that “it has been judged not Good for Man to

dwell alone, & therefore for their own Sakes, it is a necessary Care & Duty incumbent on us

Damsels to provide for them, & assign them proper & suitable Helpmates” (226). Morris thereby

voiced the philosophy that Linda Kerber would eventually term “republican motherhood.”5 In her

tale Morris did not directly tie her concept of womanhood to nation-building, but the disastrous

chain of events she described includes the total breakdown of the household, a move calculated to

help the men of her circle see that it was indeed in their best interest to ensure that their wives had

a meaningful role in society and were expected to actively participate rather than simply rotely

follow a recipe, whether that recipe be for a sumptuous pudding, polite conversation or an adequate
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marriage. Otherwise, when the recipe failed they, as husbands, might find themselves turned out

of their house, their life in an uproar, and “beg[ging] a quiet Dinner of [the] Neighbors” (229).

Although this chapter focuses on the belles lettres that the women of the Philadelphia

coterie wrote to one another, Morris’s letter (originally addressed to Doctor and Sally Young

before Moore copied it into her commonplace book) is a material reminder that the women’s

writings often circulated between both men and women. The salons that Fergusson and Stockton

hosted at their respective estates also remind us that the women of the Philadelphia coterie actively

participated in both homosocial and heterosocial communities.6 That participation was not,

however, without its trials. The letters among the women voiced their frustrations at being

excluded from occasions of heterosocial conversation because of a perceived inferiority. The

letter-poem “To Miss Mary Stockton an epistle upon some gentlemen refusing to admit ladies of

their circle into the parlour till supper where they met for conversation and business once a week

lest the ladies should hinder by their chit chat the purpose of their meeting,” which Annis Stockton

wrote to her daughter in 1793, offers insight into the struggles Stockton and the other learned

women of her circle faced in heterosocial company.
7

This letter demonstrates that the encroaching

separate-spheres ideology troubled women in early Philadelphia and they resisted it mightily,

comparing this resistance to a war. Stockton began the letter by celebrating the talents of Maria

and Amanda and praising the skill with which these women represented their sex.
8

Then, with the

characteristic humility that had become conventional in all of women’s literary activity, Stockton

offered herself as a compatriot in the war of letters between the sexes:

And had I but talents to emulate her

I’d be an auxilry in literary war–

For those men are so saucy because they can boast

of conjugating verbs as we can make toast. . . .

They despise us poor females and say that our sphere

Must move in the kitchen or heaven knows where

The nursery the pantry the dairy is made

the theatre on which our worth is displayed (ll 11-14, 19-22)

In the recent past, scholars have turned the notion of the separate-spheres paradigm on its head and

interrogated it as a dynamic force in the culture wars of the eighteenth-century, demonstrating that
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it was not a universally accepted model, nor a universally applicable one in understanding gender

relations.9 This letter-poem by Stockton was simply one of many that forthrightly questioned the

efficacy of the separate-spheres doctrine, a doctrine that as the nineteenth century unfolded would

certainly find itself invested with more and more cultural cachet, but a doctrine against which

women of British America already struggled. In challenging the separate-spheres doctrine these

women were also explicitly challenging the ideology we today refer to as republican motherhood.

Stockton’s letter clearly demonstrates that British-American women believed their sphere of

influence to include and move beyond the domestic one. As the eighteenth centurygave way to the

nineteenth century, the new nation became more organized and more stable, and women found

their roles and choices shrinking.10 It is in this cultural moment Mary Stockton would be coming

of age, and her mother likely intended this letter to remind Mary and the rest of her generation (as

Mary likely would have shared it with friends and sisters) of their own intellectual acumen. This

letter is one example among many of the mentoring responsibility which the older members of the

coterie keenly felt. This letter is interesting, too, because in it Stockton provided a reason why the

men had taken steps to exclude the women from the parlor:

Tis only for envy they banish us quite

and refuse to make us free masons for spite.

For they know that your minds as bright as your eyes.

can give life to dull maxims and make sages wise

that without the least study you off hand can hit

the spirit and strength of their masculine wit. (ll 33-38)

According to Stockton, the men of Mary’s circle feared that she would “eclipse” them, and it was

this fear that motivated them to exclude her from the parlor and from their conversations of

consequence. Stockton’s letter is instructive because in hindsight we know that the threat of

women writers eclipsing their male peers was not an idle one. The fear that Annis Stockton

identified on the part of the men of her circle became a common theme in the literary world during

the nineteenth century, as “woman’s” or “domestic” fiction came to dominate the literary

marketplace, leading one envious male author to famously dismiss the female writers of his day as

that “d----d mob of scribbling women.”11 Stockton’s letter-poem to her daughter certainly

documented the discomfort some men in early America felt in the presence of learned women, but,
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lest we categorize all men of letters of the era as boorish and chauvinistic, we need to remember

that the issue of exactly where women would fit into the cultural and intellectual life of the new

nation was something that men of the day struggled with as well. Prominent men such as Benjamin

Rush considered Wright and Fergusson as personal friends and held their work in remarkably high

regard. In a later chapter we will consider Abigail Adams and Mercy Otis Warren, women who

were fixtures in their husbands’ political circles and well respected by other leading statesmen of

the day, including Thomas Jefferson. Read in its larger historical context, then, this one poem

makes clear that the question of the role of women in the eighteenth-century Anglo America was

far from settled and that ultimately much more was at stake beyond whether or not the ladies would

gain entry to the parlor. Stockton wrote her letter to her daughter in 1793 and had to have realized

that being barred from the parlor and denied the pleasure of after-dinner heterosocial conversation

that she had experienced so fully during the heyday of the British-American salon did not bode

well for literary women of the future. Her recourse was to raise the issue among her sororal

network of writers, rallying them, confident that together they could affect change and write (as

well as right) their precarious destiny.

Stockton’s letter to her daughter encouraged Mary to remain confident in her literary talents

and intellectual abilities, yet other letters written between older and younger members of the

coterie expressed the older women’s dismay at witnessing capable, young women turning their

backs on their good sense and letting themselves be overtaken with the fashionable concerns and

courtesies of polite society. No woman of British America’s elite rank would argue with the

important role polite society played in her everydaylife, and at least some women in British

America relied on sociability as their entrée into more serious intellectual, political or cultural

realms.12 Deborah Norris wrote her cousin Sally Norris Dickinson and warned her against

becoming too concerned with feminine trifles. In her reply, Dickinson demonstrated that she had

received her cousin’s counsel and then reassured her mentor:

Sometimes when I reflect upon my situation, I think it is probably better for me to

be in here [Wilmington] than in Philadelphia. For I observe that Dress and visiting

take up so large a portion of time there, even among some of those of our society

that I fear I should be too much influenced by custom. . . . As to what this hints at
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Thee knows that I have been educated with very difficult ideas from what

commonly prevail.13

The letter then shifted from discussing social practices in Philadelphia to the underlying reasons so

many of Dickinson’s circle risked being overtaken by social niceties. Dickinson closed the letter

by telling her older cousin that she had heard one of her regular correspondents had been

contemplating marriage, “changing her name” as she put it, and asked if her cousin had heard the

same. This discussion of upcoming nuptials with which Dickinson ended her letter, gave

additional meaning to her previous statement concerning the atypical nature of her education.

Dickinson’s closing remarks also provide context that helps present-day readers attempting to

reconstruct the rhythms and character of the voluminous exchanges between regular

correspondents with such a small percentage of surviving documents better understand

Dickinson’s notion that she “think[s] [herself] quite too young to trouble [her] head with any of

those kinds of cares.” Dickinson dismissed social niceties such as visiting and fashion not for their

sake alone and not simply because they were the type of womanly trifles she was raised to disavow.

She dismissed them because they were precursors to marriage, and she was not ready to give up the

relative independence and freedom of being a single woman for the coverture of married life. Nor

was she ready to take on the sacrifices and perils that all young women in British America knew

would attend what they presumed would be their eventual marriages. Once married, the young

women realized a profound increase in their responsibilities as they became mistresses of their own

households and mothers to their own children. Newly married young women often found they no

longer had the time to dedicate to their correspondence with friends, and as Dickinson’s letter to

Norris shows, the realities of marriage overshadowed even the lives of single women. Before their

weddings, single women were very much mindful of the difficulties that would face them, most

notably that of childbirth. Childbirth in the eighteenth century was a dangerous endeavor for both

mother and child, and while Richard and Dorothy Wertz argue that mortality rates, for the mother

at least, had started to drop by the eighteenth century, the letters which actual eighteenth-century

women have left to us frequently mentioned a birth-related death of a neighbor, friend or female

relative.14 Regardless of the actual death statistic, eighteenth-century women were profoundly

aware of their own mortality. In addition to witnessing deaths in childbirth, as mistresses of their

houses they were the primary medical providers and witnessed frequent death at the hands of
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illness, disease, or accident. No wonder Norris wrote to Griffitts that “it is not worthy our time to

form friendships that do not look beyond the grave for a continuance, since we have such frequent

instances of uncertainty of our stay here.”
15

Because of the inherent difficulties of married life, the members of the Philadelphia coterie

who did marry clung fiercely to the bonds of friendship. Anna Young Smith (Elizabeth

Fergusson’s niece), her husband and her children fled Philadelphia when the British took over the

city. Their return to the city coincided with the Smiths’ third wedding anniversary, occasioning

Smith to write “Verses on Marriage.”16 The poem, ostensibly, celebrated “honored wedlock [as

a] source of fond delight” (line 1). As the poem opens it leads us to believe that the persona was

joyously anticipating her return to the city because it brought with it a return to the state of

connubial bliss she and her husband enjoyed there before political upheaval forced their flight.

The poem might, however, more appropriately be titled “Verses on Friendship,” for as it unfolds

we witness the persona’s muse revel not in being reunited with her husband but in being reunited

with her friends: “the loved Circle, and the social board/where honest Joy and guiltless Mirth are

found” (ll 52-53). The “friends and dear Connections” (l. 54) of which Smith wrote were to her

the “most belov’d of all below” (l. 49)—more beloved in fact than Smith’s husband, about whom

the poem was supposedly written. Being reunited with her sororal network caused Smith’s

“grateful Heart with Joy [to] overflow” (l. 50). Reconnecting with her friends inspired Smith

creatively and intellectually and it was to this sororal connection that her muse “shall raise her

grateful Song” (l. 55). Although eighteenth-century society at large would likely describe a

woman’s marriage as her crowning achievement, the women themselves did not see it that way.

As we will see, they took their art, their education, and, as “Verses on marriage” indicates, their

friendships far more seriously. The following chapters will examine the ways in which this broad

statement is both an overgeneralization (as in the case of Abigail Adams) and a realistic depiction

(as in the case of Elizabeth Murray), but for nearly all white women in early America marriage

itself was, at best, problematic, and women often felt that the only and best way to challenge the

institution of marriage was to remain outside of it all together.

Of the principal members of the Philadelphia coterie, Wright never married, nor did

Griffitts; Fergusson, who broke off an engagement with William Franklin as a teenager, did not

marry until she was 35—a remarkably old age in a culture that routinely considered unmarried
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women over the age of 25 spinsters and old maids.17 Fergusson’s eventual marriage to Henry

Hugh Fergusson, 11 years her junior, was by all accounts an unhappy one. She married Fergusson

without her family’s approval and kept her marriage secret for several months. According to

Ousterhout, Fergusson’s biographer, the marriage caused Fergusson nothing but grief.18 She and

Henry shared few common interests and seemed to have starkly different personalities. Henry,

furthermore, took control of all the property Elizabeth inherited upon her father’s death shortly

after their marriage and then left for England, leaving Elizabeth without any kind of legal or

financial recourse. The escalating revolutionary tensions complicated Elizabeth’s financial

situation even further. Henry was largely perceived as a Tory, which made all of Elizabeth’s

property subject to confiscation despite her own support of the independence movement. It is

likely, though, that even without the revolutionary turmoil Henry would have ruined Elizabeth

financially as he had little business sense and proved to be a poor estate manager. None of

Fergusson’s surviving writings address her reasons for marrying Henry, which ultimately makes

her decision to wed even more troubling; her surviving documents and her refusing to marry during

her youth prove that she took very seriously the struggles married women faced. Despite the fact

that her poem “A Farewell to the Muses written by a young Woman soon after Marriage,”

celebrated the female writers of the day—the Francis Burneys, Hannah Mores, and Anna

Sewards—whom she hoped would replace the “feeble Frames” Richardson had penned and would

overcome the “sententious Jonson,” it remained a cautionary tale. She began the poem by

advocating for Burney, More, Seward, and other women authors, claiming they wrote more than

merely pleasing verses. Fergusson wanted to “turn the muses from the door of Philosophic men,”

instead directing them toward the pens of women, yet it was only the young women whom the

muses could truly inspire. Writing from the perspective of an older woman, Fergusson’s persona

despaired at the poem’s end that she could not be one of the literary women the poem began by

celebrating:

For me I now have past the stage

Which flowery paths pursue

I leave the Muses vernal age

My sprightlier friends to you.
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This poem appears, undated, in Fergusson’s 1796 commonplace book, and we don’t know for

certain whether Fergusson wrote this poem before or after her marriage. Commonplacing was an

artful process of collecting and compiling, so it is possible Fergusson penned this poem well before

its inclusion in her commonplace book. If she wrote it before her marriage, it embodies some of

her fears regarding marriage; if after, then it embodies some of the difficult realities married

women faced.
19

Fergusson’s “Farewell to the Muses…” was not simply an elegy to women’s youth, to the

time in their lives when they would be most able to devote themselves to their intellectual and

creative pursuits, nor was it simply a recitation of the challenges of marriage. By saluting some of

the foremost women authors of the day, placing them alongside established male literary figures,

Fergusson was in essence creating a new literary history, an endeavor she revisited in her willow

odes—two separate poems appearing in her 1787 commonplace book.
20

In these odes Fergusson

again provided an alternate literary history.21 She began with Milton and touched on the famous,

mostly male authors on both sides of the Atlantic, including Pope, Swift, Jonson, Richardson, and

Franklin. She ended the literary history, however, by giving notice to her own sororal network,

specifically Stockton, Anna Young Smith, and the Willing sisters. Fergusson explained her

expansion of the literary canon by asking her readers if it was just to ignore the women writers

entirely. She asked: “Can I here quite the Female Choir/ And not one Drop bestow” Her answer

was, of course, no. To underscore her point, however, she then admonished her readers:

Let not Pale Envy [enter] here

And Blast my honest Lays

Nor Phoebus Sons point and Sneer,

When Willings Line we praise.

Throughout her writing life, Fergusson remained mindful of the literary talents the members of her

coterie possessed and engaged her pen to draw attention to and encourage those talents.

One of the ways the women in the Philadelphia coterie encouraged one another’s talents

was by offering critiques of each other’s texts. In circulating their manuscripts they solidified

literary mentorships that at times gave rise to a colloquy: focused discussions of a given text and its

implications. At other times, however, their correspondence functioned as a modern-day

workshop, wherein the writers of the letters paid attention to the detail of craft with an eye toward
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improving the aesthetic quality of the piece in question. So while the letters written and circulated

among the women of British America played a role in cementing their networks of sociability and

while they played a therapeutic role and often a political role, they also played a role in continuing

the belles-lettristic tradition. The women’s attention to detail and craft shows today’s reader that

they valued their work for its artistic measure along with its rhetorical, social or political function.

However, their critiques of one another’s compositions demonstrate far more than a

well-developed artistic sensibility; they knew that for their texts to hold any sway culturally they

needed to be perceived as something other than “mere trifles” and that to do so they needed, first

and foremost, to be well-crafted and aesthetically pleasing. In 1761 Wright and Griffitts

commenced a poetic exchange occasioned by Wright’s birthday. Wright sent Griffitts a poem

entitled “My Own Birthday,” in which she detailed some of the many hardships she and those

close to her had had to face in their lives. Later in the chapter we will address the poem’s content,

but first I want to draw attention to the dynamics of the exchange itself. Upon receiving Wright’s

text, Griffitts read it and responded with this margin note: “Soft moving Language, deep reflection

Strong Compose this Powerful Harmony of Song.” Griffitts wrote her note on Wright’s original,

signed it Fidelia and returned it to Wright, enclosing as well a new poem—“To Susa. Wright On

some Lines wrote by herself on her Birth-day.” In her answer Griffitts responded to the topic

Wright raised, furthering their philosophical deliberations upon the nature of life and death, but

Griffitts’s margin notes reinforce the fact that poetical correspondence included both the exchange

of ideas and the critique of craft. 22 Griffitts responded positively to Wright’s poem, reinforcing

the effectiveness of its melancholic tone—a response that although Wright likely appreciated

certainly did not aid in any attempts she might make to improve her artistry. We recall that Wright

was Griffitts’s mentor, and when this exchange took place their correspondence was newly

established. Griffitts likely found herself slightly in awe of the “famous Suzey Wright,”
23

and

simply lavished praise on the piece in question. The significance of Griffitts’s note on Wright’s

text is not its content, but its very existence, which demonstrates that upon receipt, a critical

response was expected. That such a response was expected on the part of the “junior” members

of the coterie also illustrates the seriousness the “older” members placed on these de-facto

mentorships. They wanted not only to help shape the younger women’s craft , but also to prepare

them to be the same types of mentors to still younger generations of women. This exchange
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between Griffitts and Wright is in no way unique; if it was I would be hard-pressed to extrapolate

from it the importance of literary mentorships. For an additional example I turn to a letter

Fergusson wrote to Ann Stedman, daughter of one of Fergusson’s closest life-long friends, Betsy

Stedman, in which Fergusson cautioned that writers “never shall be tempted to strain a sentiment

of Truth for the Sake of a jingling Rhyme” because such a mistake would be “converting an

innocent amusement into a Criminal Pursuit.”
24

So as not to unnecessarily discourage Stedman,

Fergusson followed this warning with assertions of her “regard and affection” for her

correspondent and then applied her advice first to her own composition, a common tactic in the

critique patterns of the coterie. But Fergusson’s meaning is clear to us, just as it had to have been

clear to Stedman: good poems do more than fit into an established meter, and a skilled poet takes

care not to twist words and meanings to fit a poetic pattern.

Providing a meaningful response to the texts received was in no way the only convention

governing the epistolary exchanges of the Philadelphia coterie. Griffitts’s November 1762 letter to

Wright provides an example of the template most of the friends followed when exchanging their

texts. They usually only initiated an exchange in response to a request from the recipient herself

(usually the more “senior” member of the coterie) or from an interested third party. Griffitts and

Wright had begun their poetical correspondence at least by 1761, but this particular letter was

occasioned by Griffitts’s cousin who had shown Wright some of Griffitts’s poetry, and Wright had

written to Griffitts to offer critique of that work and request that Griffitts send her more. Each

exchange of text, even those originating from the mentor rather than the mentee, was accompanied

by a ritualized apology for the lines’ poor quality, and each exchange concluded with an overly

impassioned request to continue the epistolary relationship, sentiments such as “If she will be

pleas’d to favour me with some of her own Sweet Harmony, & Continue her Improving

Correspondence, It will really add to my Happiness”
25

or “I shall look on evry letter as a separate

favour & when I am no longer to enjoy this beam of friendship I shall be Sorrowfully Silent.”26

Yes, letter-writing manuals of the time taught women to include these kinds of sentiments and yes,

they are ritualized components of the eighteenth-century letter, but we should not dismiss them out

of hand as insincere or trite, especially when we read them alongside the non-ritualized or

non-proscribed contents of the epistolary exchanges. For example, toward the end of the 1762

letter cited above Griffitts reported on the health of her family members (another typical
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component of the women’s exchanges), detailing for Wright the treatment her uncle had

undertaken for one of the many ailments common to the time and explaining that she had included

such details because “women (say the wise) dearly love this.” However, then Griffitts segued into

a commentary on current political affairs by suggesting current leaders apply her uncle’s remedy to

their own affairs: “Could it [the treatment] have the Same Consequences attending its use in

Politiks as it has in Physicks, I would wish our present leaders had a threefold dose at the Dawn and

Close of every day.”27 Here, Griffitts certainly put her own twist on the polite practice of inquiring

after and reporting on the physical health of family members and close friends. I contend that it is

such exchanges that gave the women’s networks such immense value and that gave their

over-stylized effusions of friendship a note of sincerity. Their “testimonies of friendship”

provided a space to discuss and contemplate the important matters of their day.28 Again, like

Margaret Morris’s fictionalized biography I noted earlier, the most potent aspect of the exchanges

among the women was their at times satirical commentaries on their place as women in society,

commentaries that show they astutely understood the boundaries society was placing on them and

how ingeniously they were working within those boundaries, co-opting them to alternative ends.

In an April 15, 1763 letter to Wright, Griffitts characterized their continued correspondence as one

built on “Intire [sic] freedom” As such, she had to speak her mind to her friend, not only because

her friend would expect nothing less from her, but also because “the wise Sesc [sic] say, its no

small matter to Stop a woman’s tongue.” In this instance, Griffitts used the male stereotype of

women’s propensity for unbridled, unrestricted, impassioned conversation to rationalize the

candid critique of gender roles with which she closed the letter. In the rest of the letter Griffitts

detailed the exploits of her two young cousins, Isaac and Debby, and explained how even at her

tender age Debby was learning to work within the boundaries ascribed to her to achieve her goals:

like the rest of her sesc [sic], she is kept under, & was She even now, Suffer’d to use

her strength or her art–she Cou’d manage her brother with ease, While Isaac is

Philosophizing over the Globe or attending the Toy, if she has a mind for it, & tho

this disturbs him… Deb can keep her prize or with Smiling good Nature run off

with it, While Isaac is begging for help to have it restored.29
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Griffitts then applied Debby’s dominance in the nursery to her future prospects and, with a sense

of pride, announced: “I think if she [Debby] lives she will make her way Thro life with a figure,

have Sense enough to run when she is Injur’d, & a becoming Spirit to resent it....”
30

A number of common themes show up in the letters among the Philadelphia coterie, and

one of the more prevalent was this: life is hard; friends help. In the birthday poem Wright sent to

Griffitts, she reflected on her life and remembered some of those close to her who had preceded her

to the grave. About her sister she wrote: “Calmly She bore the bitter lot she drew/And clos’d her

sorrow with her close of Life”. 31 The letters among the women often displayed such a fatalistic

attitude, celebrating death because of its release from the struggle of life. Not surprisingly, then,

the elegy was a prevalent form in early-American literary culture—important not only because it

allowed the writer to pay homage to a departed friend, but also because in and of itself it was a

highly stylized form.
32

Coterie member Hannah Griffitts frequently elegized friends, family,

public figures and mere acquaintances, so much so that elegies comprise a large part of the Griffitts

collection at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. Each year she wrote a new poem on the

anniversary of her mother’s death. As Wright’s birthday poem makes apparent, however,

sentiments of grief were in no way limited to formal elegies and found their way into many of the

Philadelphia coterie’s writings. Realistically, the grieving writers routinely hyperbolized the

misfortunes their departed friends faced in order both to satisfy the elegy’s formal conventions but

also to help rationalize their loss.33 Yet even so, we should not dismiss these kinds of grief-laden

statements either as stylized platitudes or emotional drivel. Life for these women was hard. Death,

whether it be from old age, from childbirth, from disease, or from household accidents, was

seemingly everywhere, reminding the women writers each day of their own mortality. The

encroaching war, despite threatening physical death for the segments of the population caught in its

crosshairs, profoundly disrupted the rhythms of everyday life. Families were separated, property

was lost, and financial futures deemed uncertain as businesses floundered and currencies changed

and became devalued. Though revolutionary-era events affected all women differently, no

woman found herself blissfully untouched by the uncertainties of the era. When crises occurred

women turned to each other, as Stockton explained to Fergusson: “A mother’s death demands the

filial tear/ An Absent husband Claim the Sigh sincere/ But in my Laura’s friendship I shall find/

A balmy Cordial for my Anxious mind.” For women in eighteenth-century British America, “The
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endearing intercourse of friends/ Bless’d with Congenial minds” provides the “gentle hope…/to

soften human pain.” 34 Despite the expansion of the literary canon to include more and more

examples of eighteenth-century women’s writings, today’s readers still largely regard women’s

manuscript texts, which frequently include the types of passages I quoted above, as nothing more

than highly proscriptive effusions of fancy, but I hope this study with its numerous examples

placed into their larger historical contexts will help to reinforce the sincerity with which these

women addressed one another and the powerful shaping forces they exerted in one another’s lives.

The letters among the Philadelphia coterie continually demonstrate that attending to their

correspondence was a delicate balancing act. In apologizing for the delay in her response to a

previous letter, Deborah Logan explained to her niece and frequent correspondent Debby Logan

Norris that Debby’s letter did not reach her hands until Saturday evening. A devout Quaker, she let

the restrictions of the Sabbath day keep her from replying on Sunday. On Monday and Tuesday

Logan found herself obligated to tend to visiting family members. Finally, on Wednesday she

resolved to “put off clear starching that I might write,” but even this neglecting of her household

chores did not afford her the time to write that she had hoped as she then reported that unexpected

morning company forced her to delay her writing session. Finally, “dinner is over, and nobody at

home but myself,” so she took advantage of the unexpected opportunity to seclude herself with her

pen. She withdrew to the library and, despite bad paper and an untried pen, began writing to her

friend: “I miss thee sadly, yet no time to myself at all, was a whole week trying to put down some

interesting conversation….”35 At various times all the women of the Philadelphia coterie

struggled to carve-out time in their busy lives to devote to their writing and other intellectual

pursuits. We see them frequently putting household tasks on hold to attend to their correspondence.

Managing their household, including servants and children, bookkeeping and stock and supply

was without a doubt the primary role of these women in British America.
36

However, in the midst

of their domestic labors they created for themselves, sometimes with great sacrifice, closets of their

own—spaces within their households to which they could retreat with their pens, papers, books,

and letters, and furthermore, the documents these women left behind demonstrate the extent to

which they celebrated their domesticity for the intellectual retreat it provided. 37

Nineteenth-century constructions of femininity celebrated domesticity because of the

retreat it provided from the public, the safe haven it afforded in the storm of life. It became
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associated with the cult of true womanhood, taking on restrictive ideological tones.38 Domesticity

proscribed the limits of a woman’s world and those who dared to branch beyond it often gave up

their designations as gentle women or good wives in exchange for more derogatory labels such as

the now-famous bluestockings.39 However, as I have noted before, the writing women of the

eighteenth century encountered a different and slightly more fluid construct of domesticity than did

their nineteenth-century counterparts. And while the chores that attended everyday housewifery

were often characterized as restrictive simply because of the demands they made on one’s time, the

women of the Philadelphia coterie did indeed laud their homes as the private retreats

nineteenth-century domestic rhetoric would purport them to be. They frequently celebrated the

seasons in their life that allowed them to retreat into their domestic closets. Deborah Logan

memorializes such an instance in her “Sonnet to Stenton,” 40 celebrating her “peaceful home” for

its “sylvan scenes” and for the “blessings” and “treasures” she found “among thy groves.” She cast

her home as a sanctuary. However, in a move that separates eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

constructions of domesticity, Logan celebrated Stenton not because it allowed her to run away

from the outside world, or because it provided order and meaning to her life through its

never-ending, voluminous domestic tasks, but because within its walls she was, from time to time,

able to run to a quiet space wherein she could think, write, and engage with the public sphere.

Logan’s poems “Sonnet--on Retirement” and “Morning’s early Prime”
41

continued to celebrate

such a domestic retreat, as did Fergusson’s “Ode to Winter.” Fergusson celebrated the winter

season for the same reason Logan celebrated times of retirement and early morning. Fergusson

favored winter because it provided additional opportunity for “genius.” She examined John

Milton’s life and determined that he “had [his] genius more flowing from the Autumnal to the

vernal equinox than from the vernal to the Autumnal one.” Fergusson did not postulate as to why

winter occasions Milton’s genius, but she treasured the winter snows because they allowed her

“Soul [to] stay collected, concentrated at Home” rather than “fly[ing] off at Random to flutter and

Roam.” As days grew colder and nights grew longer, Fergusson’s “powers feel strengthened”.

The increased time at home, the forced imprisonment because of blizzards or other bad weather,

gave Fergusson increased opportunity to think, to grapple with “Truth” and “Reason” and then

write of her ideas to her similarly sequestered sisters. In winter Fergusson reported that “New

pleasure is tasted in Friendships refin’d” – friendships that were refined, of course, by the luxury to
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spend increased time at one’s correspondence, and in Fergusson’s case, increased time writing.42

These women treasured their homes, but, as these poems make clear, they treasured them because

of the opportunities their homes gave them for intellectual rather than domestic pursuits. The

women were rulers of what Logan termed the “Empire of the Mind.” 43 In these mental empires,

she argued, “knowledge and wisdom are thy own/… this Library is thine and Memory keeps the

key.” Despite life’s hardships or trials, “the mind [is] a Heaven below”
44

and withdrawing into the

mind equaled running to a safe and controlled place. The eighteenth-century learned woman’s

emphasis on interiority is interesting because in the nineteenth century, as women’s homes rather

than their minds became identified as their empires, the home would become valued for its privacy

and its interiority; the home, not the mind, would become the ultimate locus of safety and security;

the home would replace the mind as the heaven below, and if women were to use their minds, they

were to use them primarily in the service of the home. However, the writings of the women of the

Philadelphia coterie show that although they treasured their homes, they used their homes to

provide occasion for their intellectual pursuits, and it is in those pursuits that they found the

ultimate solace.
45

Fergusson would have begun the letters, tracts, and editorials she frequently

published in early-American newspapers from the writing desk in her home. Logan would have

begun to edit and compile her family’s voluminous and politically important correspondence from

her home libraries. And both Fergusson and Logan, as well as all the women in the sisterhood,

would have written to each other from similar domestic locations. The women of the Philadelphia

coterie used winter, early mornings, and other times of retirement to attend their writings and in

doing so turned the inside out, entering the public arena without ever leaving their private homes.

The domestic writings of the Philadelphia coterie help us to appropriately historicize

eighteenth-century domesticity while continuing to destabilize the artificial and ultimately

reductive public/private sphere paradigm while simultaneously reinforcing the primacy of

manuscript culture—or what I like to think of as “correspondence capitalism”-- in

British-American culture. 46

In 1764 Elizabeth Fergusson embarked on a year-long trip to Europe.
47

Her travel journal

for this trip, is the same travel journal briefly addressed in the introduction which Blecki and Wulf

recovered as they prepared Milcah Moore’s commonplace book for publication. Fergusson is

easily the most prolific and, today, the most recognized member of the Philadelphia coterie, yet
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prior to Blecki and Wulf’s work her travel journal was unknown. The journal itself provides the

most striking example of the manner in which eighteenth-century correspondence networks served

to transmit (and in this case preserve) texts. Fergusson prepared her travel journal as a gift to her

close friends and fellow coterie members, the Willing sisters. However, that copy as well as any

other copies Fergusson might have made for her own use or for others has been lost. The only

remaining copy of Fergusson’s travel journal is the one Milcah Moore transcribed into her

commonplace book. We do not know, of course, how Moore gained access to the text. Perhaps

Fergusson or the Willing sisters prepared a copy for her. Perhaps a copy passed through her hands

en route to its eventual recipient. Although Fergusson intended and prepared her journal as a gift

to the Willing sisters, the journal itself most likely traveled extensively among friends and family

as everyone in Fergusson’s circle would have been greatly interested in its account. Regardless of

the hazy details regarding the actual mechanics of the text’s circulation, we no doubt owe today’s

knowledge of it to the eighteenth-century practice of commonplacing, a practice that in and of itself

testifies to the importance of manuscript circulation in eighteenth-century literary culture and how

such manuscripts, simply by their widespread circulation, came to comprise part of the literary

public sphere.48 Aside from its manner of preservation, Fergusson’s travel journal is instructive

because it illustrates many of the tenets central to this study. The travel journal provides just one

example of the way women in eighteenth century British America used their writings to one

another to engage the literary public sphere, and the journal offers continued testimony as to the

ways the women of eighteenth-century British America clung to their correspondence with one

another, especially in times of absence. Fergusson’s travel journal is characterized by a sense of

anxiety. She very clearly relied on her travel journal to help her stay connected to her sisterhood.

According to Fergusson, the “fine Strokes” of the pen could “express all friendship’s power and

sooth the Anguish of the lonely hour.”
49

Fergusson realized that the letters in her journal aided in

rendering absent friends present. The paper on which she wrote came alive and embodied her, the

writer, to the recipient:

Stella’s soul and sentiment appears

O’er Western Seas and Raise the starting Tear

Maternal love can glow upon the page….

All this in more can pow’rful letters give
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And paper may be almost said to live 50

Fergusson’s travel journal, however, is more than a series of artfully composed lamentations to

long-absent friends. She noted many of her daily activities and conversations, including making

the acquaintance of Tristam Shandy author Laurence Sterne. She also included notes concerning

her reading habits. Fergusson’s journal offers us a glimpse into the eighteenth-century woman’s

bookshelf.
51

She read voraciously but singled out for attention in her journal Sterne, Young, Rowe,

Addison, Richardson, and Pope and explains how important those books were too her. She

counted her books among her friends and explained that, like her friends, “they all have their

respective merits, but I am not equally acquainted with them.” Some of her books were friends only

in affliction while others “suit [her] at all humours. Some took “walks with [her] in a summer

evening” like a real friend might and some appeared to know her so well that they inspired her to

pensive self reflection.
52

This section of Fergusson’s journal offers a window into the books that

a leading literati of her day turned to for her reading pleasure, but it also reinforces for us the

importance literacy played in British-American elite society. Certainly, Fergusson and many of

those in her circles were indeed well-off financially, but books, nonetheless, were expensive. For

many, even those with money, owning personal copies of books was a treat and a luxury and the

acquisition of such expansive personal libraries did not occur by happenstance. Books had to be

acquired at the expense of something else—they were prized possessions and, for Fergusson and

others, functioned as faithful friends and family.53

In addition to detailing Fergusson’s reading habits, the travel journal recorded her

critiques of the texts at hand. Her most scathing critique was not of a particular text, but instead

of a literary convention Fergusson feared was becoming too popular. Too many authors, she felt,

fell prey to the pressure of providing happily-ever-after conclusions to their stories. They

propagated a false picture of domestic tranquility and sold-out to the “short-lived satisfaction of

seeing the hero and heroine at the end of a book with a fine house, a great many children, Friends,

and Servants, & wholly possessed of every good thing.”54 Despite a severe criticism of Richardson

earlier in the journal, Fergusson was now commending him for Clarissa’s suffering and death.

Fergusson feared that too many of the books of the day sacrificed verisimilitude and propagated the

false promise that longsuffering would lead to reward and prosperity. Echoing dominant religious

ideology of the day, Fergusson maintained that although longsuffering would lead to an eventual
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reward, people were “not to expect their reward in this life.” She believed literature should not shy

away from the fact that life was hard. Ironically, despite Fergusson’s disapproval of novels’

happily-ever-after endings, she and her coterie often equated ultimate happiness to tranquil

domesticity. In fact, Fergusson and most of her cohorts were not ready to dismiss such tranquility

and often cast it as the most dearly sought after earthly reward; however, they did accept and did

write about the fact that such tranquility simply was not realistic. Marriages were unhappy,

children died, friends were separated, and families faced financial ruin.

As evidenced by her travel journal, Fergusson obviously felt that writings of the day ought

to embody a sense of social responsibility. Not only did she fear popular British authors were

jettisoning their responsibility to verisimilitude, but she questioned the values manifested by the

British populace at large. Fergusson was unused to and uncomfortable with the extravagance she

witnessed in England (a theme I will return to again in a future chapter in the travel writings of

Abigail Adams and Mercy Otis Warren), and the journal conveyed her sense that although she had

been “treated with humanity, respect, and politeness” the character of the English people had left

her profoundly disappointed. She longed to return to America and to the people in her immediate

social networks: “I am not particularly attached to any spot” she explained, “but while some friends

live, I hope it to be in Phila[delphia].”55 As the writings of Wright and Griffitts demonstrated

earlier, in documenting intergenerational components of the sororal exchanges, older members of

the sorority frequently encouraged the younger members not to let themselves become overly

concerned with the parties, fashions, and social gossip of polite society. There was, of course,

nothing wrong with any of these pastimes in and of themselves. Only when women relegated these

inconsequential concerns to places of consequence did they become the trifle the members of the

coterie so disparaged. Interestingly, upon arriving in England in 1764 Fergusson wrote in her

journal that life in America lent itself to more easily avoiding the “Indulgence of Desires” that

accompanied “unlimited taste for pleasure…health and fortune.” Upon readying to return to

America, Fergusson could not regret leaving a country whose society was shaped by the continual

pursuit of base pleasures and “many an hour of Insipid Languor.” Even as early as 1764, a decade

before the revolution would enter its fever-pitch stage, Fergusson was putting into words her

displeasure with British (and ultimately European) style of governance. She wondered with no

small sense of incredulity at her British peers’ apparent preference for pageantry and show over
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piety and sensibility. Illustrating her discussion with an apt political metaphor wherein she

intimated that the Britain of her day was a bastardized version of the one that could have been,

allowed to get off track by the raucous pursuits of Her flamboyant leader, she supposed “they want

a Charles the 2d on the Throne, to make Mistresses of their wives and daughters and furnish the

nation with a race of royal illegitimate children”.56 In fact, as of the writing of this travel journal,

Fergusson was ready to be done with England entirely. She was sentimentally attached to her

country of birth, yes, but she explained, “I love England because my dear Mamma was born in it.

I love it because it has given Birth to so many great and good men whose Writings have helped to

form our education in America.” So in the end, Fergusson was praising her mother country solely

for the opportunities it had provided her adoptive country to move out from beneath Her shadow.57

In 1775 Fergusson’s niece Anna Young sent her Aunt a copy of a poem titled “Lines to a

lively young Lady of Anna Young’s acquaintance written at the time of the War When they were

both absent from the City in the Country.” Smith subtitled the poem “The Distinction between

good naturd and Ill Naturd Wit attempted.” In subsequently copying the poem into one of her

commonplace books, Fergusson annotated it with comments that offer a miniature reader’s guide,

first by identifying the original recipient of the poem as Charlotte Smith, but more importantly by

explaining what she felt to be the value of the poem. 58 Fergusson and her niece were frequent

correspondents, routinely sharing compositions. Fergusson memorialized this particular

composition in her commonplace book because she thought Young’s definition of wit a good one.

Wit, Young maintained, was a mastered skill one not easily or universally possessed. It was also

a complicated and sometimes dangerous skill “that poisons men tho more refind;/And festers in the

Heart”.59 Young found her contemporaries were too often employing wit simply in biting satire,

satire that “wounds” “strikes” and “scatters terror.” Young praised, however, the brand of wit her

recipient practiced. Charlotte Smith had mastered a wit that while still truthful and even

judgmental “enlightens, charms, and warms,” drawing people into its “social fire.” In copying,

circulating and drawing attention to this poem, Fergusson was advocating for Charlotte’s particular

style of Wit—one that would heal and unite rather than wound and separate. Young wrote this

poem to her friend Charlotte on the eve of the revolution, when political divisions challenged

friendships and split apart social networks, leaving every conversation and every publication rife

with political consequences. In choosing to widely circulate Young’s letter, Fergusson was
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encouraging her female cohorts to continue to develop this kind of pleasing wit and even

envisioned the role this feminized wit could play in drawing the new nation together.

Fergusson was not the only member of the coterie to entertain grand visions for the role of

female wit in the new nation. Hannah Griffitts also turned her pen to the roles she envisioned for

women. In April 1777 upon reading Thomas Paine’s The Crisis,60 Griffitts composed in verse a

critique of Paine which she sent to her friend Polly Dickinson. Griffitts sternly took Paine to task

for his shortcomings, mainly his perspective on women and his sweeping generalizations of Whigs

and Tories. Griffitts’s poem described Paine as a mannerless, talentless rube, “the boldest

fibber.”
61

She maintained that Paine understood “female manners” not at all and accused him of

circulating such bold Whiggish propaganda purely for its pecuniary impact. 62 Griffitts’s ire at

Paine reflected her frustration at the fact that so much of the printed writings, pro-Whig and

pro-Tory alike, did indeed take the form of aggressive propagandizing. As a regular correspondent

with many female friends who would have been widely and variously spaced along the whig-tory

continuum (many of whom we must note would never have really classified themselves as one or

the other), Griffitts had a far more immediate and clear understanding of the “shades of grey”
63

such political labels overlooked and disregarded, and it is these oversimplified classifications that

she and other members of the coterie bravely tried to negotiate in their revolutionary-era writings.

In 1783, after living through nearly a decade of tumult and many years of outright hostilities

Griffitts wrote the poem “To a Friend,”64using friendship as the conceit through which to lament

the war. She cast the war first and foremost as a breakdown in friendship. In her discussion of the

war, Griffitts gives us insight into the most profound impact she and her writing circle felt the war

to have. In an effort to rebuild, reclaim, and recenter their lives, the women mourned the loss of

friends—friends who had returned to England because their political connections made it too

dangerous to stay or because they had been widowed and had no other family in America to which

to turn. This study generally follows in the footsteps of historians like Mary Beth Norton, Nancy

Cott, and Linda Kerber who have drawn our attention to the fact that the Revolutionary War,

despite its grand rhetoric, was not really all that revolutionary for women. These scholars were the

first to explore the “ambiguous legacy” the American revolution left for women (Liberty’s

Daughters 299), and although subsequent generations of scholars have complicated their work in

significant ways, many of the primary texts I examine would seem to support Norton’s initial sense
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of the qualitative differences between eighteenth-and nineteenth-century constructions of

womanhood. Norton describes how the liberal eighteenth-century construction of “republican

womanhood” gave way to the more restrictive nineteenth-century construction of “Victorian

womanhood”(298). While early feminist historians have tended to view the republican concept of

womanhood that linked domesticity with civic participation as an important step forward for

women, the primary texts cited in this chapter argue otherwise. These texts demonstrate that even

in the years immediately following the revolution, the years often identified as republican

motherhood’s ideological heyday, the older members of the coterie in particular had already

recognized the empty promises republican rhetoric offered. Hannah Griffitts explored her

reservations concerning the role of women in the new nation in “The Glorious Fourth of

July—Over Again”:

The Glorious fourth—again appears

A Day of Days—and year of years,

The scene of sad disasters,

Where all the mighty gains we see,

With all their boasted liberty,

Is—only—change of masters [.]

Griffitts unapologetically wondered whether she and the other members of her sex were indeed any

better off now than they were before, and her answer was unfortunately, no:

A change of one—at Distance far

For those –all absolute and near

A change of one—for many,

And now, sit down & Count your gains

(as Children boast their fine exchange)

A farthing—for their penny65

Griffitts took up a discussion of eighteenth-century womanhood again in her poem

“Written about the Meschianza in Phila during the British Occupation of 1777-78” The poem

criticized the carnivalesque celebration of the Meschianza, calling it a “shameful scene of

dissipation.” 66 Griffitts used her commentary of this momentous Philadelphia social occasion to

reinforce her views on eighteenth-century womanhood. Her poem is an important textual example
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of women asserting their cultural capitol. Griffitts and her cohorts of writing women had become

adept at using manners, decorum and polite society as a vehicle through which to advance their

own agendas and ideas. They performed their traditional, “womanly” roles so well that they were

then able to take on, with great subtlety and great effect, other, less conventional roles. Her poem

denigrating the Meschianza also chastised other women of the era who had not learned similar

lessons. In describing the garish street spectacle, Griffitts explained: “But recollection’s pained to

know / that ladies joined the frantic show; when female prudence thus can fail,/it’s time the sex

should wear the veil.” Griffitts knew that in order for women to be taken seriously they needed to

act appropriately. If they wanted to assert themselves beyond the limits of the veil, they would

need to wear it and wear it masterfully, every bit as masterfully as Wright, Griffitts, Stockton,

Fergusson, Moore, Logan and other members of the eighteenth-century Philadelphia coterie.

Beyond Griffitts’s proclamations regarding eighteenth-century womanhood and

Fergusson’s intentions for eighteenth-century feminized wit, the subject of eighteenth-century

womanhood was still very much under debate and in flux. Many of the coterie members’ writings

I have already addressed in this chapter were penned in response to widely read, published texts.

Another such response is Annis Boudinot Stockton’s 1793 letter to her daughter Julia Stockton

Rush, critiquing Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication on the Rights of Woman. No other coterie

writing I address in this study is more instructive to twenty-first century readers in helping them

understand and reconstruct the political activism of the eighteenth-century literary woman than this

letter between mother and daughter. In her discussion of Vindication, Stockton has complicated

Griffitts’s discussions of eighteenth-century womanhood and shows us the limitations of

Fergusson’s idealized feminine wit. Stockton’s letter detailed a common brand of

eighteenth-century protofeminism and in the process identified its limits. If nothing else,

Stockton’s letter makes very clear that the learned, active, vibrant women of eighteenth-century

British America were quite mindful of the fact that they were women and respected what they

believed to be inherent, purposeful, and natural differences between the sexes. They advocated for

the expansion of opportunities, for increased education and for fair treatment. They did not,

however, advocate for full-fledged equality. They accepted and celebrated their differences as

women but did not desire to abandon their “woman’s sphere,” advocating instead for an expansion

of it.
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As the letter begins, it draws our attention, again, to the communal component of literary

activity in eighteenth-century British America. Although Stockton explained that she had been

“musing.. over my solitary fire” she noted that her thoughts on Vindication were not the first her

daughter would have heard. The book had “been much longer in the neighborhood” and to be sure

had been the subject of much discussion to the extent that Stockton wonders why her daughter had

not yet sent her mother her own critique of the text. Stockton explained that it had taken her a

while to find a copy; however, once she “procured” it, she carved enough time out of her schedule,

by keeping “vigils of the night,” to read it in two days’ time. This letter is useful to us because it

offers Stockton’s insights into what today has become widely viewed as a feminist ur-text.
67

But

Stockton’s letter is also important because it reinforces the literary patterns of the

eighteenth-century woman. It draws attention to the aforementioned fact that even well-to-do

women such as Stockton could not afford to purchase their own copies of books, so books

circulated among friends and neighbors, providing the fodder for wit and conversation and

rendering reading and writing as communal activities, even if they were performed in solitude.

This letter is also one more testimony to the fact that women read and wrote late at night or early

in the morning, sacrificing sleep and rest to pursue their own intellectual interests so as not to shirk

what Stockton saw as their divinely appointed “womanly” responsibilities. In short, Stockton’s

letter to Rush concerning Vindication shows us that although Stockton and the many women of her

circle firmly believed there was “no sex in soul”—that there was nothing inherent in being female

that limited their capabilities, marked them as inferior in intellect or integrity, or doomed them to

a life of “slavish submission”—they were conscious of and generally accepted being sexed. As

Stockton put it, “I believe that our creator intended us for different walks in life – and that it takes

equal powers of the mind and understanding to properly fulfill the duties that he has marked out for

us.” Women, then, were by divine appointment, different yet equal to men, and Stockton’s main

critique of Wollstonecraft was that she overreached. She overrepresented women’s repression by

not factoring into her discussion the “nature of our intercourse with each other.” Wollstonecraft

was in the end “presumptuous,” basing her treatise on unnatural assumptions about the

fundamental role of men and women. However, lest we think Stockton rejected Wollstonecraft

out of hand, she did not. In describing Wollstonecraft as one of “many other great geniuses,” she

likely recognized that Vindication was important in that it continued to push eighteenth-century
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boundaries. As a visionary herself, surrounded daily by the movers and shakers in

eighteenth-century society, Stockton would have recognized that rarely was progress achieved

through conservative forces. And although Stockton believed Wollstonecraft went too far with

some of her pronouncements, she praised her in the end. Stockton summarized her opinion of

Wollstonecraft explaining, “some of her expressions are by far too strong for my ideas…. Yet to

sum up my poor Judgement upon this wonderful book, I do really think a great deal of instruction

may be gathered from it –and I am sure that no one can read it but they may find something or other

that will correct their conduct and enlarge their ideas.”

Stockton likely hoped the reading of Vindication would address the widely-held stereotype

of women’s diminished capacity for reason. Members of the coterie wrote frequently of their

frustrations at facing presumed intellectual inferiority based on their sex. In “Some Thoughts on

the Nature of Reason,” Hannah Griffitts set forth her theory that men and women all had the same

capacity for reason. Reason, to her, was an innate principle just like good and evil; all individuals

had the same capacity for reason, just as they had the same capacity for good and evil. The

manifestation of that capacity, however, was impacted by custom, education, and circumstance.

Women, Griffitts wrote, were just as reasonable as men; they simply needed to be provided the

same “accidental conveniences of life.” 68 In addition to providing a window to eighteenth-century

protofeminism, Stockton’s letter to Rush concerning Wollstonecraft’s Vindication helps us

understand that despite persistent limitations, women of the early republic did indeed feel they had

cause to celebrate some of the democratic rhetoric with which the era has become unmistakable

identified. Despite the fact that the Revolutionary War was not a watershed for eighteenth-century

women, Stockton’s letter complicates Griffitts’s “The Glorious Fourth of July—over Again” and,

although not written in response to one another, read together the two texts demonstrate the lively

public debate members of the coterie participated in. Stockton’s letter regarding Vindication

shows us that the intellectual, propertied, elite women of the early republic felt there to be a

tangible difference, specifically a marked improvement, in their status as women in the new nation

as compared to their European counterparts. Mulford reprints Stockton’s letter to her daughter in

Only for the Eye of a Friend, and I quote it here at length for a number of reasons. First, to place

this study in its appropriate context and appreciate it fully, I believe the reader needs to hear, at

least on occasion, the women who are its subject at least partially unadulterated and at least
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pretending to be unmediated by continual explication and editorial analysis. I choose to quote this

letter at length (as opposed to the other primary texts written about in this chapter) because this

letter testifies to the women’s roles in the continually forming national consciousness. Women

such as Stockton were living and working-out in their daily lives, sometimes with great tension,

turmoil and conflict, what it meant for them to be Anglo-American women. Additionally, the

following excerpt illustrates with great clarity the limits of eighteenth-century protofeminism

discussed above, and it demonstrates the code of womanhood Stockton and many of her

contemporaries internalized. It is this code—one marked by a “conciliating code of

conduct”—that reform-minded eighteenth-century women, such as Stockton, Fergusson, Griffitts,

Moore, and the other members of the Philadelphia coterie lived in and worked through. Stockton

wrote:

I have always Contended that the education of women was not made a matter of that

importance which it ought to be –but we see that error daily Correcting –and in this

Country. The empire of reason is not monopolized by Men, there is a great pains

taken to improve our sex and store their minds with that knowledge best adapted to

make them useful in the situation that their creator has placed them –and we do not

often see those efforts opposed by the other sex, but rather disposed to assist them

by every means in their power and men of sense generally prefer such women as

Companions thro life – The state of society may be different in Europe from what

it is in America – but from the observation I have been able to make in my own

country I do not think any of that Slavish obedience exists that She talks so much

of—I think the women have their equal right of every thing, Latin and Greek

excepted.—and I believe women of the most exalted minds, and the most improved

understanding will be most likely to practice that Conciliating mode of Conduct

which she seems to Condemn as blind Obedience and Slavish submission to the

caprice of an arbitrary tyrant which character she seems to apply to men as a sex.69

Just as Stockton felt Wollstonecraft overreached in Vindication, early recovery efforts on Stockton

and her contemporaries often overreached as well, casting Stockton and her coterie’s brand of

eighteenth-century protofeminism in twentieth-century terms, celebrating it for steps it did not take.

Such overestimations were of course many times made out of necessity as the first-generation of
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scholars working with these long-forgotten, long-neglected women writers needed a breathtaking

hypothesis to get their work noticed and deal with the lingering question of “is it any good” that

informs every discussion of every woman writer from colonial times through the contemporary era.

However, if the cultural studies model that has come to dominate the critical, academic landscape

in the last decade has done anything, it has opened and broadened these early recovery efforts and

allowed us to appreciate the texts these women wrote in their appropriate historical context without

fear of being censured as an apologist. Although by today’s standards letters such as the one

Stockton wrote to Rush and the views espoused therein might appear “conservative” at best or

“backward” at worst, we can celebrate them for their complexity and appreciate them for the

negotiations their women writers had to make. These texts will in no way support a postmodern

feminist agenda; neither, however, were they ever intended to do so. What they do show is the

social struggles women of British America engaged themselves in and, taken together with the

other texts in this study, they allow us a fuller understanding and appreciation of the complicated

nature of eighteenth-century womanhood.
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CHAPTER TWO

‘I Wish I could always be on my Guard’: Loyalist Women and the Limits of Sociability

Literary historians have often cited diarist Grace Growden Galloway as an example of a

feme covert who faced financial ruin as patriot forces forced British troops and supporters out of

Pennsylvania, seizing their assets and confiscating their lands.1 Galloway, born Grace Growden,

hailed from an influential Philadelphia family. Her father Lawrence Growden was on of the richest

men in Pennsylvania, and at his death Galloway inherited four separate estates with over 1900

acres of combined land and a thirty percent stake in an iron works company—all of which passed

directly into her husband’s control, significantly enhancing his already considerable fortune.

However eighteenth-century dower rights maintained that upon her husband’s death control of the

property would pass back to Grace or, in the event of her death, to Betsy, her only daughter. When

officials prosecuted her husband as a traitor and forced him to flee Philadelphia at the expulsion of

the British, Grace Galloway stayed in the city to argue that it was her husband, not she, who was the

traitor so as not to abandon her property to the government in hopes of preserving its value for her

daughter. Although Grace Galloway remained in Philadelphia to protect her property, she

ultimately found herself frustrated in her pursuits as officials forcibly removed her from her home

and forced her to endure the hardship and humiliation of seeing her family estates auctioned off

around her. Galloway was certainly not alone, however, in her dilemma: many women of the

revolutionary-era found themselves in a similar predicament. Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s

husband Henry Hugh Fergusson also had to flee Philadelphia and Elizabeth stayed behind in the

hopes of preserving control of her Pennsylvania estate.2 Galloway’s diary offers only one example

of a woman fighting to maintain control of her property in the face of antiquated dower and

property rights. Galloway’s diary provides a wonderfully detailed picture of a married woman’s

property rights (or lack thereof) in British America, and it is in this context her diary is usually

addressed, but an examination of Galloway’s wartime journal also offers a glimpse into how

closely Galloway’s social and political networks were aligned and insight into how the breakdown

of one led to the breakdown of the other. Furthermore, the diary underscores the importance of
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Galloway’s sororal network and her increasing despair over the isolation from the very network

she had turned to before and which she hoped would sustain her again during this trying time.3

Grace Galloway was a prominent member in Philadelphia society. Her husband Joseph was

speaker of the Pennsylvania assembly from 1766 to 1774. The Galloways’ names appear in the

letters of Abigail and John Adams and in the diary of Elizabeth Drinker, and it would not be

unreasonable to assume that the wife of an intellectual and political leader such as Joseph

Galloway would be well known in British-American circles.4 She kept the section of her diary that

forms the text for this chapter from June 1778 to September 1779, and the diary itself functioned

as a kind of jeremiad. In it Galloway lamented the loss of fortune, friends, and society as she knew

it.5 The loss of her fortune weighed on her heavily, mostly because she feared diminishing her

daughter’s future prospects should her lands that form the bulk of her daughter’s dowry end up in

government control. Galloway eventually reconciled herself to her loss of fortune defiantly staking

a claim to her own identity aside from that fortune by proclaiming:

that it was not in their power to humble Me for I shou’d be Grace Growden

Galloway to y*e* last & as I had now suffer’d all that they can inflict Upon Me I

shou’d now act as a rock to look on ye wrack of others and see them tost by the

Tempestuous billows while I was safe ashore; that if My little fortune wou’d be of

service to them they may keep it for I had exchanged it for content. . . & and that I

would Never let these people pull Me down for While I had ye splendid shilling left

I wou’d be happy in spite of them. (76)

Although Galloway reconciled herself to her loss of fortune, her war-time diary shows us that she

struggled to similarly reconcile herself to the changes in her network of regular correspondents and

her diminished exchanges with them, changes that this chapter will show she implicitly blamed on

the eighteenth-century culture wars in which she felt herself so embroiled. Galloway’s diary

clearly reinforces that sociability in British America was often a literary activity: writing letters

and composing verses, reading those letters and verse to nearby friends before mailing them off to

friends farther away, receiving letters and verse in exchange and then reading them or newspapers

or novels to evening visitors. Galloway’s diary chronicles the changes in her patterns of

correspondence, and although we do not get a clear picture from her diary why her correspondence

diminished, it is not hard to imagine that as Philadelphia changed hands from the British to the
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patriots and neighborhood streets became war zones, letters easily went astray or were

misdelivered and at times even intercepted. Additionally, as the Galloways’ political position

became more and more precarious and as Joseph Galloway’s peers branded him a traitor, some of

Galloway’s friends, especially those who were more “whiggish,” might have been hesitant to have

been discovered corresponding with her.6 Regardless of the reason, the decline in Galloway’s

regular correspondence led to a decline in both her physical and emotional health. Her diary

provides us a running commentary of her health and state of mind, explaining at various points

how she was “much unwell” “in great pain”, “much distressed” or more rarely“in a pleasing frame

of mind.” As the social and political situation around her continued to deteriorate, we see the extent

to which Galloway clung to her letters and her correspondence. On the days that she received

pleasing or satisfactory letters, they lifted her mood, and on the days when she did not, her mood

was sour. The days she lamented the loudest of hearing nothing were the days she insisted she was

the most unwell or the most unhappy. As the diary progressed and her correspondence continued

to falter, she became more and more melancholy, even forsaking visits with her in-town sororal

network to attend to her correspondence, attentions that she ultimately declared to be in vain as she

expresses such sentiments as, “sat writing till night but am not pleased with what I wrote” (79) or

“sat writing this morn and am very much distressed”(47) or “ sat down and wrote my hopes and

spirits are quite gone” (49). As her days passed, Galloway spent more and more time lamenting

her lack of correspondence, and her own literary activities with which she had often filled long

afternoons and evenings became less and less fulfilling to her. She complained to friend Debby

Norris, who took her in after she was evicted from her own estate, explaining in her diary that

“Debby came after supper read her my verses am not pleased with them nor with myself” (67).

Composing her own verses was no longer fulfilling, and not even reading novels was pleasurable,

so consumed was she by her isolation. On June 17, 1779, after lamenting for several days of

receiving no news, Galloway turned to her bookshelf for entertainment, distraction and consolation:

“I sat in my room til five oclock reading the Arabian Nights Entertainment,” she wrote “but my

whole heart was taken up…I am very low spirited and fear all is over with us” (85-86). Eventually,

she became so low that she ordered “Nurse to put away the books and leave only the Bible” (178).

As Galloway’s world continued to disintegrate around her, not only did her correspondence

falter, not only did she cease to take pleasure in many of the literary activities she found solace
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in—the same activities that formed the backbone of eighteenth-century sociability—but she began

to curtail her own social activities. The diary shows the continued and intensifying isolation

Galloway felt and the way good friends often had to negotiate varying political positions in order

to preserve their relationships. Nowhere in the diary is this effect more clear than in Galloway’s

interactions with Sally Zane and Debby Norris . Galloway lived with Norris after being evicted

from her own home, and Zane was a trusted friend and neighbor.
7

The diary reports that Zane

visited Galloway often, comforting her when she missed her child, nursing her when she was sick,

discussing books and novels with her, and upon her return from travels to New York bringing the

latest gossip and fashions as well as copies of the latest papers. Because property laws prevented

Galloway from leaving the city without forfeiting her claim to her Pennsylvania estates, she

depended greatly on friends and neighbors for news of happenings beyond Philadelphia. By most

accounts Sally Zane was one of Galloway’s favorites: “there is something so honest and blunt in

that plain woman that I prefer her company to most others I think her good and she has no cant but

is tough and open” (156). This was high praise from a usually harsh woman, largely critical of

others. During a visit on April 4, 1779, however, Galloway found her faith in Zane tested: “Sally

Zanes came in & I asked her if she was a wig in a Jesting way, but I found she was a compleat one

by principle. I was much shocked at being so deceived. . . . I am not easy... I am vexed about Sally

Zanes. I wish I could always be on my Guard” (72). This revelation about Sally Zane immediately

changed the way Galloway interacted with others within her circle of friends. Her concerns and

uncertainties about her friends’ differing political ideologies led to the following exchange on

April 5: “found Mrs. Norris, Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Pennington & had a deal of talk with them but I

fear I talk too much wish I could command both my Tongues and Spirits... am not pleased with

myself and knows not whether to go or stay here” (72). Galloway felt as though she was an outcast,

and she continued to realize that among her most immediate friends and neighbors her Tory

sympathies placed her in the minority. Such a realization distressed her so much that the next

morning, April 6, she wrote: “Awoke early in a fright Dreamed I was going to be hanged.” The

reality she found once wakened, however, proved just as dismal to her for she continued, “Dr

Cadwallader here in the morn the good old Man calls to see me often and I both love and reverence

him tho he is so great a wig as to think the war is over” (72). Galloway had mentioned Dr.

Cadwallader frequently in her journal so far and always with great esteem, and until this point had
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not drawn such attention to the doctor’s political affiliation. The differences Galloway perceived

between her and her friends were beginning to consume her. Later that week, on April 11, 1779, the

fallout from her initial conversation with Zane a week earlier continued. Galloway even began to

suspect Debby Norris, her benefactor and most constant companion: “Deby I think does not treat

me as usual am not much pleased... had a dispute which bacon was best I said English she this

country we got at last very earnest & hated each other freely” (73). Despite Galloway’s paranoia,

Debby Norris and Sally Zane remained her constant companions throughout the rest of the diary,

allowing us to see that the charged exchanges Galloway reported did not irrevocably damage the

women’s relationship. However, these examples do provide one more concrete example of how

much more complicated women’s’ relationships became during the revolutionary period.

The story Grace Galloway presented in her diary illustrates the supreme importance one

eighteenth-century woman placed on her networks of correspondents. It shows a community of

women forced to reposition itself in relationship to the world at large and to each other by

negotiating varying political backgrounds and emerging complex alliances. Galloway’s diary,

however, also does something else: at several points in her two-year history, Galloway bemoaned

the loss of sociability, a loss that she believed had been brought on by a breakdown in social mores.

As the British were forced out of Philadelphia, a new ruling class came to power and wartime

Philadelphia found itself not only in a time of political unrest, but social unrest as well, unrest that

Galloway, at least, was certainly less than comfortable with.8 She refused to admit people she

believed to be below her station into her parlor, confiding to her diary that she has had enough of

them. The large number of Philadelphia women masquerading as members of polite society

confounded her. The women did not understand the unwritten rules of entertaining, and Galloway

became so fed up with the likes of Polly Wilcox, Molly Craig and Betsy Johns that she exploded,

“I am determin’d to carry on no more face Unless these people treat me as my station in life

requires” (75). Obviously Galloway failed to understand the changing social and cultural dynamics

of Philadelphia. When she found herself in what she believed to be “mixed company,” she

stripped members of what she deemed to be a lower social class of their dignity, bemoaning the

way the women prattled on incessantly.9 Furthermore, to stabilize herself in this world where all

sorts of political, social and class boundaries were beginning to shift, she became even more harsh

to her servants, especially Nurse. Her entries regarding Nurse demonstrate an increased impatience.
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She began to doubt Nurse’s loyalty and her veracity, even asserting that Nurse was only feigning

an illness so that she would be unavailable to help Galloway in her time of need.10 Throughout

her diary Galloway certainly struggled with the changes going on around her, including the

absence of friends and family and the loss of her fortune and livelihood, but in an entry on July 31

1779, she showed her true colors in an extreme moment of melancholy: “oh that I may live to get

to England to My dear friends but all is cloudy and I am wraped {sic} in impenetrable Darkness

will it Can it ever be removed & shall I once More belong to sombody {sic} for Now I am like a

pelican in ye Desert” (164). Galloway felt she was no longer at home in Pennsylvania; the colony

she once had called home had become to her a foreign land.

Galloway’s diary as a whole testifies to her increasing dissatisfaction, her increasing

isolation, and her increasing frustration, all of which points to her increasing discomfort with what

would come to be called the “American experiment.” Grace Growden Galloway found it difficult

to embrace the direction the young nation was heading. Despite stalwart friends such as Debby

Norris and Sally Zane who stood by their Tory friend regardless of what Galloway described as

their “whiggish leanings” and who supported Galloway in spite of her rudeness, incivility and

outright paranoia, and despite possible sponsors such as Dr. Cadwallader, who demonstrated time

and time again his willingness to help Galloway should she remain decide to remain in

Pennsylvania, Galloway insisted she had no friends. First, she blamed the loss of her fortune for

her increasing unhappiness. Then, she blamed the disintegration of her sororal network, when in

truth, Galloway’s increasing isolation was symptomatic of a shift in culture and values.

Galloway’s situation is an important example for a study such as this one. Galloway’s diary, in its

own way, counterbalances the materials I analyzed in the preceding chapter as well as in the

chapters to follow. When we read Galloway’s diary in a fuller context than simply that of women’s

property rights, it helps elucidate the precise role that sociability played in British America. Her

diary reinforces that the world of letters was central to British-American culture, demonstrating

how many of the rhythms of everyday life revolved around that world. And her diary reminds us

that there was indeed a battle over whether such literary activity would ultimately prove a

conservative force, preserving the status quo or a liberal force leading to increased democratization.

Sociability continued to be redefined during the revolutionary era, and Galloway’s diary reminds

us that polite society and its attending literary culture was a powerful shaping force in
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British-American culture and politics. It was, however, also a complicated, not entirely benevolent,

force, and as Galloway’s ultimate dissatisfaction evidences sociability was not, in and of itself, a

salve to soothe all that ails.

Galloway was by no means the only British woman with loyalist leanings living in

late-eighteenth-century America and feeling, by turns, isolated and threatened by the shifting

social and political landscape. The themes she traced in her diary are largely reinforced by the

series of letters that Boston-area resident Anne Hulton sent to her longtime friend in Britain, Mrs.

Lightbody. Hulton’s letters have recently been rediscovered with one of her letters being reprinted

in Moynihan’s, Russett’s, and Crumpacker’s Second to None: A Documentary History of

American Women and in Grunwold’s and Adler’s recent Women’s Letters. A number of other

historical texts also mention Hulton in passing,11 but what we know about Hulton herself is limited

to the brief biography provided in the introduction to the 1927 edition of her letters. This

introduction focuses mostly on her brother’s life, mentioning Anne only in explaining that in 1765

Henry Hulton was appointed to be the commissioner of customs in Boston and that sister Anne

accompanied his family to the colonies. Anne Hulton explained to Mrs. Lightbody her reasons for

going simply as her brother had desired it and promised it would be most advantageous for her (4).

Hulton arrived in Boston in 1767 and remained there until 1775, when continually deteriorating

political conditions forced her back to Britain, where she died in early 1779. Hulton’s letters depict

her as a stalwart supporter of the crown, and through them we witness her struggle to carve out a

niche for herself within the American landscape in much the same way that Galloway struggled.

In contrast to Galloway, however, Hulton never married, which afforded her feme sole status and

the modicum of legal standing that accompanied it. Nevertheless, like Galloway, Hulton struggled

with securing property rightly hers. During her time in Massachusetts, Hulton maintained a regular

correspondence with Mrs. Lightbody, and throughout that correspondence Hulton frequently

complained to her friend regarding the difficulty she was having settling her affairs in regard to

property holdings both in Britain and the West Indies. In August 1772, she lamented that the

settling of her estate in the West Indies was “beyond my power”(53). In January 1774, she made

her case to a Mr. Earle and “[an]other Gentlemen whose interest is concerned,” hoping to persuade

them to act on her behalf . Her first-hand accounts of her affairs offer some insight into the typical

woman’s role in eighteenth-century legal proceedings. Tellingly, Hulton knew that her affairs
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were being held up by a lawsuit, but she had no idea of the suit’s outcome or “what might be the

sums recovered” (68). Finally, in April 1775, she admitted to her friend that having “never heard

from Mr. Gildart
12

or Mr. Earle,” she had recently written directly to contacts in the Bahamas who

might help her resolve her affairs there (80). We can assume by the way Hulton discusses her

unsettled business that she believed she had money due her, yet she also believed she was

powerless to do anything about it. She found herself relying on Mr. Gildart, Mr. Earle and a

number of other gentlemen in London to help her claim her portion, all to no avail. Of course, for

the time being at least, Hulton had her brother’s assets to rely on, but with the precarious situation

facing nearly all government officials, it must have seemed prudent to her to secure her own

financial situation in an effort to avoid a fate similar to Galloway and so many other women in the

British America who were rendered penniless by property laws, reduced to paupers and essentially

forced to rely on handouts from friends and neighbors for their survival.

Hulton’s life and letters merit more research for their own sake. The identity of Mrs.

Lightbody remains a mystery, and although we have only Hulton’s end of the exchange, her letters

make it very clear that these two women treasured their epistolary relationship for the stability and

security, the “soothing voice of friendship,” it provided them in an increasingly insecure and

unstable world (6). Maintaining her correspondence with Mrs. Lightbody was far from easy. In

many letters, Hulton noted a delay in sending the letter because a ship bound for a British port

changed its sailing schedule or, conversely, apologized for the letter’s hasty scrawl because she had

had to hurry to post the letter with an unexpectedly sailing ship. One can imagine Hulton hearing

of a ship’s unexpected sailing and dropping everything to dash off a few lines, or quickly sign off

the letter she had been in the middle of writing. Even in the epistolary exchanges from the era

where we are fortunate to have both parties’ letters, there is often a disjunction in the content that

makes the letters’ subjects difficult to follow. Eighteenth-century letter writers often had to take

advantage of last-minute opportunities to “post” their letters with sailing ships and departing

friends, not daring to forego such opportunities for the fear that they would not soon come again.

Adding to the complications for Hulton, she preferred to send her letters on ships headed to

Liverpool, as that port was apparently closer to Mrs. Lightbody’s home. She worried that she often

had no choice but to send letters to Manchester, which would of course delay Mrs. Lightbody’s

receipt of them. Hulton’s correspondence is the only consistently trans-Atlantic correspondence
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this study addresses, and using her letters as a guide shows that it generally took three to five

months for letters to travel across the Atlantic. On August 25, 1772 Hulton writes, “I have dear

Mrs. Lightbody’s kind favor of 12 March. I esteem it moreso as you did not wait for my

acknowledgement of your former one of Nov[ember], tho I wrote immediately on the receipt of it,

I think it was in March” (50). This exchange continues to point to the fact that, especially in the

case of transatlantic correspondences, writers had to write when they could, knowing that any news

they exchanged would certainly be profoundly out of date by the time it arrived. Unless the writer

was extraordinarily lucky with the timing of her post, letters most often passed each other on their

voyages across the sea, and it could be upwards of a year before a specific letter received a specific

reply. For example, Mrs. Lightbody likely did not receive the August 25, 1772 letter I reference

above that Hulton sends in reply to a March 12, 1772 letter until at least November and possibly

not until sometime into 1773. Some replies never arrived at all as ships sank and letters went

astray for a variety of reasons. Nonetheless, the writing women of eighteenth century British

America, including Hulton, were fiercely protective of their correspondence. Hulton clamored, “I

am not disinterested in my own correspondence but expect a return of pleasure and satisfaction for

what I send out, however trifling be the value of the adventure”(66).

Hulton’s letters, like Galloway’s, suggest that one of the reasons women continued their

correspondence despite so many obstacles—only one of which was the scarcity of opportunity to

convey the letter; at various times throughout the eighteenth century, women like Hulton would

have found that paper to write on, ink to write with and time to by were also scarce—was that in

their correspondence they had the freedom to speak with a candor they felt they could not afford

with their everydayfriends and acquaintances. Galloway frequently lamented she had said too

much, and Hulton’s letters evidence a similar sentiment. She explained to Mrs. Lightbody in a

letter dated July 1770, “I’ve wrote more freely to you than I should have done” (27). Hulton,

however continued to write freely, despite any perceived risk. Hulton arrived in Boston in what

was already a turbulent time. She then lived and wrote through the events we today identify as the

Boston Tea Party and the battles of Lexington and Concord. Her letters are instructive because

they provide a first-hand account of these celebrated historical events from a loyalist perspective.

One reason Hulton continued to speak so freely was so that she could correct what she saw to be
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the mistaken perspective her countrymen and women in Britain had about the events in the

colonies:

The infant colonies have been advancing towrd [sic] a state of Independency. Many

things have concurred to bring on the crisis sooner than expected. The sedition has

been falsely represented at home as a dying faction – but the defection is too general.

Most of the other provinces are only waiting to see the event of this effort in Boston.

The poison of disaffection has been infused and spread by inflammatory

writers….The Credulity of the common people here is imposed on by a number of

lies raised to irritate and inflame them. (13)

Hulton reported that most of this propaganda was being aimed at British officials, like her brother,

and that representatives of the Crown were routinely attacked, “always in the dark, several

hundreds against one man” (13). In this last remark Hulton exaggerated a bit, engaging in a little

propagandizing of her own, but the patriot radicals and the mobs they incited were a constant worry

to Hulton and her family. She described with great disgust and not a little fear the tarring and

feathering of British sympathizers, and even as early as her brother’s initial appointment in 1767,

she reported having “turbulent folk” to deal with. Merely six days after arriving in Boston she, her

brother and her brother’s family had to flee and seek sanctuary aboard a ship at port because of the

activities of the Sons of Liberty (whom she renamed the sons of violence). Her family and the

families of other British officials were forced to remain on board for nine days and then forced to

move to an island in the harbor, fearing if they returned to shore that “a mob will be raised to tear

them to pieces” (14).

Hulton came from a well-to-do family and was accustomed to enjoying all of life’s niceties

and finery and, despite the political unrest in British America, her brother’s position continued to

afford her the luxury with which she was accustomed. Even on the harbor island Hulton continued

to live glamorously. She referred to the island as an “agreeable summer retreat” and explained that

although goods were more expensive than she would have at first believed she “lives luxuriously”

and is not deprived of any material comfort. In addition to maintaining material comfort during

her exile, Hulton maintained an active social calendar reporting that “a great many visitors come

every day. . . and we are seldom less than twenty at dinner.” Furthermore, her duties as “mistress

of the household and mistress of the morn and evening tea-table [are] no small affair” (17); she
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took great comfort and great pride in these positions, yet despite her many pursuits and her many

social duties, Hulton carefully carved time out of her schedule to continue to engage faithfully with

her long-absent friends, not only with Mrs. Lightbody but with several other individuals with

whom she noted the sending and receiving of letters. In the pages of her correspondence with these

friends, she expressed her fears and her outrage and her hostess face gave way to doubt. Her letters

to Mrs. Lightbody tacitly acknowledged that she and her similarly exiled compatriots had to wear

a mask of gaiety. For example, they pretended that the presence of the royal navy added to their

festivities, when in reality it attested to the precariousness of their situation and their legitimate

fears for their safety. Her letters to Lightbody illustrate one of the functions epistolary

correspondence performed—because of its distance it allowed a transparency and authenticity not

always available in other venues. It was unlikely that Hulton could have spoken aloud to the ladies

of her tea table the sentiment with which she ended her July 12, 1768 letter, wherein she predicted

two more such years as the one past and the British empire would face its end (17). Of her candor

she explained, “there is more risque in giving a true account of matters and events than ones friends

in England can easily imagine”(20). That risk Hulton spoke of was the risk of physical danger

from attacking mobs, but she was also referring to the risk of becoming a social outcast. In a

subsequent letter to Lightbody, Hulton described the fate of a West Indian Planter and his wife,

acquaintances who had moved to Boston for a time but then were forced to return to their island

estate. Of the planter’s wife, Hulton explained that her conduct became notorious and “her house

avoided by all ladies of character.” As a result, “they were forced to leave this country for

Barbadoes where their estate is” (46). The Hultons lived under tremendous political and social

pressure. Hulton revealed plots against her brother and her family. She endured numerous scares

at the hands of “angry mobs” and “ruffians” (24), but in describing the events of a June 19 attack

on her home she explained how the attack, although bad enough in itself, was made worse by the

family’s subsequent rejection from the surrounding social community. The perpetrators of the

attack spread “virulent” lies” that Hulton’s brother had engineered the attack himself in order to

engender the community’s sympathy (24). Of course, the rumors stripped him of all such

sympathy, except from his closest and dearest friends, and effectively prevented his family from

being able to take any solace at all from their sociable surroundings. No wonder Hulton referred to

her life in Massachusetts as a “sequestered situation” (33), a situation she remedied by conversing
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with old but absent friends. “What pleasure would it be,” she sighed, “if I could but now and then

see some of my old friends and have a little converse with them, me thinks it would dissipate every

care and alleviate every trouble” (21). At work in these kinds of melancholic reflections, however,

was more than Hulton’s loneliness and isolation, even more than her fearfulness for physical harm.

Like Galloway’s diary, Hulton’s letters testify to an uncertainty about and discomfort

with the class structure as it had evolved in British America. The biggest danger Hulton identified

with the mobs of violence, such as the ones that attacked her home, was not so much the physical

danger they threatened. For Hulton, the biggest danger was that these “Americanized” mobs did

not behave as they should . In detailing the attack on her house that the townspeople later believed

to have been be self-inflicted, Hulton explained to her friend what she perceived to be the

differences between British mobs and patriot mobs. The victims could calm a British mob, simply

by acknowledging their presence. “A few lights put into the windows will pacify” them. An

American mob, however, insisted on “stoning and bruising” on principle (11). “The tyranny of the

multitude,” as she put it, was both “arbitrary and oppressive” (18). Hulton perceived the entire

independence movement from statesmen to soldier to every inhabitant in between, as part and

parcel to this tyrannical mob. Furthermore, Hulton’s descriptions of actual battles and skirmishes

continually focused on how the patriot soldiers simply refused to follow the rules of conflict. She

emphasized the patriot troops’ “rudeness and indecency” referring to them as “rebel banditti” (85).

Ultimately though, Hulton’s discomfort, like Galloway’s, rested in what she perceived as the

breakdown of traditional social mores. In writing to Lightbody, she bemoaned the dearth of good

servants which she believed was due in part to the lack of quality education in America, education

which would serve to further entrench meaningful social distinctions. She was frustrated with the

American populace because, as she put it, “no one [will c]all another master” (49). Furthermore,

a closer look at Hulton’s descriptions of the political tumult in Massachusetts in July 1774, reveals

a rather classist dynamic to her analysis:

[Boston] is now a very gloomy place the streets almost empty… The people of

property and best sense and Characters feel the tyranny of the leaders and foresee

the consequences of their proceedings, would gladly extricate from the difficulties

and distress they are involved in by making peace with G Britain and speedily

submitting to the conditions and penalties required. These who are well disposed
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toward government …are termed Tories. They daily increase and have made some

efforts to take the power out of the hands of the Patriots but they are intimidated and

overpowered by numbers and by the arts and machinations of the leaders who

governs absolutely [and by] the Ministers from the pulpit [who] inflame the minds

of the ignorant country people. (73-74).

People with breeding and with character, Hulton rationalized, recognize the tyranny of the patriot

leaders, who appeal to a baser sort of person, one easily whipped up into a fervor or easily

convinced to join a lawless mob or a codeless army. Furthermore, Hulton believed America had

no future if left to the devices of such ordinary people. In a final testament to Hulton’s discomfort

with British America’s emerging social structure she exclaimed: “If G Britain leaves Boston to

itself tho its own honor will not be maintained thereby, it will certainly be the greatest punishment

that can be inflicted on the place and people” (26). Hulton’s letters make clear that she viewed the

American colonies as a lawless, codeless place, a place in desperate need of Great Britain’s

civilizing influence. She, like Galloway, was uncomfortable with the rhetoric of the new nation

and both, as a result, withdrew into their world of letters—Galloway to her diary and Hulton to her

friend, Mrs. Lightbody—where they could speak their minds without the fear of having said too

much.
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CHAPTER THREE

‘My heart overfloes with gratitude at the success I have met with’: Elizabeth Murray and

her Network of Boston Shopkeepers

Eighteenth-century British America, in the decades leading up to the revolution and in the

early years of the republicwas a complicated place to be: it was in turns prosperous and devastating,

peaceful and bellicose, and as we’ve seen via the writings of the Philadelphia coterie, for the

women of the upper classes both liberating and confining. This chapter turns its attention to the

writings of Boston shopkeeper Elizabeth Murray and her circle of correspondents.1 Murray’s

immediate network of women included her sister-in-law Barbara Murray and Barbara’s daughters,

Dolly and Betsy; her nieces from Scotland, Polly Murray, Anne Murray, and Annie Clark;
2

her

fellow shopkeepers Christian Barnes and Jannette Day; and a still-younger generation of

shopkeepers she helped establish, sisters Ame and Elizabeth Cummings and Jackie Day, Jannette’s

daughter. Murray’s story differed slightly from the stories of the Philadelphia women I examined

in chapter one. Murray did not hail from one of the region’s top families; she did not inherit a

network of prominent kinfolk and did not immigrate to America as the wife or daughter of a

prominent politician or government agent. Elizabeth,
3

eldest daughter of a struggling Scottish

farmer, moved to America in 1739 after her mother’s death, mostly because she had nowhere else

to go. Her eldest brother James had moved to North Carolina some years earlier to sink his

modest inheritance into a plantation there. Eventually, James Murray would build lasting roots in

the American community, both in North Carolina and in Boston, but he would never reach the level

of success or attain the fortune he had hoped for upon first disembarking in British America.

Elizabeth came to the colonies as a teenager and at first fulfilled the rather traditional role as her

brother’s housekeeper. In 1744 James Murray and his household, including Elizabeth, returned to

Scotland for James to marry and settle some other family affairs; they returned to North Carolina,

via Boston in 1749. By the time Elizabeth came to the British America for the second time, she had

spent a decade living in her brother’s household. As smart and as capable as Elizabeth would

prove to be, by the time the family returned to Boston, two facts had to have been remarkably clear

to her. First, James’s new bride would usurp Elizabeth’s role in her brother’s household. Should
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Elizabeth stay within his plantation walls, the most she could hope for would be to nanny his

growing brood until she married. Second, Elizabeth had to have realized the state of her brother’s

business affairs. Over the course of her lifetime, Elizabeth would prove herself to be a remarkably

savvy businesswoman and an astute observer of character, so by the time of her second foray to

America, after a decade of living and working with James, she must have recognized her brother’s

future financial prospects for what they were: limited. Although James Murray was never reduced

to the rank of a pauper, none of his business ventures ever really proved successful. He fared well

enough in America until his loyalist sympathies forced him to move to Canada, but throughout his

entire life his fortune was greatly enhanced by Elizabeth’s generosity. Elizabeth Murray valued her

independence, and as a young woman in the 1750’s she realized she could never attain any

meaningful semblance of independence by remaining within her brother’s household. As a result,

upon the Murray family’s 1749 return to America, young Elizabeth decided to remain in Boston

and become a shopkeeper. Her decision was largely financial, and although James strongly

disapproved, he eventually bowed to her wishes and came to support her.4 Elizabeth understood as

a woman without a family legacy or influential friends that financial resources would allow her a

bit more independence than she would have otherwise. Throughout the rest of her life, Elizabeth

routinely based professional and personal decisions on securing not only her financial future (and

thereby independence) but also the futures of her female relatives and other women in her kinship

network.

Although men shopkeepers far outnumbered women shopkeepers in the eighteenth century,

shopkeeping was a respectable profession for both married and unmarried women of the middling

ranks.5 Shopkeeping allowed women without family means to support themselves in British

America (at least until the boycotts and importation agreements accompanying the revolutionary

tensions made such business difficult) and allowed a few women, such as Elizabeth, a vehicle

through which to raise their economic stations. As Elizabeth’s story is in large part an economic

story and as her biography, at least in its beginnings, differs so widely from those of the other

women addressed in this study, I need to take a few minutes to address the economic structure of

British America and address the term I am taking pains to avoid using here (hopefully obviously

so): “class”. Elizabeth Murray lived her life in what today we would call a middle- or

upper-middle-class existence, yet as Mary Ryan’s Cradle of the Middle Class and Burton
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Bledstein’s introduction to Middling Sorts point out, the middle class—as an identifiable construct

and useful societal descriptor—did not come into its own until the middle of the nineteenth century.

The twenty-first century lay usage of the term “class” is indeed one of economic shorthand, but a

historical look-back at the notion of class shows us that as a construct it signifies more than mere

financial well-being.6 The phrase “the middle class” signifies a way of life that came into being in

the middle of the nineteenth century, a way of life that simply wasn’t present in early-American

culture. Many early-American scholars, scholars such as Shields and Stabile whose contributions

to the field are invaluable, have anachronistically applied the middle-class construct to their

subjects, labeling any figure who rejected the hierarchical and monarchical European societies or

who embraced democratizing rhetoric and ideology as “middle class,” as opposed to using the

more monarchical-sounding labels “ruling” or “upper” class. In her well-written and impeccably

researched biography of Elizabeth Murray, Cleary continually refers to Murray as a member of the

middle class and, although there were definable differences in financial station between, for

example, most of the members of the Philadelphia coterie and young Elizabeth Murray, we can

best describe that difference as one of rank.
7

The inappropriateness of applying the middle-class

construct to anyone in eighteenth-century America becomes clear when we consider that two

groups comprised British-American culture, the haves and the have-nots. In practice, there was

very little middle ground. Though Elizabeth Murray, had less (at least at first) than her

Philadelphia coterie counterparts, there was nothing middle about her; she was still one of the

“haves.” Consider too the question posed by Bledstein in his effort to “pin down” middle-class

social identity: “When push comes to shove, which identities count the most?” (2) In

eighteenth-century America, especially among white women, gender rather than rank or station

often proved to be the identity that counted most, which isn’t of course to trivialize the profound

differences among women of varying rank in British America, but simply to point out that

compared to today, when once women move outside of their social class they, realistically, have

very little in common with other women, women in British America shared a great deal, simply by

being women.
8

In fact, taken together, studies such as Ryan’s and Bledstein’s, as well as Christine

Stansell’s City of Women and the collection of essays in Sex and Class in Women’s History

crystallize for us that gender overdetermined class until in and around 1820 when a number of

factors, including but not limited to industrialization, immigration, and the codification of the
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ideology of republican motherhood allowed women from prosperous families to defend their status

as women via their reproductive value. In short, then, not until the first half of the nineteenth

century when domesticity became a mode of class identification, further separating the most elite

women from the poorest women, did American society see the emergence of a true middle class.9

I have detoured into this discussion of the rise of the middle class in order to point out that,

as an eighteenth-century woman, Elizabeth Murray lived well before the moment of class

consciousness I described above, and while it may be appropriate to laud her entrepreneurial vision

and to extol the virtues of her tirades against both indolence and excess (arguably all middle-class

values), she lived in a time when the citizenry coalesced along alternative lines of identity, namely

gender and then, especially in the case of the men, political allegiances and philosophical

commonalities. As such, one of the reasons Elizabeth Murray is so worthy of scholarly study today

is that she magnificently negotiated a number of identities in British America, all with the end goal

of protecting the welfare of her friends and family. A close study of the letters Elizabeth wrote

over the course of her lifetime clearly demonstrates that her role as mentor and guardian to the

younger generations of her family, especially the women, was her primary concern. Toward that

end she constantly re-invented herself, becoming chameleon-like when necessary, cultivating

contacts on all ends of the political spectrum and becoming a well-liked and respected figure to

the powerful men and women of the day. Because Elizabeth’s biographical details differ so

dramatically from those of the women of the Philadelphia coterie with whom I began this study,

it is important to note that the characteristics of her writings differ as well. In Elizabeth’s letters

we do not find very many examples of British-American belles letters, the highly stylized and

artistic writings that routinely circulated among members of the Philadelphia coterie. Murray was

interested in helping the younger members of her network develop their writing skills, for sure, but

her interest was more utilitarian than artistic. Murray rarely struck a poetic chord in her texts, even

though other members of her network did, namely Christian Barnes. Her letters reflect that her

primary concerns were securing her business and mentoring the younger generation. And although

Elizabeth’s letters might differ starkly from the letters of the Philadelphia coterie in form, they

functioned in much the same way. Through them we witness Elizabeth Murray entering into the

eighteenth-century public sphere, negotiating with it, and ultimately changing it to suit her purpose.
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In the process, her letters offer us a continued look at what it was to be a woman in

eighteenth-century British America

Perhaps no woman addressed in this study demonstrates the complex nature of a woman’s

life in revolutionary America more than Elizabeth Murray. Elizabeth Murray was not an avowed

loyalist or an avowed revolutionary. If she was an avowed anything, it would be what we would

today consider an avowed capitalist. Pragmatically, she understood that her future was not so much

tied to the political direction of the new country, but rather to the level of influence she could wield

within whatever structure eventually emerged. As such, she shrewdly alienated no one and

charmed everyone. She turned the laws of coverture (which this study has thus far greatly

maligned)around and used them for political cover. She obviously understood the intricacies of

eighteenth-century marriage laws because as she remarried she carefully created prenuptial

agreements to protect her ever-growing assets, yet during the war, she used the traditions of

coverture to feign if not political ignorance, political ambivalence, posturing that allowed her to

interact with leaders on both sides of the conflict without fear of reprisal. During the course of the

conflict she quartered both British and American troops, and although she likely appeared to be a

spy to those who collapsed her loyalties with those of her brother, her letters indicate that her

primary concern during the war years was to secure the fortunes and thereby the future of her

family. During the most contentious years of the conflict, the men of Elizabeth’s family, her

then-husband Ralph Inman and her brother, found themselves isolated in Boston. Given that they

were noted loyalists, the patriot army refused to let them leave the city unless it was for permanent

removal to Canada. Murray and her nieces refused to leave the family farm, refusing to abandon

it to garrisons of soldiers and the ruin they would cause. Instead, the women stayed to work the

farm, stayed so that their only remaining source of income would not be obliterated and stayed to

protect ownership of the land for future generations. Prior to the upheaval which the revolution

caused, Murray’s financial interest had been well-diversified. She had a stake in several

shopkeeping enterprises within the city (both her own and the ones she had helped other women

establish) and, via her wise prenuptial agreements, she had money coming in via production at

several area farms and rents from storehouses and other large tracts of land. However, as tensions

escalated, shopkeeping became impractical. Because of the nonimportation agreements,
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merchandise as well as customers became scarce. Rent profits plummeted as lands were

abandoned (and subsequently confiscated) and commercial ventures burned and looted.

Although not a member of an elite family in Scotland nor of an influential family in

America, Elizabeth was not without any resources. According to James’s letters, once Elizabeth

decided to remain in Boston, he began liquidating her assets (namely slaves he had purchased upon

his initial arrival in the colonies, using Elizabeth’s inheritance from their father) and helping her

obtain outside financial backing. His involvement in the early days of Elizabeth’s venture, as

chronicled in his letters to her and to his friends in London, show that despite Elizabeth’s

somewhat unconventional and incredibly gutsy decision to set up for herself in Boston, she still

relied on her brother to get started (Cleary 63, 67). Despite how successful Elizabeth eventually

became, her brother could have quashed her adventure before it even began, simply by refusing to

speak for Elizabeth as she began applying to London-based merchants for credit. Those merchants

extended Elizabeth credit solely on the strength of her brothers’ reputations (James in America and

John in Scotland). Her brothers, with limited resources themselves, would face certain financial

ruin should Elizabeth’s business fail and they be called upon to settle her debts. Their willingness

to back her despite the risks shows us how highly the members of her family thought of her and

how, at least within her own family circle, she had already established herself as a force to be

heeded rather than dismissed. When we examine James Murray’s letters to his wife and daughters

and compare them to those he wrote Elizabeth, we see a profound difference in tone. James’s

letters to his sister were often more deferential than assertive, whereas his letters to other members

of his family were authoritative and commanding. In fact, as time passed, his wife Barbara and his

daughters, Dolly and Betsy, filtered their letters through Elizabeth, especially when broaching a

subject of which they believed James would disapprove. Elizabeth’s strength of character and the

high regard in which James held her ultimately provided the other women in her family a greater

opportunity to assert their own wishes. For example, soon after the family’s return to the colonies

in 1749, Elizabeth intervened in convincing James to allow Barbara and Dolly to remain in Boston

while he continued on to North Carolina himself. After eventually sending Barbara and Dolly

home, Elizabeth engineered reasons to recall Dolly to Boston, where she remained until her

marriage in 1768. Furthermore, Elizabeth assisted both James’s daughters in arranging their

marriage matches—actions they carried out much to their father’s chagrin. James clearly preferred
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his wife and daughters to live with him in North Carolina, allowing each girl to spend a year or so

with their aunt in Boston as a sort of “finishing school,” and he certainly preferred a more

instrumental role in choosing their future spouses. Elizabeth, however, had other plans. James

took a far more authoritative position with all the other women in his life, except Elizabeth—a fact

that helps us more clearly understand the exceptional nature of Elizabeth’s and James’ relationship.

Throughout their lives Elizabeth was careful never to cross James in anything he expressly forbade;

however, James was careful never to expressly forbid anything he feared Elizabeth would cross

him in.

A 1750 letter to his brother John in Scotland shows us how exasperated James Murray was

with his sister and his wife in what he obviously thought was a joint plan to keep Barbara and Dolly

Murray in Boston. He had wanted Barbara to come to North Carolina with him immediately and

she, at Elizabeth’s urging, refused citing her pregnancy as a reason to avoid the sometimes

treacherous journey along the coast. Barbara’s child was either stillborn or died shortly after birth,

yet Barbara did not join her husband until close to two years after the family had originally landed

in Boston. Elizabeth we know lamented the prospect of losing Barbara and Dolly to the Carolinas.

She feared for their safety in the hot, humid, and disease-prone climate, but more than that she

loathed the idea of parting with their company. She had become a second mother to Dolly, and

together the two women and young girl had formed their own household. Barbara’s similar

reluctance to leave demonstrated her own attachment to Elizabeth and to Boston and her own

appreciation of the independent life she had built there. James Murray said of his reunion with his

wife, “I hae at last got her from Boston to help plant this new country but not till I went for her.”
10

James had repeatedly sent for his wife and child, and they had repeatedly ignored him, claiming

traveling dangers, ill health, and even missent letters. Finally, fed up with waiting, James tasked

someone else with looking after his business affairs and went to Boston to escort them home

personally.11 This episode was not the last time James would tangle with Elizabeth over the

keeping of his family. Eventually, after Barbara’s death, Elizabeth would wrest guardianship of

Dolly from him. He would again repeatedly ask for her return (and with good reason as, upon her

mother’s death, Dolly became the woman of the house and was needed for housekeeping) and

Elizabeth, envisioning a different future for Dolly, one that equipped her to support herself if

necessary, ignored James’s request, manufacturing reasons for Dolly to stay in Boston.
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Elizabeth, as well as most merchants and shopkeepers in British America, relied on

contacts in England to provide them with goods to sell. American shopkeepers would open lines

of credit with British merchants, who would then purchase goods on their behalf and arrange for

the goods to be shipped to the colonies for resale Many well-to-do British-American consumers

kept abreast of current fashions and styles, often tasking friends traveling abroad or relatives living

there with providing them with the latest dishware, shoes, linen, and so on. The most successful

shopkeepers in British America brought the latest London styles to the streets of Boston,

Philadelphia, and other large cities. The shopkeepers in turn, relied on their British merchants to

keep them well supplied. They relied on their merchants’ business aesthetic and sense and, in short,

relied on them to send products that they could actually sell. Otherwise, the shopkeepers stood to

lose large sums of money on unsaleable merchandise. The shopkeepers needed to be sure their

British merchants would listen to them as they explained the attitudes and needs of the American

consumer, which at times differed dramatically from the typical London consumer. Early in her

business venture, Elizabeth complained of receiving goods that were “out of season” (Cleary 54).

Eventually, in order to avoid such problems, Elizabeth decided to go to England herself to

personally oversee the selection of goods for sale. In the beginning, however, until she had

established a regular flow of capital, she had to rely almost completely on her London contacts.

As she established her business, she learned to negotiate these complicated relationships between

shopkeeper and merchant.

One of the British merchants Elizabeth relied on was Anne Elliot, who was to select the

cheap and fashionable goods that would comprise the bulk of the wares in Elizabeth’s new shop.

James’s reaction to Elizabeth’s decision to use Elliot as her merchant offers us insight into the

typical eighteenth-century man’s reaction to a business woman. Of Elliot, James warned that she

was “a single Woman, Lately set up & exposed to a great many accidents.”
12

Because she was a

woman new to the business and without the backing of a prominent, trustworthy man, James

doubted Elliot’s competence and her sense, warning Elizabeth not to trust her investment solely to

her. James suggested Elizabeth hedge her bets and place some of her capital with the firm Oswald

and company, which Elizabeth eventually did. Even the most inexperienced investor or the most

fledgling entrepreneur understands the importance of diversifying--diversified interests offer a

measure of economic protection and insurance--so while James’s advice might have been sound,
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his motivations were certainly dubious. Elizabeth wanted to patronize Anne Elliot. James wanted

her not to, not simply because good business sense dictated safeguarding her investments by using

multiple suppliers, but because Elliot was a woman and as such it simply would not be prudent for

Elizabeth to rely solely on her.13 Elizabeth must have encountered a similar attitude many times

over the years. Even as she became more and more successful, a certain question mark likely

always followed her around, simply because she was a woman. All evidence points to the fact that

James and Elizabeth truly enjoyed and respected each other. James essentially gave Elizabeth his

children to raise, children she would never have on her own, and they remained undeniably close

throughout the course of their lifetimes, and although none of her writings refer to any such idea

directly, I conclude one reason James and Elizabeth remained so close over the years is that their

close relationship allowed potential clients, potential financial backers or any other interested

parties to infer that should Elizabeth fall prey to her womanhood, her brother would always be

there in the background ready to bail her out. In short, Elizabeth had to have realized that James

provided her with credibility that enabled her success, just as her success enabled James’s way of

life and his financial security which, in the end, continued to reinforce her credibility.

To understand more about the Murray family, especially Elizabeth and James’s

relationship, we need to understand James’s experiences as a young man. Before moving to the

colonies, he was apprenticed to a London merchant. By the time of his apprenticeship, James’s

father had died and, as the eldest brother, he had become the family’s main means of support. In

a 1732 letter, Murray encouraged his mother to move from the countryside into town because “the

children must be qualified for business, since it is by it that the lads in particular must earn their

bread.”14 The rest of the letter detailed Murray’s specific plans for his siblings’ futures, but the

letter demonstrates that in early eighteenth-century London, it was not unheard of for women to

also “earn their bread” through business. If it was, Murray would not have found it necessary to

single out his brothers from among his siblings. In specifying his brothers, however, he was being

pragmatic. The Murray family, though respected, was of a middling rank and as such Murray

likely found himself not only with limited funds, but a limited network of contacts to whom he

could apply to place his siblings into appropriate positions. Obviously, he would take care of his

brothers first, knowing his sisters would eventually marry and be provided for by their husbands.

We know very little about Elizabeth’s early life in Scotland, but we do know what a close family
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the Murrays became and how attached Elizabeth was to her siblings, so it is not unreasonable to

assume that such an attachment was also present in their early years together. James likely had

Elizabeth at his heel even as young girl, giving her the opportunity of at least an informal

apprenticeship. At the very least, we can infer that at some point before Elizabeth set up her

shopkeeping adventure in Boston, James had had an opportunity to witness her skills first-hand

and gain confidence in them. Otherwise, as a brother who felt it his obligation to secure the futures

of his siblings he would have exercised his power as the eldest male relative to an unmarried

woman to quash any of Elizabeth’s plans he felt to be reckless. His letters concerning Elizabeth’s

foray into shopkeeping express a certain degree of reticence and concern, a natural byproduct of the

prevalent attitude toward women. In the end, however, Murray supported his sister in her plans, a

fact that we can attribute both to Elizabeth’s strong personality and to the business skills which she

must have had a prior opportunity to demonstrate to her brother.

As a young man in London, at around the same time he was creating plans for his bothers’

futures, James was beginning to understand his place in the social order. He cautioned his sister,

Barbara “Be not fond of appearing in finer clothes than your fortune will allow, but what are

suitable to your station wear neat and clean.”15 James’s reasons for moving to America were

varied, but he enumerated them in a 1735 letter to friend and mentor Andrew Bennet,

demonstrating that both financial and political expediency shaped his decision to emigrate. As a

member of the middling rank of British society, Murray had limited financial means and political

clout. He clearly thought moving to the colonies might provide him a way to surmount those

limitations. He explained that America “by its situation is entirely out of the power of a foreign

enemy, which is no small advantage in these uncertain times.” Furthermore, in North Carolina, his

intended destination, he was “sure of the Governor’s interest to support me,” support he did not

feel he could bank on at home. He continues, “it is cheaper living than anywhere in Scotland.”

James Murray set out to America as a speculator, believing the colonies held for him promise he

would never fulfill in Scotland: “Land which may now be bought there…will in all probability

double the value every year….[and] my own [modest] fortune is sufficient both to buy a handsome

plantation and carry on as large a trade as I have occasion for.”16 Unfortunately, James never

realized, on his own, the level of success he originally envisioned, but in 1759, after close to two

decades in America, Murray affirmed to his brother his original hopes of the place. Although he
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had not become the wealthy, landed gentleman he hinted at in his early exuberance for America,

he admitted that the colonies have offered him “Improvements no other place could afford”. He

told John that he was “not out of humour with the Country as you imagine” and offered to provide

support for any of John’s children “if they are willing to become Americans, A Country which in

their day will in all probability be a very flourishing one, & the new Acquisitions toward the

Mississippi the Most.”
17

By the time of this letter, Elizabeth had met with her own success and

despite James’s own lackluster achievements, he still believed in America’s future potential,

perhaps because he had seen how Elizabeth had been able to provide for her family through her

own good fortune.

Just as Elizabeth had been supporting her brother James, she also supported her brother

John in Scotland as well as the offspring of each. John was able to support his own large family

only because of Elizabeth’s help, and in return for that financial support Elizabeth demanded to

participate in the upbringing of “her” children. Although the occasional letter survives wherein

John questioned the plan Elizabeth had laid out for one or another of his children, Elizabeth always

had the last word, and furthermore, the children realized it.
18

The children knew that it was to their

aunt Elizabeth they needed to apply when making life’s decisions and that once Elizabeth agreed

or formed an opinion or settled on a course of action, eventually their parents would also agree.

Although certainly not a family tyrant, Elizabeth was headstrong and stubborn. The fate of the next

generation was her primary motivator in life. And although this concern is a theme reflected in the

letters of the Philadelphia coterie, Elizabeth’s letters approached that theme differently. While the

older generation of the Philadelphia coterie felt an obligation to protect their daughters, nieces, and

young friends from unseemly influences, while they felt determined to mold their education and

felt passionate about securing for them a voice in the public sphere, there was little concern about

providing for the next generation’s material comfort: they took such comfort for granted. The

youth of the coterie would have their battles to face, battles the older women felt it their duty to

equip them to fight, but hailing from prominent and important families, their place in

British-American society was secure. Elizabeth’s letters, on the other hand, show us that while

she felt the same burdens, she was additionally motivated to fight for opportunities for the younger

generation in order to secure their material and financial futures. While the “have” and “have not”

bifurcation of the social structure in British America classed Elizabeth and her nieces among the
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haves, even at their least advantaged, Elizabeth was acutely aware (in a way the elite women of the

coterie could not have understood) of what she did not have. She did not have the privilege of rank

and status in a society that so clearly valued it but was not yet democratic enough to grant it to those

who were not born with it. It was this lack that informed so many of Elizabeth’s decisions in

life—it informed her business plans, her marriage decisions and her relationships with those

around her.

Although appearing to stalwartly support Elizabeth’s ventures in America, James Murray

often expressed serious doubts about the life the eighteenth-century “everywoman” faced. In a

1757 letter to his brother John, who was at the time considering sending his own daughters to

America, James bemoaned the lack of eligible, marriageable men. He found American bachelors,

in general, to be an “uncultivated, indolent set” and could only hope that by the time his own

daughters reached adulthood the men would be “much improv’d” James had a difficult time

envisioning what a successful future might look like for the women of his family. The traditional

options available to them in Scotland, a good marriage or life in the church, were not options in the

British America (in addition to the absence of desirable men the British colonies also had “no

nunneries”).19 Young, unmarried women in British America, to James’s mind, faced a stark and

bleak future, and perhaps it is the recognition of this reality that led James to throw his support

behind Elizabeth’s initial business ventures. When at the age of 29 Elizabeth entered into what

would be the first of three marriages, her brother James remarked to their Scotland relatives that he

believed Elizabeth to have made a prudent decision as “the young man’s sobriety, Industry, and

Integrity were recommendations not always to be met with in this part of the world” and

“considering she had not much time to wait for further choice” (Letters of James Murray 105). 20

Elizabeth Murray, it would turn out, married three times: to Thomas Campbell in 1755, to James

Smith in 1760, and to Ralph Inman in 1771, and while her letters never directly discuss the reasons

behind her matrimonial choices, because companionate marriage was not yet a cultural norm, it is

relatively certain that while Elizabeth may have felt varying degrees of affection and respect for her

husbands, her reasons for marrying them were far more complicated than today’s companionate

ideal.21 Elizabeth showed the same savvy in her marriages as she did in the running of her

businesses, and although she made mistakes and demonstrated lapses in sound judgment, she

learned from such occasions and was careful not to repeat them. Just as Elizabeth became more
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independent and self-sufficient in running her business as she aged, just as she took more control

over directing of the next generation of Murray children (as well as the young women she

mentored), she likewise exercised more control over and became more independent in each of her

subsequent marriages.

Elizabeth’s first marriage to Thomas Campbell was indeed brief. Barely four years after

they wed, Campbell died of complications from the measles. At the time of Campbell’s death,

Elizabeth was not only raising James’s daughter, Dolly, but Campbell’s youngest brother, Samuel.

When she married Campbell, Elizabeth surrendered to the traditional laws of coverture that made

her new husband the ultimate authority on all marital assets, and upon his death, she found herself

embroiled in an ugly dispute with Campbell’s relatives. They accused her of using her marriage

and her fostership of Samuel as gold-digging opportunity. At the time of her marriage, Elizabeth’s

shopkeeping venture was still not firmly established in reputation and Elizabeth obviously thought

a partnership with Campbell would help her grow the business and provide both her and the rest

of the family with additional stability. After Elizabeth’s marriage, James quickly extricated himself

from all her business affairs, freeing himself from any risk he still believed Elizabeth’s venture to

hold. Campbell, however, left his shipping business in New York and, at least on paper, became a

primary figure in Elizabeth’s shopkeeping pursuits (Cleary 68-70). Campbell’s participation in

Elizabeth’s business enabled her to increase her capital, which in turn allowed her to begin her first

early mentorships of other Boston “she-merchants.”22 Elizabeth clearly saw her marriage to

Campbell as both a domestic and business partnership, and in trying to settle Campbell’s estate she

merely wanted to retain ownership of the portion of it she felt to be rightfully hers, namely the

business she had brought into the marriage. Elizabeth believed Campbell would have bequeathed

her his entire estate, had she asked; as she had not, she struggled to understand his family’s

reluctance to let her retain control over her portion of it.
23

Eventually, Elizabeth wrestled her

portion of Campbell’s estate from the family’s control, but she walked away from her first

marriage having learned several important lessons. Elizabeth learned first-hand the benefits of

marriage. She no doubt experienced the difference in the way business contacts, customers, and

society in general treated her as a married woman. As a married woman, her daily activities,

though still remarkable, became less scrutinized and more respectable because she now worked in

conjunction with her husband, presumably under the guidance of his firm hand. Women retailers
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had routinely worked alongside their husbands for years and had escaped notice, circumvented

challenge, and likely experienced fuller cooperation. Ultimately, a married state helped smooth the

way for Elizabeth’s business success, which afforded her the opportunity to pave the way for other

young women who would follow her. Elizabeth believed Campbell to be a well-chosen mate,

supportive of her own agenda, yet her first marriage had taught her that life, death, political

turbulence, and social upheaval can all intervene at the most inopportune times. In her future

marriages, Elizabeth would take steps to protect herself, her assets, and her family’s future by

enforcing binding prenuptial agreements. 24 Judging from the men Elizabeth chose as her

subsequent spouses, she intended to enjoy the pecuniary advantages that could come from a good

marriage. Upon marrying her second spouse, James Smith, Elizabeth sold her shop and retired to

the countryside, but she continued to run her life, as well as the lives of the young women around

her, as one grand business venture.

Elizabeth’s second spouse, James Smith, was an aging sugar merchant. Of him, Elizabeth’s

brother James reported, he was “an agreeable good natured gentleman of Seventy, a 30,00 lb man,

ten thousand Sterling of which he has settled on [Elizabeth], beside her own fortune and the Life

Rent of a valuable farm. This sets her above the cares of the world and what is vastly preferable

gives her those opportunity of doing good….” 25 The increase in fortune Elizabeth realized upon

her second marriage allowed her to demonstrate her continued commitment to securing her

family’s future financial prospects. In 1765, upon Elizabeth’s counsel, her husband James Smith

gave up his stake in the sugar business and Elizabeth quickly arranged for her brother to take

Smith’s place (Letters of James Murray 114). Recognizing her husband’s advanced age and feeble

health, Elizabeth orchestrated such a move before his death, before any inheritance squabbles

could call such an installation into question. By engineering for her brother to take her husband’s

place in the business, Elizabeth not only improved her brother’s current financial welfare but

insured that the rest of the Murray family would continue to profit from any sugar revenues.

However, bringing James to Boston also ensured Elizabeth would no longer have to squabble with

him over custody of his daughters. Having raised James’s eldest daughter Dolly for seven years,

Elizabeth was devastated when in 1761 James visited Boston, bringing with him Dolly’s younger

sister Betsy and cousin Annie Clark but taking Dolly home with him to North Carolina. Eventually

Dolly returned to Elizabeth’s household in early 1764, James being unable to withstand
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Elizabeth’s persuasion, where she remained until her marriage in 1768. Elizabeth vowed in the

intervening years to continue to be the shaping force in her niece’s life and to continue to provide

her with the resources and training she felt essential. Elizabeth arranged for Dolly to do her

father’s bookkeeping, gently reminding her that “the learning of it” meant “nothing without the

practice.” Elizabeth was determined her nieces would not have to scrape their way through life the

way she had seen many other young women do. Despite Elizabeth’s commitment to helping young

women and old friends who had fallen on hard times, she hoped to equip her nieces with enough

skills that they would not need to rely on the benevolence of others. Elizabeth never let Dolly

forget the many families she had encountered who had been “ruined by the women not

understanding the accounts.”26 Elizabeth hoped to set an example for her nieces not only in their

education and business training but in their personal relationships as well. By the time of her 1761

separation from Dolly, Elizabeth had embarked on her second marriage to Smith and had retired to

his estate, Brush Hill, and begun to enjoy the fruits of her labor as a savvy businesswoman and a

shrewd negotiator. For Elizabeth, “understanding the accounts” would have been crucial. In order

to construct an effective prenuptial agreement that would protect her from the estate problems she

faced with her first marriage, Elizabeth would have needed an astute understanding of both her

own financial status and Smith’s. Furthermore, with no children of her own, Elizabeth hoped to

one day leave her good fortune to her nieces, and while there is no record of whether Dolly and her

eventual husband, Mr. Forbes, entered into a prenuptial agreement, we do know that Elizabeth

wanted to equip her nieces with the knowledge that would enable them to support themselves

before marriage and protect themselves after it.

Elizabeth, as strong and determined as she was, was no match for the everyday rhythms of

life that pulled and stressed all women’s networks, namely marriage. One reason epistolary

networks flourished in early America is that marriages often forced girlhood friends apart by great

distances. Even when the distances were small, however, the young women’s new duties as wife

and household mistress severely impeded time for visiting, forcing them to turn to their

correspondence in whatever stolen or borrowed time they could find. 1768 was a hard year for

Elizabeth in that it brought two major blows to her Boston-based network of women. In 1768 her

niece Dolly married and moved to Florida and her oldest friend, Jannette Day married and moved

to England. Although Elizabeth was happy for her friend’s good fortune (Day was an older, single
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woman with an illegitimate daughter and no fortune other than that which she had managed to earn

while in Boston teaching and shopkeeping under Elizabeth’s watchful eye) and although she

approved of Dolly’s marriage match, she longed for daily contact from her absent friends.

Elizabeth turned to letter writing to continue to participate in her friends’ lives, as she had when

Dolly moved back to North Carolina with her father. Elizabeth was a reserved soul, generally

reticent in her letters, and was likely never very effusive in personality, but in the months following

Dolly’s departure for Florida, she voiced her disappointment, showing how keenly she felt the loss

of her friends: “Words can not express nor pen write what I have suffered and am like to suffer by

parting with you…. Whenever I have thought of you settling in the world it has been the height of

my ambition to have you near me. It is ordered otherwise and I must submit” (qtd in Cleary 108).

Lest this chapter paint a picture of a strong Elizabeth who never faltered and was always the

provider within her network of women, we need only turn to late 1768 and 1769 when, distressed

by the separation from Dolly and Jannette and burdened with her husband’s ill health, Elizabeth

began to buckle under the strain of her complicated life. Her friends, Christian Barnes, the

Cumming sisters, her niece Betsy and even Dolly, who at this time was living in Florida, rallied

together to force their help upon her. As James Smith became sick, Elizabeth determined she

would care for him herself, but together her friends convinced her to put herself under a doctor’s

care and to transport Smith to the Barnes’ home in Marlborough, where presumably they could

help Elizabeth tend to Smith. Her friends were fiercely protective of Elizabeth in her time of need,

complaining of James’s “slow progress on his Jurney” toward death and repeatedly wishing “the

good man in Heaven, for thither he is bound.”
27

James did eventually die, although he lingered on

for two months, months that tore at the fabric of Elizabeth’s life. She was exhausted and with

Dolly’s absence felt very much alone. Though ever the business woman, she still made

preparations to harvest and sell the crops at Brush Hill, acknowledging that despite her own

struggles, “business must be minded.”28 After Smith died, her friends hoped she would give

herself the respite she so obviously needed. Elizabeth, however, quickly declared her intention to

sail to London (Cleary 110). While she was in London, Elizabeth sent lengthy letter-journals to her

friend Christian Barnes, similar to the travel journal Elizabeth Fergusson kept for her friends while

she was traveling in Europe. The journal allowed Elizabeth to fully detail for her friend, over a

span of weeks and months, the richness of her travels. Furthermore, upon receiving such a packet,
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Barnes was able to engage more fully with Elizabeth’s tales because she was not separated by the

natural stop and start of traditional epistolary conversations. A letter-journal, despite being

remarkably dated when received, conveyed a sense of immediacy because of its continuity.
29

Elizabeth’s decision to undertake the voyage was threefold and she made it (as she made so many

other decisions) with the welfare of members of her sororal network in mind. The most pressing

reason Elizabeth traveled to London was to attend her friend Jannette Day, who was on her

deathbed. Elizabeth longed to see her friend before she died but knew that, even if she did not

make it in time, Jannette’s daughter Jackie would be facing life in London as an orphan and would

need Elizabeth’s support. Elizabeth’s second reason for traveling to London was to expose her

American-born niece Betsy, James’s youngest daughter, to Europe’s cultural centers. Elizabeth’s

final reason for traveling to Europe was to enact her plans for the education and future of her

Scotland nieces. Never one to leave anything to chance and mindful that ocean travel was

inherently risky, Elizabeth took care to craft a will before she left, a document that upon inspection

provides a unique understanding of Elizabeth’s priorities. Her will confirms that before she sailed

she transferred all of her American holdings to James for him to manage as he saw fit. In the event

of her death, she generously provided for Jackie Day, Jannette’s daughter whom she was traveling

to London to help, and the Cumming sisters, who even during her absence received monies from

Elizabeth’s estate, presumably to replace the money Elizabeth would not be spending in their shop

in an effort to avoid negatively affecting their bottom line. As a result of Elizabeth’s actions, her

brother James became a very wealthy man, retaining ownership of all Elizabeth’s holdings with the

understanding that upon his death they would be divided between Betsy and Dolly, each of whom

also received a lump-sum cash inheritance. Likewise, Elizabeth provided for her brother John and

all of his children, instructing they receive a yearly annuity from the profits generated by her estate

(Cleary 114-15).

Throughout her marriages, the raising of her nieces and nephews, her business ventures,

her mentorships of young women, and the political crisis that would culminate in the revolution,

Elizabeth girded herself via her close female friendships, namely with Janette Day and Christian

Barnes. Elizabeth was profoundly devoted to the younger women of her sororal network, but that

devotion, however heartfelt, was clearly one of responsibility. She was mentor, teacher, provider,

and friend to the younger women. But it is among themselves that the mature women discussed
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the significant events in their daily lives. So important were Barnes and Day to Elizabeth that

when the latter died in 1770, Elizabeth adopted her daughter into her household, setting her up in

business of her own and ultimately generously including her in her will (Cleary 215). Most of

Elizabeth’s surviving correspondence stems from her travels to Scotland and comes from the

Christian Barnes collection currently housed in the Library of Congress Manuscript Division. In

her correspondence, Barnes paints Elizabeth as stalwart and stoic, guarded in her countenance and

rarely giving “vent” to her passion.30 Barnes’s observations reinforce that Elizabeth was nothing

if not practical. She was driven, she was dedicated, but above all, she was shrewd. With

chameleon-like capabilities she could blend-in in a number of different environments, apparently

moving with ease in any number of social and political circles. Such an astute woman was likely

also a careful woman. The introduction of this dissertation already touched on the very real danger

in revolutionary America of “loose letters” and, judging from the lack of personal correspondence

or personal papers that have come down to today’s scholar via Elizabeth’s estate (much of what

we know about her comes from letters and papers saved by family members and close friends) the

ever-prudent Murray likely routinely destroyed most personal correspondence. Barnes herself was

given to outbursts of emotion, however, and her letters are often melodramatic, including her letter

that described Elizabeth’s departure for Scotland:

It is a Melancholy reflection that before this reaches you we should be separated

above three thousand miles….but I must once more return to myself and to that

Fatal Hour that parted us. Did you see nothing in my countenance that discovered

my inward anguish, or have I (by coppeing [sic] your example) obtained some

degree of Fortitude? 31

Many of Barnes’s letters to Murray began with a similarly overwrought lament. The letter’s tone

may owe in part to Barnes’s personality and temperament, and other letters hint that Barnes was

indeed subject to such outbursts of hand-wringing.32 But, as I have previously discussed in chapter

one, such epistolary outbursts also reflect the literary convention of affectionately remembering

your correspondent. Women, especially those learning to write by following eighteenth-century

letter manuals and conduct books, would have been taught to begin all such letters in a manner at

least somewhat similar to Barnes’s overly affectionate greeting. 33 Such effusive affections,

because of their ritualized natures were important components of the eighteenth-century “culture
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of sensibility,” but they also reflected sincere emotional attachments on the part of these women.

The devotion to which such greetings alluded can be seen clearly in how dedicated these women

were to each other throughout their entire lives. They traveled long distances to visit one another,

they spent precious little free time corresponding with one another, and they took responsibility for

each other’s daughters, nieces, and granddaughters, often fostering them in the case of parental

death or absence. The convention of the over-emotional, sentimental letter—a tradition that would

continue at least through the heyday of the epistolary novel—often paved the way for the

potentially subversive nature of female correspondence. Although I have alluded before to the

danger of painting all of British-American culture in broad, misogynistic strokes and have

demonstrated that there were men like Benjamin Rush (and as we will see in future chapters like

John Adams and James Warren) who appreciated the keen intellect, talents, and abilities of the

remarkable women in their midst, still, culture in general dismissed women’s writings as mindless

fits of fancy, a preconception which flowery prose like Barnes’s encouraged. As we saw in the

writings of the Philadelphia coterie, however, beneath such flowery prose and after such stylized,

formulaic greetings, women got down to business. Eventually, as political tensions heightened,

and the post became more closely scrutinized, messengers more frequently stopped, all

correspondents, including women, had to be more careful about what they wrote. Many of the

women whose writings I address in the course of this dissertation, including Abigail Adams,

Mercy Warren, Grace Galloway, Elizabeth Fergusson and Elizabeth Murray report sending open

letters, unsealed for easier examination. Until that time, however, the conventions regarding

female epistolary expression gave women a remarkable amount of freedom and flexibility in their

prose.

By the early 1770’s, a frequent topic of conversation among the women was the eroding

political climate. After the flowery greeting I address above, Barnes updated Murray on the recent

activities of the Sons of Liberty. Barnes’s description highlighted the growing class tensions in

eighteenth-century British America: “Those daring Sons of Liberty” Barnes reported, “are now at

the tip-top of their Power and ….even to speak disrespectfully of the well-disposed is a crime equal

to high treason.”34 Barnes, her husband and other of Elizabeth’s shopkeeping friends frequently

found themselves at odds with the revolutionary leadership and their “deluded multitudes.”35 The

conflicts Murray and her network faced stemmed from the shopkeepers’ needs to sell their goods
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to make a living and the patriots’ efforts to enforce various non-importation agreements and other

boycotts; because the sale of British goods became a politically contentious issue, shopkeeping

thrust the women into the public sphere, whether or not they intended to be there. One of

Elizabeth’s tasks while she was in Europe was to select and send home goods for her friends to sell.

Barnes explained that her goods as well as the Cummings’s goods have “arrived in very good

order, which has caused a comity from the Well Disposed to wait upon them and write to Mr.

Barnes with a desire that the Goods may be Stored ‘till further orders.”36 Clearly, Mrs. Barnes

believed the British-American elite, the “well disposed” as she puts it, to be the root of the

disruptive revolutionary fervor. Her letters show that she had separated herself from those

marching toward independence and, for her, that separation was clearly grounded in something

other than political terms. Many of the men history recognizes as leaders of the independence

movement, hailed from well-to-do, established British-American families, families at the top of

the colonies’ de facto social hierarchy. Barnes (and by implication her circle of friends) felt

alienated from these societal leaders and isolated by the widespread revolutionary ideology.

Furthermore Barnes felt shunted into an all-together separate class identity. She explains to

Murray: “Oh how I wish to have one political laugh with you ! Would you not be diverted to see

Squire Barnes and the two little [emphasis added] Miss Cummingses Posted together in a News

Paper as Enimys [sic] to their country?”
37

Barnes’s letters to Murray illustrate the common

practice of book-ending letters, especially letters dealing with decidedly unfeminine topics such as

politics, with conventional sentimentalized greetings and apologetic closings. For example,

Barnes opened her November 20, 1769 letter loudly lamenting Murray’s absence. She continued

the letter discussing a recently held ball, wondering at the difficulties of selling imported

merchandise, and berating the Sons of Liberty for the chaos they have caused. Finally she closed

with this tongue-in-cheek apology: “This is my private opinion, but how I came to give it is

Mistry[sic] for Politicks is a puddle I never choose to dabble in.”38

Elizabeth Murray spent roughly two years in Europe, from 1769-1771. While there her

friends in Boston, especially Barnes and the Cummings sisters, wrote to her often about their

travails and frustration. As women, they did not have a public forum to which to apply for redress,

and their letters to Elizabeth served the twofold purpose of allowing Elizabeth to stay abreast of

American developments and allowing her correspondents a venue in which to air their anger and
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concerns. “I want to vent myself,” writes Barnes, “and as, Mrs. Barclay says, ‘To Whom shall I

complain if not to you.’”39 Elizabeth’s circle of friends in Boston was facing difficult times. For

those who were merchants, their goods were being seized, any transactions were being carefully

watched and they and their customers “recorded as enimes to their country.”40 Those who were not

merchants still risked property being stolen or destroyed by “angry mobs.” Members of the

women’s families and their friends were routinely burned in effigy, especially Christian Barnes’

husband Henry (Cleary 141). Furthermore, the discord, which was at first contained in the city was

spreading. Many Boston families moved out of town into the countryside in order to avoid the

contentious rhetoric then swirling in most of British America’s large cities. By choosing to leave,

those who were shopkeepers sacrificed their livelihood. However, as goods to be sold were

routinely confiscated or impounded, it is likely that remaining in the city might not have had any

positive effect on their ability to keep doing business; by moving to the country they at least

preserved their well-being and personal property. By June of 1770 Christian Barnes reported a

dramatic worsening of the situation even in the countryside: the “violence in Boston has now

begun to spread itself into the country. These poor deluded people with whom we have lived so

long in peace and harmony have been influenced by the Sons of Rapin to take every method to

distress us.”41 By the “Sons of Rapin” Barnes clearly meant the Sons of Liberty, and by “these

poor people” we see that Barnes has internalized the same kind of social snobbery that was evident

in Grace Growden Galloway’s diary and Anne Hulton’s letters. This snobbery, which I have

maintained in previous chapters has its roots in what we might call political classism, was

prevalent among eighteenth-century loyalist women and was an outgrowth of the fear over what a

shifting political paradigm would mean for their control over their own futures. This fear persisted,

despite the fact that these women would have known accomplished and competent country

neighbors, neighbors that they would have relied on for their very survival.
42

The fact that over the

course of her letters Barnes is both the disparaged (as in her December 1769 letter I quote in the

previous paragraph) and the disparager speaks to the era’s continued instability.

The Murray family and the women in the Murray network felt strongly the economic

impact of the revolutionary tensions. We see in their letters to one another a fuller discussion of

the encroaching hard times than in the letters and papers of their contemporaries addressed in this

study. Conjecture as to the reason behind this fundamental difference in the character of their
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letters leads me to the inevitable, if not obvious, conclusion that the writers wrote about that which

concerned them the most. Just as Grace Growden Galloway and Anne Hulton continually lament

their loss of friendship and sociability and their increasing feelings of isolation, just as the women

of the Philadelphia coterie often turned their attention to their status as women and to discussing

among themselves the political ramifications of current events, the Murray network focused more

than any others on the material ramifications of the cultural and political instability. In 1770 during

her trip abroad, Elizabeth sponsored two more of her brother John’s children, arranging for them to

emigrate to America, setting them up in a shopkeeping venture as she had done for herself. The

climate in 1770, however, was indeed more contentious than it had been two decades before when

Elizabeth had maneuvered British-American commerce and culture. Elizabeth sent the children on

ahead of her while she remained in Scotland. James met them at the dock and later reported to his

sister:

They are very fine children and I am as much pleased now that they are come as I

was feared before about their coming, on Account of the factious Spirit now at a

great height here, indeed it cannot rise much higher without the poor People, many

of whom are almost starving for want of Employment, going to plunder the Rich

and then cutting their throats. The Children I intend to keep here [at the family

home in Brush Hill rather than in Boston]… their goods will be easily disposed of

if they can be got clear of the Clutches of the Sons of Liberty.43

So unstable were the times in Boston that James Murray did not trust his young wards there. His

letter continues on to describe just how tenuous commercial life in the city was at the moment: “Mr.

Goldthwaite tells me there are now seventy houses in town empty and like to continue so and the

number even to increase . Among them is your [Elizabeth’s] Sugar house, Cotton House, and the

two houses in King Street…. Mr. G—has in vain offered them for less rent than they used to let

at.”44 Although the Murrays obviously had more in common with the prominent families I address

in other chapters of this dissertation than they did with the poor and destitute, this letter between

Elizabeth and her brother clearly demonstrates that they felt themselves only shortly removed from

a similar fate of “almost starving.”45 Elizabeth’s letters are always rather tight-lipped about her

own political allegiances. In fact, upon her return from Scotland in 1771, she expertly subsumed

her political leanings to financial expediency and familial welfare: she cultivated friendships
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among both the patriot and loyalist armies and appeared, when necessary, as a loyal supporter of

each. We may, however, take Christian Barnes’s and James Murray’s letters as an indication of

Elizabeth’s true political leanings. I doubt either would have spoken so openly regarding their

own loyalist positions to someone they did not believe to be sympathetic. On the other hand, as

pragmatic as Elizabeth proved herself to be, she likely cared not at all about the particular

resolution of the political fricassee she lived through as long as she successfully preserved her

property and her financial status, ensuring her family an active and visible place within whatever

structure eventually emerged. As the letter from James Murray I quoted above indicates, the

revolutionary conflicts threatened nearly every aspect of Elizabeth’s income. She returned from

Scotland in 1771 to an environment that had become even more factious. Soon after her return

Elizabeth married Ralph Inman, a friend and business acquaintance of many years who had likely

been a one-time suitor.
46

Elizabeth’s marriage to Inman was, at best, unexpected and caught

everyone, including her closest friends and family off guard, and while no one could argue with the

suitability of the match (and Elizabeth’s prudence in marrying again) her reasons were largely

unclear, impulsive, and misunderstood. The transatlantic epistolary exchange we witnessed

between Anne Hulton and Mrs. Lightbody, as well as the letters Elizabeth Murray and Christian

Barnes exchanged overseas and, as we will see in the next chapter, the letters between Abigail

Adams and Mercy Warren, clearly demonstrate that reliable news of occurrences on the other side

of the ocean was hard to come by. Even if news reports were true, they were horribly dated.

Elizabeth knew from her correspondence with friends and relatives that the British colonies were

embroiled in conflict; however, until she returned to Boston in 1771, she likely did not truly

appreciate just how deeply embittered, deeply partisan, and ultimately bellicose the society had

become. Knowing Murray’s history in marriage, that she had entered into at least her second

marriage because of the fiscal and material advantages it provided, we can surmise she likely

entered into her third marriage for similar reasons.

In 1771, while Elizabeth was in Europe, James also returned to Europe. He embarked on

what turned out to be a fool’s errand to curry political favor and hopefully earn a lucrative and

impressive government post. By 1771 several of James’s colleagues deemed “friends of

Government” had received “handsome places.” At the urging of his wife, James left Boston for

London to participate in the political games afoot or, as he put it, to “exert myself and try my luck
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and interest.”47 James himself had no inherent interest in climbing the ranks of political

appointments but did so to “keep peace at home.”48 James’s letter to his daughter detailing his

experiences provides a first-hand account of the state of British and American relationships. His

letter also offers continued proof that the great distance between London and America made it

difficult for anyone, on either side of the Atlantic, to have an even semi-accurate understanding of

current affairs. Also significant, James’s letter indicates that as late as 1771 large cross-sections

of the British-American population believed the cries for independence to be nothing more than

impotent grumblings. The citizens of London, however, had begun to greet all Americans warily.

James, then, was greeted with great circumspect and was ultimately foiled in his goal of achieving

political advancement. James returned home “Like Mr. Barnes and many others [had] done,

without any provision”. In explaining the London political climate, James remarks that he

ventured to cross the Atlantic imagining as every body in Boston did, that the affairs

of that Province would come under the Consideration of Parliament as soon as the

prospect of war vanished and that it would require no great degree of Interest or

address or Merit to get in the Changes that might happen all I wanted. But on my

Arrival I found American affairs were to be passed over in Silence and my

reception from some friends appeared colder than I expected.49

At some point during his travels, James connected with his daughter Betsy, who was traveling with

his sister, Elizabeth. When Elizabeth left for her voyage, she left control over her business affairs

largely to her brother, who in turn left them to a third party, Ezekial Goldthwaite, when he

undertook his own voyage. The Murrays had done business with Goldthwaite in the past, so they

trusted his judgment and his competence. However, upon meeting up with Elizabeth, James either

gave her disconcerting news about the state of her affairs or provided her with some other

information that caused her to question Mr. Goldthwaite’s management because soon after James

and Elizabeth’s European reunion, Elizabeth determined her affairs had fallen into confusion and

returned to America immediately in order to reassert her control over them. Shortly after her return

to Boston in August 1771, Christian Barnes wrote to Elizabeth concerning the state of her affairs,

business and otherwise. I have noted Barnes’s melodramatic style and explained that style, in part,

by way of epistolary convention. To a twenty-first-century reader Barnes’s letters are as

entertaining as they are instructive, but we must, it seems, take what she had to say with a grain of
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salt, as did many of her eighteenth-century correspondents who argued that no one “rivaled Mrs.

Barnes in the License given to her pen.”50 However, it is precisely because of Barnes’s loose

letters and written indiscretions that we know as much as we do today about the life of Elizabeth

Murray and her circle of women. Commenting upon the mess Elizabeth found herself in upon her

return Barnes offered her friend a potentially double-edged solution:

I dare say by this time you have a little leisure to look into your own affairs…. If you

like the Situation why I say Amen, but I think it is a little hard that I cannot be

Present when all these affairs are in agitation….. Retirement and ease is what you

at present stand in need of, and in order to procure that you must fix upon some

worthy person who will relieve you from the fatigues and cares of life or at least

share them with you. Perhaps you will say the remedy will be as bad as the

disease.
51

Barnes’s “solution” demonstrates once again the women’s awareness that marriages were

problematic vehicles for securing one’s own happiness and future, a lesson that after two marriages

Elizabeth had learned well. Nevertheless, within one month after returning to Boston, Elizabeth

married again, this time to Ralph Inman. Letters from among Murray’s networks of

correspondents mention Inman at various points; he had extended her a letter of credit during the

early years of her business and the couple were obviously longtime acquaintances if not friends. In

fact one letter from Barnes in the 1760s even intimates that Inman had pressed an unsuccessful

wedding suit at that time (Cleary 66-67, 116). Why did Elizabeth experience a change of heart

years later? We can only speculate, but the timing of Murray’s third and last marriage, coupled

with the way that marriage would play out during the next decade, provides fairly convincing

evidence that Elizabeth approached her marriage to Ralph Inman as the remedy Barnes had spoken

of. She likely felt that her union with Inman would help her satisfactorily settle her turbulent state

of affairs. Those around her agreed. Her brother John wrote upon hearing of her wedding to Inman

that, although he was initially shocked, “upon mature deliberation, I am inclined to approve this

change of life after you return to America for having heretofore appeared as a person of

consequence there, it would ill-brook our family spirit to be degraded to a kind of nothingness

without a home or a family.”52
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By 1772 the nature of the Murray correspondence had changed dramatically, The writers

began restricting their letters to private matters and began referencing political events and public

occurrences simply by noting that day’s newspapers. Such a shift was obviously due to the

degrading political climate and the escalating tensions between warring factions. Regardless of

Elizabeth’s relationships with prominent patriots, her husband (Inman), her brother, and

long-established, well-known family friends (the Barnes) were stout loyalists and in some

instances crown officials, leaving her correspondence subject to strict scrutiny. Once open

hostilities began, Murray was confined to her country estate at Brush Hill while so many of her

friends and correspondents were in Boston; her letters needed to routinely cross lines to be

delivered. Murray eventually quit sealing any of her letters and addressing them all as “open

letter[s].”53 Occasionally Murray had the opportunity to meet friends and family at the lines and

hand deliver notes and she began to wait for occasions to deliver important information face to face,

without incriminating paper trails. She also sent messengers to hand deliver innocuous notes

accompanied by important oral messages. Elizabeth explained in an April 27, 1775 letter to her

husband, delivered most likely by one of her servants, “I send this by a boy who can inform you

very particularly how we have lived and managed since you left us. It will not do to write much.

Adieu.”54

In April 1775, after the battles of Lexington and Concord, the American armies took

control of Cambridge barricading loyalist troops and their supporters in Boston. The lines for each

army were stationed about a half mile apart, and communication and travel between the two areas

was severely limited (Letters of James Murray 182). Elizabeth’s home became the de facto

headquarters for the American army and in a letter dated April 22, 1775, addressed to her “dear

friends” in Boston, Elizabeth detailed the measures she took to safeguard her property. With stout

resolve, she determined not to lose her home to the encroaching conflict, and in letter after letter

insisted on protecting her own. In this, one of the earliest of such letters, she clearly stated her

resolve and provides a clear picture of her independent spirit. She began by detailing the presence

of the American soldiers:

I am well as are all under this roof. . . . I have acted many parts in life, but never

imagined I shold arrive at the muckle honor of being a General; that is now the case.
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I have a guard at the bottom of the Garden, a number of men to patrol to the Marsh

and round the farm, with a body guard that now covers our kitchen parlor.

She continued, explaining the effect the soldiers’ presence has had on her household:

Twelve O’Clock they [the soldiers] are in a sweet sleep, while Miss Denforth and

I are in the middle parlor with a board nailed across the door to protect them from

harm. The kitchen doors are also nailed. They have the closet for their guns. The

end door is now very useful. Our servants we put to bed at half past eight. The

women and children have all left Cambridge, so we are thought wonders. You

know I have never seen troubles at the distance many others have…. There is not

one servant will stay if I go. Poor creatures they depend on me for protection and I

do not chuse [sic] to disappoint them: as far as it is in my power I will protect

them.
55

Despite the presence of soldiers, Murray shouldered the responsibility of maintaining the daily

function of Brush Hill and the welfare of all of its residents, which included among others her niece

Betsy, her nephews John Murray and John Clark, Cambridge resident Miss Danforth and her

grandfather Judge Danforth, the servants, and several other unidentified children, likely including

some of the Danforth grandchildren.56 Because Elizabeth Murray quartered troops at Brush Hill,

she developed relationships with the American commanders, relationships that her friends

appealed to her to use on their behalf. Barnes, who at the time was living in Marlborough, between

Cambridge and Boston, writes, “If you are a friend of Colonel Putnam I wish you could influence

him so far in my favor that he would prevent his troops from molesting me on their return. I have

shown them every civility in my power in their way down [to Boston] and shall continue to do

so.”57 This plea was occasioned by an incident wherein an armed soldier, presumably an American

soldier, forced his way into Mrs. Barnes’s house, demanding food and supplies and generally

“terrifying” and “abusing” the household. Barnes reported that “I did not recover from my fright

for several days. The sound of a drum or the sight of a gun put me into such a tremor that I could

not command myself.” Apparently, however, Elizabeth indeed influenced commander Putnam

on her friend’s behalf because in the next line Barnes followed her initial report of mayhem with

one of respite: “I have met with little molestation since this affair which I attribute to the

protection sent me by Colonel Putnam and Colonel Whitcomb. I returned them a card of thanks for
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their goodness tho I knew it was thro your interest I obtained this favor.”58 Barnes did not describe

the exact nature of the protection, but her letter offers continued proof of the high esteem in which

all who encountered Elizabeth Murray held her.

Circumstances of the armed conflict separated Elizabeth and her husband Ralph Inman.

Inman, a staunch loyalist who likely underestimated the capabilities of the American armies, was

surprised when Boston was closed off and he found himself trapped there. Loyalists were allowed

into Boston but once there were not allowed out. During this time of separation many letters

passed back and forth between Elizabeth and her husband, and from them we learn a great deal

about her character and her marriage. Inman and James both wanted Elizabeth to leave Brush Hill

to chance and retreat to Boston. Elizabeth, however, was not easily convinced. She wanted to

protect her property, and her husband knew she would follow her own heart on the matter.

Regarding whether or not Elizabeth should remain in Cambridge, Inman wrote, “I know you are

more capable of Judging for your Self than any directions I can give.”59 In working to protect her

holdings, Elizabeth needed help, and she informed her husband and her brother that they must send

her niece Dolly (and presumably Dolly’s children) to her. Elizabeth couched her need for Dolly in

terms of a request: “If it be agreeable to you [Inman], do Advise with Mr. Murray and Dolly. If he

will consent to let her go with me …. Dolly need not be afraid. I’ll have proper protection for

Brush-hill, her & hers.” However, she did not seriously consider it within the realm of possibility

that her request should ever be denied. She followed her request with a notification of the

arrangements she had already made for Dolly’s travel and protection as well as the role she saw

Dolly filling within the household. She expected that as soon as her letter was received, Dolly

would be dispatched to her.60 Aside from the dominant role Elizabeth played within her family,

what is especially significant in this letter is the relative ease with which women could still travel.

At this time, Boston was a closed city and a travel pass difficult to obtain, nearly impossible for

anyone with loyalist ties—any man, that is. Elizabeth had coupled her influence with society’s

general ambivalence toward women and created an opportunity for Dolly to join her.

Elizabeth’s husband and brother spent the entire months of April and May 1775 trying to

convince Elizabeth to come into Boston, but Elizabeth held fast. She turned every one of their

arguments against them, declaring in early May to her husband that “I have looked over your notes

very carefully, and in every one of them I discover that you would rather me stay in the country than
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move to town. It gives me pleasure to know that is your opinion.”61 That was decidedly not Mr.

Inman’s opinion. He was strictly against his wife remaining at Brush Hill. He did, however, know

his wife well enough to know that he must present his counsel in such a way that it gave Elizabeth

the freedom to make her own decisions. Elizabeth, astute as she was, must have understood her

husband’s rhetorical decisions, but in an effort to press her advantage responded to these entreaties

literally. James was more direct with Elizabeth than was her husband exclaiming that she “cannot

with any regard to your own safety or our peace continue out much longer.”62 Eventually, Inman

and Murray gave in and accepted that Elizabeth would not come in to Boston. Then, they turned

their attentions to where she should go instead. The two of them engaged in a great deal of back

and forth, both with each other and Elizabeth, proposing scheme after scheme that they believed

would get Elizabeth and her charges farthest out of harm’s way. Elizabeth, however, refused to

deviate from her original plan and again the pair acquiesced; Inman even told Elizabeth to “follow

your own inclinations and you’ll please me, only let me know where you go to.”63 Elizabeth’s plan,

however, was not to go anywhere. Instead, she and Dolly would manage Inman’s farm in

Cambridge as well as Murray’s home at Brush Hill, moving back and forth between both of them.

If the time came when it proved too dangerous to travel even that short distance, they would

barricade themselves at Brush Hill to protect the Murray family’s future and let Inman’s farm “take

it’s chance with the rest.”
64

Despite Elizabeth’s resolve, Inman had not given up completely.

Again on June 13 Inman asked Murray to come into town, hoping to convince her by addressing

her primary concern: the welfare of her family, neighbors and servants who would be abandoned

should she leave. Inman offered to take care of anyone she brings with her. Again Murray said no,

but this refusal gives us a clearer picture of Murray’s reasons. Despite her light-hearted jab at being

a predestinarian, we now clearly understand that Murray’s primary motivations for remaining in

the country were economic:

When they used to tell me I was in a place of great danger, I told them with a

cheerful countenance we could die but once , and I was a predestinarian, therefore

had no personal fear, not even when I stood before a Company that made a prisoner

of me in a formal manner. . . .If I have erred it is in Judgement; and if I did not see

a fare prospect of saving your crop, stock, &c &c, I would immediately go to

town … but you wisely observe your income is only seventy pound sterling a year.
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In that case your servants could not be mentain’d [sic] in town. It would certainly

take more than that sum to buy them the worst of provisions. 65

The letter detailed Elizabeth’s plan of moving back and forth between the Inman farm and Brush

Hill, including the logistics of how she would harvest the crops and move the portion of these crops

that she needed to Brush Hill. She closed the letter with a gentle reminder to her husband

concerning how deeply she valued her independence and how committed she was to securing her

continued economic stability:

I thought, as times were, it necessary to speak my mind. When I have done that my

heart is at ease…. The consequence of my going to Town now is an entire loss of

your stock, and this years produce. I have gone throw some difficulty to preserve it

and I think a little while longer may accomplish my design.66

Although this letter in which Elizabeth spoke her mind was pleasant enough in tone, a letter later

the next month was caustic. Elizabeth’s many refusals had taken their toll on her marriage. Inman

had tired of the pressures of life in Boston and had become embarrassed by Elizabeth’s behavior.

To those around him he presented Elizabeth’s refusal to come into town as an issue of

abandonment and used her behavior as an excuse to sail for England without even notifying her,

leaving her to settle his debts. As well connected as Elizabeth was, news of Inman’s plans soon

reached her. Inman’s betrayal infuriated her and she spent the bulk of the letter defending herself

and her choices to stay at Brush Hill, closing the letter by exclaiming, “Be assured dear sir, I will

with pleasure account for every action that I remember since the year seventeen hundred and

twenty six, the year of my birth.”
67

Despite James Murray’s uninspiring view that I noted earlier concerning the future

America held for its women, he cringed at the thought of their time being solely given over to

pursuits he deemed as frivolous. Although he ultimately gave over his daughters’ education to the

judgment of their Aunt Elizabeth, he (perhaps merely as a result of his own stern Scottish

upbringing) desired them to be schooled in useful accomplishments. Using his youngest daughter

Betsy, who had accompanied her Aunt to Scotland and while there attended boarding school, as an

example he explained:

in her letters, she is to be seen busied occasionally with such serious studies as

writing, music, and dancing; but oftener and more profitably at play or enjoying
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assembly while her aunt keeps her supplied with proper gowns, and rejoices in her

when she sees her shining conspicuous by her beauty among the Edinburgh belles.68

These comments about his youngest daughter’s education instruct today’s readers, seeking to

understand the tenor of a woman’s life in eighteenth-century British America. This letter offers a

first-hand description of the eighteenth-century viewpoint of a proper education for a woman:

writing, music, and dancing, with perhaps a bit of language study, painting, or embroidery thrown

in for good measure. In this letter James’s desires toward his daughters directly conflicted with the

realities of the era. James clearly believed, as did most of his contemporaries, that the ultimate

path to success for a woman in the eighteenth century was to marry well. His letters testify that he

clearly hoped for good marriage matches for his sisters and daughters, yet his letters also clearly

demonstrate a profound discomfort with the methods employed for incurring those matches.69

Despite her independent character and intellectual acumen, Elizabeth obviously believed it

foolhardy for a marriageable woman to remain single, especially if she could closely define the

parameters of her marriage via a pre-nuptial agreement. Elizabeth had worked hard throughout her

life to gain an economic advantage and to place her family in the position to have the means to play

at the societal games of assemblies, balls, and parties. James’s comments about Betsy’s future

appear at the end of the 1770 letter I quoted earlier, wherein James reported meeting his niece and

nephew at the docks and hinted at what today might be considered a variety of class warfare as he

described the poor in open revolt against the rich. 70 When moving to the colonies, James desired

to become a successful planter. In his quest for prosperity he then, with the help of his sister, set

his sights on the merchant trade, finally deciding his best chance at success came with becoming

a government agent. He clearly did not mind riding his sister’s coattails to a more materially

comfortable, economically stable life, but unlike his sister, James was profoundly uncomfortable

with what he perceived to be the circumstances of the ruling elite. To his mind his daughter was

not an Edinburgh belle, despite whatever level of economic success Elizabeth had attained for

herself, enabling her to outfit her nieces as if they were. James’s attitudes concerning his daughters

not appearing above their “positions”
71

stemmed from common eighteenth-century ways of

thinking about the nature of one’s rank and station in life that persisted from the European feudal

system, a system that would continue to dominate European class formations well into the

nineteenth century. Elizabeth, on the other hand did not seem to be bothered by James’s perceived
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differences in social standing. I attribute Elizabeth’s indifference to her own life experiences.

Because of the success she had met with, she innately understood that for all but the poorest

women in eighteenth-century British America gender overdetermined class, and that women in

British America were not so much limited by their station of birth as they were by the fact that they

were women. In providing for her nieces’ education and their occupations, Elizabeth endeavored

to provide them with the best life a woman in the eighteenth-century could hope for: economic

independence that could then be leveraged in all further life choices and decisions, including the

decisions over who to marry, when, and on what terms. Elizabeth, although she approached the

task of educating her nieces differently than James at times thought she should, shared James’s

goal for the next generation of Murray women. She too desired them “to be useful”. She and

James, however, clearly defined that utility differently.72

Elizabeth raised and educated not only James’s daughters Dolly and Betsy, but John

Murray’s daughters Polly and Anne. Elizabeth’s niece Polly, because she was younger than

Elizabeth’s other nieces benefited almost her entire life from her aunt’s generosity. Elizabeth’s

growing wealth, which she readily shared with her brothers, had enabled Polly’s father, John, to

train her as a gentlewoman. Upon arriving in Scotland, Elizabeth saw the full extent to which Polly

had been preparing herself to participate in elite society. John had not seen to it that Polly had

mastered any essential skills; instead, she had only mastered the decorative arts. Polly, had been

trained as a gentlewoman during her youth, and as she grew older, she continued that masquerade,

never possessing the income to support a truly genteel standard of living. Elizabeth grew

concerned that a young woman of the middling ranks who was educated as a gentlewoman, yet not

educated in the practical skills of figuring and bookkeeping would end up with a skewed view of

reality. Elizabeth’s fear for such a woman, and ultimately for Polly, was that she will be “ignorant

of everything else, [and] she will be so perfect in the lessons of pride and vanity that she will. . .

go off with the first man that promises her a silk gown and a blonde cap.” 73 Interestingly enough,

James expressed similar concerns regarding his daughter Betsy’s education. Elizabeth, however,

dismissed James’s concerns out of hand because as the one who was directing Betsy’s education,

Elizabeth felt confident in Betsy’s mastery of practical skills, skills that would help her “improve

her mind, time, and fortune.”74 Polly’s problem, of course, was that she had no such skills, and

Elizabeth immediately set on remedying what she found to be the entirely unsatisfactory situation
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of Polly’s education. Drawing on her own experiences and her previous successes setting up other

young women, Elizabeth immediately made plans to send Polly to America with her own stock of

goods. It is unclear in the letters and scholarship currently available why Murray chose again and

again to send her nieces to America to begin their businesses rather than setting them up in a

similar fashion nearer their Scottish homeland. Murray likely believed her business plans for them

made more sense in America where there was a large, unsatieted, protoconsumer hunger for

fashionable imports.75 Moving the young women to Boston also allowed Murray to more directly

influence and supervise them and aided her in her endeavor to collect as much of her family around

her as possible. On numerous occasions she offered to finance her brother John and his family’s

move to America, and on every occasion, he politely refused, so Murray did the next best thing and

persuaded him to send his children to her, one by one. In Boston, Murray could provide an

immediate and trusted social and business network for her young charges. She arranged for Polly,

upon her arrival, to live with and be apprenticed to the Cumming sisters, thereby learning to

navigate the mechanics of the business as well as the complexities of Boston society at their

hands.
76

Elizabeth desired to educate her nieces in a way that would provide them the best possible

choices in life. Her concern for their education was both practical and philosophical. Barnes

explained what she saw to be the larger value of the young women’s education when she wrote to

Elizabeth, concerning her nieces, “I sincerely wish their undertakings may be crowned with

success for their own sakes, as well as for the honor of the sex for who shall say we have not equal

abilities with the men when Girls discover such great capacities.”77

Not everyone in Elizabeth’s circle agreed with Barnes. Despite his initial approval of

Elizabeth’s plans for his daughters, once Polly returned to England, John Murray thought his

daughter’s reputation had been damaged by her time in the public sphere (McKenna 33). In

writing to his son John (Polly’s brother), also in America, John Murray the elder explained his

consternation, “you know or at least your aunt knows that your sister gave up all her consequence

and most favorite hopes to comply with her [Elizabeth’s] request.” Somehow, Elizabeth became

acquainted with the contents of this letter and quickly assured her brother she knew no such thing:

“I’m sorry,” she retorted, “the disadvantages arising from Young Lady’s going into Business did

not occur to you [in] time enough to prevent it.” Elizabeth then defended herself asking John, “did

you not occasion me to form this plan by saying what you would do with so large a family. Could
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I be blamed for pointing out that mode of life [from] which I had received the greatest advantage

and satisfaction.” Affirming her confidence in the nature of her plans for her nieces, Elizabeth

continued: “had not this cruel war taken place it would have been in my power to have put my dear

Polly into a state of independence.”78 This last statement echoes, more presciently than Elizabeth

would have ever imagined, the problematic historicization of the American revolution in

nineteenth-and twentieth-century thought. As decades passed, the turbulent times through which

Elizabeth and the other members of this study lived would be recast as glorious. The American

Revolution would be recast as the war for American Independence, a landmark moment for the

fledgling country and all her inhabitants. Elizabeth, however, realized that the war had changed

everything. It had interfered with her “she-merchant” network and had prevented the other

members of the network from attaining the same level of success she had. In her letter to John,

Elizabeth clearly engaged in a little bit of defensive rhetorical maneuvering as she certainly had not

forgotten that it was not just her shopkeeping but also her marriages that placed her in a position

of wealth, but her letter to John continues to point to the fact that although the American revolution

ushered in significant cultural changes, for its women those changes were not always positive. On

at least one matter in her letter to John, Elizabeth did not exaggerate to make her point. Polly left

her aunt in Boston and returned to England because of the uncertainties and dangers presented by

the war. Polly believed leaving Boston and the network of women her Aunt provided there for her

decreased her overall quality of life. She wrote to her aunt explaining, “the spirit of Independence

you cherished in me is not yet extinct. I must, I do endeavor to stifle its remonstrances to check its

progress and accommodate myself to my present situation.”
79

Over the course of her lifetime, Elizabeth Murray raised and provided for five nieces, Dolly

Murray, Betsy Murray, Annie Clark, Polly Murray, and Anne Murray. She sponsored the

businesses of Jane Eustis (shopkeeper), Janette Day (teacher and shopkeeper), Jackie Day

(shopkeeper) and Elizabeth and Ames Cummings (shopkeepers). Before her marriage to James

Smith, she supported these women directly by helping them establish their daily operations and by

being an ever-present mentor to advise on matters such as stock decisions and advertising. After

her marriage to Smith and their move to Brush Hill, she continued to advise, but her support was

then one of patron and financier. Dolly and Betsy Murray and Anne Clark were her first charges,

and as they grew up, Elizabeth undertook the tutelage of a still younger generation of women,
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Jackie Day, and Polly and Anne Murray, John Murray’s daughters. Jackie, Polly, and Anne had all

come to America as a result of Elizabeth’s 1769 European voyage to attend her dying friend. Like

she had years before with Ame and Elizabeth Cummings, Elizabeth set her new wards up in a

corner shop in Boston where they sold fashionable wares. Elizabeth’s business experience enabled

the girls to keep their shop running smoothly and turning a profit, even as the political situation

deteriorated. When Elizabeth suddenly decided to end her European tour and return to America to

take care of her affairs, she was in large part returning to help her young charges navigate the

increasingly difficult commercial venture. Polly Murray was a natural shopkeeper; her sister,

Anne, however, was not. In perhaps the ultimate irony, it was Anne’s troubles with shopkeeping

that finally pushed Elizabeth into risking her absence at Brush Hill to go into Boston. Elizabeth

used the excuse of a sick spouse to obtain a pass to go into the city, but her loyalties were clearly

with Anne. In fact, after going into Boston to attend to Anne, Elizabeth’s worst fears were realized:

she was stuck there. She was not allowed to return to Brush Hill, leaving her other nieces, Betsy

and Dolly, to run the two country properties (Cleary 191-92). Elizabeth’s husband and brother had

begged her for months to leave the country and join them in Boston. They had tried numerous

schemes to convince her, appealing to fears for her own safety, to her sense of duty to her husband,

and to business obligations, but in another clear testament to Elizabeth’s priorities, she dismissed

them in letter after letter; after receiving word of Anne’s struggles, however, Elizabeth

immediately made arrangements to attend her by whatever means necessary.

Anne Murray, the last and youngest niece Elizabeth took under her wing, struggled with

shopkeeping, in part because she was painfully aware of the social standing being a shopkeeper

signified, even if one was a fabulously wealthy and successful shopkeeper. In an 1839 letter to her

brother, Anne recalled her reaction to learning of her family’s plan to send Anne’s younger sister

Charlotte, then still in Scotland, to Boston to set up shop as well:

The great part of my residence in Boston was one of the most severe

mortification…. Never was a girl of 16 so much a child as myself in person and in

mind, yet with this childishness I was not insensible to the consequences of loss of

caste…. I begged that no more of the family may now be placed in the state of

degradation I now experienced, that I was ready to share my earnings with her… but

begged she might be spared a participation in my irreparable humiliation.
80
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Anne’s letter regarding the challenges she faced as a young woman under Elizabeth’s care

testify that while Elizabeth was well-suited to business and well-respected within her community,

her skills were not universally embraced. By the writing of this letter, Anne was considering her

life from the vantage point of 1839, and in her reflection was apparently applying

nineteenth-century standards of idealized femininity (or true womanhood) to her recollections of

her life as a young woman.
81

Regardless of whether Anne’s stint as a shopkeeper in

revolutionary-era Boston actually degraded her social standing, her letter is a reminder of where

this chapter began, a reminder that Elizabeth Murray was a different sort of early-American woman,

different from the members of the ruling elite who form the basis of the other chapters in this

dissertation, and although we see these differences manifested over the course of Murray’s

correspondence, the fact that Murray invested herself so completely in her own network of women

testifies to the cultural significance such networks had in numerous segments of Anglo-American

society. In a letter to her brother John in 1783, Elizabeth considers her life’s achievements. The

summary she offered him is an appropriate summary with which to end this chapter: “I rejoice,”

she reflected, “that the spirit of independence caused such exertions to place me in a situation that

I am content to pass the remainder of my days in, untaught as I was, I am surprised and my heart

overfloes with gratitude at the success I have met with.”82 Elizabeth Murray was orphaned as

young girl, raised by her brother and came of age in a foreign land apart from even the most

extended kinship network of women that might have been available to her in Scotland. It seems

likely that such upbringing led not only to the development of her fiercely independent spirit, but

also to her matriarchal role within the network of women she would surround herself with in

adulthood. Her friends, young and old, would all come to rely on her wisdom and her generosity

and her primary goal in building a life for herself in eighteenth-century America was to be able to

use that life to enrich the lives of the women around her.
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CHAPTER FOUR

‘Where do you get your maxims of state?’: Mercy Otis Warren, Abigail Adams, and their

‘tribe’ of Women

The end of chapter two, in addressing the letters of Anne Hulton, loyalist, moved the

geographical focus of this study from Philadelphia to Boston. Chapter three continued to focus

on Boston, examining the life, letters and female network of “she-merchant” Elizabeth Murray,

who navigated the complexities of eighteenth-century commercial, political, and social circles to

both maintain her independence and improve her family’s financial station in life. This chapter

continues with its Boston backdrop and examines the correspondence of Mercy Otis Warren and

Abigail Adams. Most of the letters I have examined in this chapter are available in the

Warren-Adams Letters, collected and published by the Massachusetts Historical Society in 1917.1

Although Adams and Warren wrote frequently to one another their network of women

correspondents also included other notable British-American women such as Hannah Winthrop.

Adams and Warren traveled extensively; consequently, a portion of their correspondence is

transatlantic in scope. Both women spent a great deal of energy discussing the differences they saw

between European and American culture, differences that parallel the comments Elizabeth

Fergusson made regarding her European travels years earlier. The transatlantic portion of the

Warren-Adams correspondence is important as it provides yet another dimension to consider when

thinking about the cultural work the eighteenth-century women writers addressed in this study

accomplished. Furthermore, each woman established transatlantic friendships, most notable

among them Warren’s friendship with British historian Catharine Macaulay.2 The Warren-Adams

letters are ultimately univocal in supporting America’s grievances against the crown and

advocating for independence. By themselves, they present a rather homogenous picture of

eighteenth-century attitudes, but I hope that by including them in a study such as this one which

aims to address a larger cross-section of British-America’s writing women and aims to foreground

the complexities of eighteenth-century Anglo-American culture, I can add another dimension to

the letters of the Warren-Adams network, complicating our understanding of them and thereby

opening up further avenues of inquiry.
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Warren, Adams and their local compatriots were affluent and influential and would have

formed the heart of Boston’s polite society. As the women matured, however, and their life

experiences offered them a larger taste of true intellectualism, the women began to eschew the

confines of polite society, such society and its attending social conventions can and did provide

access to the world of ideas. This entrée was, however, limited. The women realized they could

transcend those limits in their near-daily interactions with each other via their correspondence. As

such the women began to express a preference for spending time at home writing rather than

attending assemblies, balls, or public lectures. Hannah Winthrop explained:

I have not been to the Capital for more than three months. I suppose when I make

my appearance I shall look not unlike one of the last century, at least like one

unacquainted with Polite Life, the encreasing [sic] dissipation the round of Elegant

amusements which are become the work of every evening have not those attractive

charms for you and myself…. What a different circle do we tread? Immured in the

country and yet happy perhaps in contemplating the lives of those who walked the

stage before us or perhaps improving our ideas by the Rational Conversation….

(WAL 17).

Like Winthrop, Adams and Warren pursued a learned life, but intellectual pursuits aside, the

women still enjoyed fine things. As members of the most affluent section of American culture,

they were the ones driving American protoconsumerism; they were the intended purchasers of the

wares Elizabeth Murray and her network of women shopkeepers offered. This fact alone plausibly

explains why Murray subsumed most of her personal political perspectives to foster allegiances

among those influentially positioned on all sides of the conflict: they were customers. Just as

increasing political and military tensions brought changes to the manner in which Murray could

sell her merchandise, so to it brought changes to the consumption of goods. During the war years

the American elite abandoned the London finery previously en vogue, which explains Winthrop’s

imaginings that she shall look rather dated at her next appearance. However, the biggest consumer

change had to do with tea. Tea was a central component to British-American life and culture in the

eighteenth century. The tea-table became the vehicle for social gatherings and even families of

very modest means owned at least one set of hardware for basic tea service. Families of more

means compulsively collected fine china and elaborate tea services.
3

However, in the span of just
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a few short years tea went from being universally beloved to being regarded as a “bainful weed” or

a “weed of slavery.” Tea symbolized the Crown’s tyranny, leading Abigail Adams, despite her

liking of the brew, to confide to Warren that “[g]reat and I hope effectual opposition has been made

to the landing of it.” (WAL 18).4

The women intellectuals of the eighteenth century understood the cultural moment from

which they wrote; they knew that their writing was one of the only vehicles through which they

could achieve a sense of agency and participation. Adams, recognizing Warren as one of the

ultimate women writers of her day urged her friend to continue using her “penetrating genius” to

record current events. No one else could be counted on to deliver Warren’s uniquely feminized

perspective and should her pen cease, Adams feared that “many things…thro the multiplicity of

events and the avocations of the times will wholly escape the notice of any future historian” (WAL

358).
5

Adams clearly believed Warren had found her place in early-American society as recorder

of events, but her letters to Warren indicate that Adams herself was unable to find contentment

solely in her pen. Like many of her contemporaries, Adams was deeply conflicted about her role.

She and other women in her network expressed great relief to be living either in the country at

sufficient distance from the most active fighting or far enough behind military lines to be out of the

direct fray, yet they also expressed extreme disappointed and frustration at not being able to

participate more actively. “Were I a Man” Adams lamented “I must be in the field. I could not live

to endure the thought of my habitation desolated, my Children butchered, and I an inactive

spectator” (WAL 358). As a woman, however, Adams felt as though she did a great deal of

watching and waiting and while we know revolutionary-era women were far from “inactive

spectator[s]” and while this study focuses on the agency, control, and influence women wielded

through their texts, such secondary, indirect participation continued to be problematic. Adams’s

letter reminds us yet again of the limits of the republican motherhood rhetoric that would come to

be applied to women of subsequent generations, substituting influence for equality.

In addition to feeling cut off from current events, eighteenth-century women often felt

isolated from one another. In October 1775 Adams wrote to Warren, admitting her feelings of

isolation and discussing the importance of consistent correspondence with her friends and loved

ones. Adams lamented having not heard more frequently from her husband, currently in

Philadelphia and explained to Warren that she had never “found the communication more
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difficult.” Adams’s two most consistent correspondents during the revolutionary era were her

husband, John and her friend, Mercy, and she feared her correspondence with Warren would falter

to the same degree as the one with her husband. The difficulty of maintaining a consistent

communication prompted Abigail to make this next request of her friend. “I wish my friend you

would be kind enough to write me often whilst you tarry at Watertown, and let your Letters be of

the journal kind; by that mean I could participate in your amusements in your pleasure and in your

sentiments which would greatly gratify me and I should collect the best of intelligence” (WAL 147).

Adams likely hoped that her correspondence with Warren would help fill some of the information

gaps her lack of correspondence with her husband had left, certainly not an unreasonable hope

considering how well connected Warren was and the number of important American leaders with

whom she regularly corresponded. However, Abigail Adams’s request of her friend also

demonstrates, again, the extent to which eighteenth-century letter writers relied on their letters to

be corporeal representations, standing in their stead during times of physical absence. These

writers frequently sent trinkets through which they hoped their correspondents would remember

them; a common enclosure was a lock of hair, usually to be enclosed in a piece of jewelry.
6

Chapter one pointed out that the practice of eighteenth-century letter writing was orderly and

conventional. At times, however, the eighteenth-century letter’s primary function was simply to

embody the writer’s presence and maintain a physical connection, even if circumstances prevented

a lengthier discussion. Warren said as much when she explained the rather mundane nature of her

most recent missive: “I write in a very great hurry or I should touch a little on politicks knowing

you love a little seasoning of that nature in every production, but is too wide of field to enter this

evening” (WAL 206).

Just as the members of the Philadelphia coterie and their immediate social network valued

reasoned thought and witty conversation, so did Warren, Adams, and their social network.

Furthermore, Warren and Adams encountered many women—daughters and wives of influential

British-American families—whom they found to be incapable of the skills their network valued so

highly. Warren detailed for Adams an evening she had spent in the company of General Putnam’s

wife.7 Warren described Mrs. Putnam as amiable and affable enough but thoroughly unremarkable.

She was a “good kind of woman” but a woman who nonetheless lacked “the Graces of Politeness,

the Brilliancy of Wit, or the merits of Peculiar understanding above the rest of her sex” (WAL 229).
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In describing the woman’s shortcomings, Warren elucidated the characteristics female

eighteenth-century literati expected in one another. The women writers in Warren’s network of

women—as well as in the Philadelphia coterie and any other number of elite women’s networks

I do not address in this study—needed to hone and develop certain skills in order to become both

a valuable friend and correspondent. Warren’s letter reinforces the broader importance to

eighteenth-century culture of politeness and civility. Intellectual acumen and the capacity for

gifted compositions did not alone a worthy correspondent make; those skills needed to be

intertwined with refinement and comportment. Women of these elite networks understood the role

politeness and civility played in eighteenth-century British-American culture and could internalize

the “Graces of Politeness” so thoroughly that they could then use their mastery of them to

demonstrate their wit and other merits. This mastery of politeness set the members of the upper

ranks of American society apart from everyone else. As one sees in greater detail in examining the

writings and lives of Elizabeth Murray and her network of “she-merchants,” economic success

alone was not enough to gain admittance into the most elite groupings of society. Elizabeth

Murray understood the importance of engaging in society, of seeing and being seen, and she

certainly became a master at successfully navigating a number of different social settings, forging

varied connections that would serve her well during the years of crises, but her primary focus in life

was indeed quite different from the women of the Philadelphia coterie or the Warren-Adams

network. Beginning life in an unconnected, socially unimportant planter family, striking off on her

own at a early age to take up shopkeeping and create her own fortune, Murray approached life less

philosophically and more pragmatically than most of the women addressed in this study.

Unfortunately, nowhere in her correspondence does Murray enumerate a list such as the one

Warren sends to Adams, but if she had, she likely would have described her ideal woman as

independent both of means and spirit, marked with fierce determination and a head for figures.

None of these characteristics in and of themselves would seem distasteful to Warren and her ilk,

but women of the most elite British-American families would have expected these skills to

manifest themselves via the “graces of politeness,” rather than simply from the hard work,

determination and luck as was the case with Murray.

Letters among friends in the revolutionary era addressed a variety of topics; they

included first-hand observations of the war, including skirmishes and troop movements, they
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reported the latest rumors from the local commanding officers, and expressed the writers’

apprehensions over the conflict’s effects on household members and property, yet at the same

time writers offered each other moments of levity and occasions for entertainment by sending

along original compositions or by copying out lines for amusement.8 In some cases, such

literary amusements provided the hoped-for distraction; in other cases they provided yet

another opportunity to engage the conflict at hand. The citizens of revolutionary-era America

were painfully aware that the deteriorating political situation would result in having to choose

sides against friends and neighbors. Abigail Adams, despite her family’s fervent commitment

to the revolutionary cause, viewed the growing tensions in a remarkably nuanced

light—simultaneously indignant and compassionate, resonating with faith and pride but also

with disappointment and fear. Residents of revolutionary-era America, including the women

I address in this study, understood that battle lines were neither clearly drawn nor easily

chosen and as a result, frequently cast the encroaching conflict in terms of a regrettable civil

war.9 In early December 1773, Adams offered Warren her characterization of the conflict,

communicating her righteousness and confidence as well as her regret and fear:

… the proceedings of our citizens have been united spirited and firm. The flame is

kindled and like lightning it catches from Soul to Soul. Great will be the

devastation if not timely quenched or allayed by some More Lenient Measures.

Although the mind is shocked at the thought of Shedding Humane blood, more

especially the blood of our countrymen and a civil war is of all wars the most

dreadful, such is the present Spirit prevails, that if once they are made desperate,

Many, very Many of our Heroes will spend their lives in the cause with the speech

of Cato in their mouths “what a pity it is that we can die but once to save our

country” …. Such is the present state of affairs that I tremble when I think of what

may be the direful consequences And in this town must the scene of Action lay, my

heart beats at every whistle I hear and I dare not openly express half my fears.

Eternal reproach and ignominy be the portion of all those who have been

instrumental in bringing these fears upon me. (WAL 18)

This particular exchange between Adams and Warren demonstrates the full extent to which the

women’s literary endeavors informed their entire lives. In the excerpt I quote above, Adams
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referenced Cato, and later in the letter she quoted Dryden at length. As it turned out, Adams waited

well past a week for an opportunity to send the letter to her friend, so on December 11, she took up

her pen again, this time turning her attention away from the political realm and explicitly engaging

the world of letters, providing Warren with the first volume of Molière’s writings as well as with

her review of it. Adams’s review was scathing, but from it we gain a clearer picture of the role

women expected the written word—their own and others—to play in world at large. Adams found

Molière lacking because his writings indicated a “general want of spirit,” employing characters

who “appear unfinished.” Furthermore, he had “ridiculed vice without inspiring us to virtue.”

Drawing on the cheap laugh, he relied on the “smile of indignation” and although Adams believed

that Molière had achieved the eighteenth-century literary ideal of verisimilitude, she wondered if

in doing so he had sacrificed good taste. She explained, “Tho he has drawn many pictures of real

life, yet all pictures of life are not fit to be exhibited upon the stage” (WAL 19). Later, in a 1780

letter to Warren, Adams again connected the literary and political public spheres. She began the

1780 letter by discussing the current political upheaval and then segued from that discussion to an

extensive review of Lord Chesterfield’s Letters, a volume that was quickly becoming a standard

conduct and advice book. Adams had heard, via her network, that Warren had already reviewed

the book in an epistle addressed to her son and asked Warren to send her a copy of that missive at

her earliest convenience, explaining that she had “not been favoured with a sight of it, tho I have

wished for it.” Presumably, Warren complied with Adams’s request, but in the meantime Adams

offered her own review of the volume in question, and though she conceded Chesterfield had an

“elegant pen,” his facility with language could not mask the “abuse” he piled upon “our sex.” The

damage Chesterfield did to women was worse, Adams believed, than any which Samuel

Richardson’s fictional Lovelace ever did to Clarissa. Adams argued that Lovelace’s repentant

death at the novel’s end redeemed his previously scurrilous behavior. In contrast, Chesterfield’s

Letters encouraged the most extreme libertinism, condoning rakish behavior in yet another

generation, behavior that would certainly prevent women from being able to establish the legal

recognition Adams had been pushing her husband to advocate for. Adams’s astute piece of literary

criticism of both Chesterfield’s Letters and Clarissa echoes present day analysis, but she

impressively tied her literary critique to the challenges facing the governance of the new nation.

Chesterfield’s Letters inculcated the “most immoral, pernicious, and Libertine principles,”
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principles which Adams tied directly to the “foreign enemies” and “internal foes” she addressed in

the first half of her letter (WAL v2 129). Taken together the two sections of Adam’s letter to

Warren, the description of political upheaval and the review of literature, continue to demonstrate

how closely aligned the literary and political public spheres were in the eighteenth century, but they

also work to show that to the learned eighteenth-century woman, contrary to popularized conduct

books, tracts, and sermons, novels were not the most dangerous readings of the day.
10

In a 1774 letter to Warren, Hannah Winthrop shifted from a discussion of the militarization

of Boston to her latest periodical reading, in this instance a “satire on that female foible love of

dress” which she described as “ingenious” and from which she “received great pleasure.”

Winthrop’s letter, in contrast to Adams’s, did not connect the militarization of Boston to her

current literary amusements. Instead, Winthrop’s letter makes very clear that one way the elite,

educated women of the revolutionary-era dealt with the “horrors of Civil War” was to channel their

“distresses” and “painful ideas” into their pens as a means of comfort, distraction, and reflection

(WAL 33). In August 1775, Hannah Winthrop voiced another reason she treasured her network of

women correspondents. After having dealt for many months with the complications and hardships

occasioned by the closing of the Boston Harbor, boycotts, troop movements and generally

escalating tensions, Winthrop explained to Warren the extent to which she relied on her

friendships with other women. “What a great Consolation is it that tho the restless ambition and

unbounded avarice and wicked machinations of some Original characters have deprived us of

many of the pleasures of life yet are they not able to take from us the heartfelt Satisfaction of

mutual affection and Friendly Converse” (WAL 102). Because even local travel became more

difficult as the fighting armies took up positions and made camp around Boston, these women

relied even more heavily on their correspondence to remain connected to one another. In her letter

to Warren, Winthrop included her reading notes to Warren’s previously circulated written portraits

of various British and American military leaders. Winthrop praised Warren for exposing the

“wicked inclinations” of the British generals and the “goodness” of general Washington and

explained, “my heart bleeds for the people of Boston, my Blood boils at resentment at the treatment

they have met with from Gage. Can anything equal his barbarity, turning the poor out of town

without any support…stopd and searchd not suffered to carry anything with them” (WAL 102).

Winthrop cast Gage as being “as barbarous an enemy as ever appeared on the theatre of life to
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torment mankind” and described his actions against the citizens of Boston as “Vengeance from an

Obdurate heart of a Tyrant supported by Wicked advisors”(WAL 103). Although the fallout from

the revolution’s military campaign, affected all segments of British-American society in some way,

Winthrop’s letter is mostly concerned with the lower ranks, those without the financial resources

or without the social and political connections that would allow them to more easily weather the

difficulties that the occupation of Boston caused. The revolution forced Winthrop into “solitude,”

reduced her to a “humble life,” and caused great difficulty within her family circle; her sister, for

example, lost her home to fires retreating British soldiers had set, but in a rhetorical move that

would inspire sympathy among all but the most hardened of Winthrop’s readers, she directed most

of her outrage not to the difficulties she had had to endure but to the effect the actions of the British

troops had had on “many a poor widow and orphan.” Referring to General Gage’s “barbarity” and

“torment” she continued, “should these things continue what a horrid prospect would a severe

winter afford and how many must fall a sacrifice to the unrelenting rigors of cold and want”(WAL

102). Winthrop described for Warren the British’s burning of Charlestown, focusing on the

dishonor of it and simultaneously offering today’s reader a glimpse of what life might have been

like for women of households that were in the path of an army’s retreat or for women who, like the

women in the Elizabeth Murray household, undertook the more permanent quartering of soldiers.

The British soldiers left Charlestown

in ashes after repeated promises that if they [the citizens of Charlestown] would

protect their troops in their return from Concord, it should have been the last place

that would suffer harm. How did they give shelter to the wounded expiring

soldiers; their houses their beds were prepared to receive them, the women readily

engaged in pouring balm into their wounds, making broths and cordials to support

their exhausted spirits. (WAL 104)

Winthrop found the women’s compassion remarkable and believed it spoke to the strong character

of the women caregivers, “for at that time the Softer Sex had not been inured to trickling blood and

gaping wounds.” Ultimately, however, the ministrations of the women of Charlestown were in

vain: “Some of the unhappy victims died. They gave up the ghost Blessing the hands that gave

relief and now in return for their kindness they take the first opportunity to make 500 householders

miserable” (WAL 104). Winthrop’s account of the burning of Charlestown offers further
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confirmation that revolutionary events powerfully affected women’s daily lives. First hand

account after first hand account bears this out. Revolutionary-era women were not simply passive

observers of the history unfolding around them, they were active participants, some as camp

followers, some as nurses, some as spies, and some even as soldiers.11 With the public sphere in

disarray there was clearly no organized way for them to participate in it, but similarly there was no

organized way to keep them out. The women of the Warren-Adams network participated in the

revolution by their pens and by their circle of acquaintances. As Winthrop explained in closing her

letter to Warren I quote above, “Your acquaintance with those in the Cabinet must enable you to

form a better judgment than those who have not those advantages” (WAL 104). Of all the writers in

this particular women’s network, Warren had the most public face with the most opportunity to

directly engage the public sphere through her printed writings, but “friendly converse” would

obviously have influenced her printed writings.

Not only were Abigail Adams and Mercy Warren and their network of women

correspondents writing to each other, they were also writing to their husbands and their friends’

husbands all of whom were remarkably influential and major players in the early United States’

political scene. Scholars frequently address Adams’s and Warren’s letters in a slightly different

context than the one presented in this chapter, namely the epistolary exchanges between John

Adams and Abigail Adams through the duration of their marriage and the letters John Adams and

Mercy Warren wrote to one another during the summer of 1807 when the two thinkers found their

political views diverging. The studies of John and Abigail Adams have examined their epistolary

relationship as a reflection of their marital relationship and have repeatedly concluded that in a day

when companionate marriages were the exception rather than the rule, the Adams’s marriage was

an example of spousal friendship, loyalty, and respect. While many early-American marriages

followed the models set forth by Elizabeth Murray, Grace Galloway, and Elizabeth Fergusson

wherein self-interest on the part of either or both parties ultimately defined the spousal relationship,

Abigail Adams was clearly devoted to her husband. In contrast to the women named above,

whenever possible Adams followed her husband from place to place; she followed him into Boston

when she could, traveled with him when feasible, did not complain about the move to Philadelphia

as a first lady, and embarked without question on the treacherous trip to Europe to locate herself

and her family on the same continent as her husband during his ambassadorial duties.
12

In a time
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when even the shortest journey was difficult, uncomfortable and dangerous, when the journey

itself as well as the many preparations for it were time consuming, Abigail undertook many such

journeys in order to preserve her family’s cohesiveness. Despite Abigail’s willingness to travel,

she and her husband experienced many periods of separation. Upon John’s departure to the

Second Continental Congress in August 1775 Abigail complained to Warren, “My Friend will

leave me tomorrow morning …. I find I am obliged to summon all my patriotism to feel willing to

part with him again. You will readily believe me when I say I make no small sacrifice to the public”

(WAL 106).13 Months later, in February 1776 Warren raised the issue of John’s absence agreeing

that indeed her friend had “sacrificed private inclination to the public welfare” (WAL 205). Abigail

Adams was smart, capable, and fared well enough on her own, but she obviously preferred John’s

presence, making every effort to be near him rather than using the difficult travel considerations as

reasons (albeit good ones) to be apart from him. If we take Abigail’s’ travels as her putting her

money where her mouth was, we get a clearer picture of how important her marriage was to her.

Adams, in fact, commented on the relative rarity of a truly companionate marriage in discussing

her separation from John while he was in France from 1778-1779. She compared the absence of

her husband to widowhood and remarked with a slightly exacerbated tone that she can not

“sometimes refrain from wishing that the wisdom of the continent had made choice of some person

whose separation from his partner would have been little or no pain, or mortification – many such

might have been found I dare say Heaven can witness for me that I judge mot by my own feelings,

but from the conduct of too many of my own sex” (WAL v2 78). Although we can really only

speculate as to the reason(s) behind Abigail’s devotion to her husband, we can quite rightly

surmise that she was committed to him.

In recent years Abigail’s now-famous March 31, 1776 request to her husband to

“remember the ladies,” as he and his compatriots crafted the new nation’s property laws and John’s

April 14, 1776 reply concerning the “tribe” of women in the new nation has been frequently

anthologized as a springboard into discussions about fledgling feminism and gender relations in

eighteenth-century Anglo America.
14

However, less studied and more interesting is Abigail’s

exchange with Warren over her husband’s reaction to her plea. John’s April 14, 1776 reply

essentially dismissed her request outright. Abigail addressed John’s refusal to consider her request

in a letter dated May 7, 1776—a letter which not only upbraided him for his lack of generosity to
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the ladies but also for his role in the general state of mismanagement in revolutionary affairs,

especially as it concerned the securing of Boston and its all-important harbor from British troops.

So disgruntled was Abigail that she had not written to her husband for over ten days, an

extraordinarily long time given Abigail’s patterns of letters. She explained to John, “I have not felt

in humor to entertain you. If I had taken up my pen perhaps some unbecoming invective might

have fallen from it” (LJAA 167). However, Abigail’s pen had not been silent. Instead of writing

John, Abigail wrote Warren, her friend and “tribal” compatriot, using her letter to Warren as a

place to vent her frustrations and rehearse her ultimate response to John.15 Abigail opened her

letter to Warren by explaining that “I did write last week, but not meeting with an early conveyance

I thought the letter of little importance and tossed it away.” Adams’s greeting to Warren is

important for a variety of reasons. It reinforces for today’s reader the continued unpredictability in

letter circulation, and in line with eighteenth-century epistolary convention, it excuses what

Abigail believed to be a long silence. Most importantly, by dismissing the previous letter’s

triviality, Adams draws Warren’s attention to the importance of the letter she currently has in hand.

With this greeting Abigail says to her friend, I didn’t bother sending that other letter because I

don’t want you to waste your time with it. This letter is the important one and this letter is the one

I want your response to. Unfortunately, today’s reader does not have a copy of the tossed letter, nor

has my own research included access to any reply Warren might have made, but Adams’s letter to

Warren continues to illustrate the freedom eighteenth-century women felt they had in their

correspondence with one another that they did not have in other venues. In her letter to Warren,

Adams copied the most egregious section of her husband’s letter—the section that compared

discontented women like herself to “disobedient” school boys and “insolent” slaves16—so that

Warren could fully appreciate the sarcastic tenor and patronizing tone. Adams then proposed a

plan of action in response to John’s “very saucy” treatment of her “list of Female grievances,”

saying to Warren, “I think I will get you to join me in a petition to Congress” fully aware, of course,

of the weight of her friend’s talent and influence (WAL 235). She rehearsed for her friend the

soundness of her position and the many reasons she felt her pleas needed to be taken seriously

rather than dismissed. Adams’s letter to Warren solicited her friend’s support, but the letter also

functioned as a kind of reality check for Abigail and offered her the chance to solicit constructive

criticism from one of the day’s leading thinkers before re-raising the subject of women’s property
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rights for her husband’s—and ultimately Congress’s attention. The unwritten subtext for the letter

was clearly Abigail explaining to Warren, this is what I told him and then asking am I crazy?

Judging from Adams’s eventual reply to her husband’s, wherein she refused to let the matter drop

and considering the fact that she continued for years to come to push the issue of women’s legal

status in the new nation, we can imagine that her friend, who supported Abigail through many

ventures over many years of friendship, also supported her in this effort.

Although the letters between Abigail Adams and Mercy Warren offer us glimpses into the

lives of these two prominent eighteenth-century women, it is the letters these women exchanged

with John Adams through which we better understand the avenues learned eighteenth-century

women traversed in order to participate in public life. The esteem in which Abigail Adams clearly

held her husband was indeed mutual. John Adams frequently wrote to his wife of recent current

events and relayed to her his hopes and concerns regarding governmental affairs. In a 1776 letter to

Mercy Warren, John Adams admitted his high regard for his wife and for Warren. He recognized

that the political discussions in which he had engaged them were “very grave and solemn discourse

for a lady. True and I thank God that his providence has made me acquainted with two ladies at

least who can bear it” (WAL 223). In this particular letter Adams engaged Warren with questions

concerning the type of government best suited to the new nation. He expressed his doubts over the

nation’s ability to establish a strong republic when public virtues consistently lost out to private

passions. Adams believed it took an exceptional man to take a long view and not allow the

passionate causes of the moment undue influence. Adams’s distrust of the human nature of

would-be governors is clear in this letter, as is the fact that he had already formed the background

of his Federalist beliefs, and although the tenor of this particular letter was civilized and respectful,

it was this issue—the government of the new nation—that would eventually polarize Adams and

Warren, leading to their fractious, contentious and now-famous epistolary exchange upon the

publication of Warren’s History of the American Revolution.

Despite the fact that Mercy Warren and John Adams were both increasingly aware of their

diverging political perspectives,
17

they remained correspondents until the summer of 1807 and a

series of letters occasioned by the publication of Warren’s History. These letters are markedly

contentious, showing a friendship breaking down under the strain of establishing an national ideal.

However, these letters also show how highly John Adams esteemed Warren’s opinion of him and
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how much political sway he believed her to hold. Otherwise, he would not have expended so much

time and energy defending himself to her and trying to convince her of the validity of his opinions.

The American history Warren was endeavoring to write was a history in which Adams would

figure prominently, and he wanted to protect his legacy. Eventually, as the Federalist movement

lost so much ground that its adherents became more or less inconsequential on the national stage,

Warren and Adams reconciled, but even during the years when their letters to one another were the

most argumentative and the most bitter, Abigail Adams and Warren maintained an epistolary

friendship. I believe that Abigail Adams was astute enough to realize that such a falling out was

only a matter of time. Even from the very beginning, John’s and Mercy’s epistolary exchanges

often struck a satirical pose, filled with supposedly good-natured barbs. An early example of the

playfully contentious spirit that marked their correspondence, even from the beginning, appears in

a January 1775 letter wherein Warren pressed Adams to justify the derision women writers faced

when they flexed their literary muscle, stretched their pens and wrote about the “unwomanly.”

Warren opened the letter by reminding Adams that she was mindful of the reigning literary

convention in which “sarcastic reproaches have generally been decried by the wise and worthy

both in their Conversations and their writings.” She then, however, provided a rationale for such

reproaches, claiming that we “vilify the delinquent” only to “ward of[f] the fatal consequences of

his crimes.” She continued, wondering if the “unhappy circumstances of our time” ought to justify

a commitment to the truth, to paint things the way they really were, even if those pictures appeared

unpleasant and indulged in a bit of “personal Acrimony.” Warren begged John to explain to her

what a woman writer should do: should she be judged, should she be “….suspected as deficient

in…that candour and charity which ensures her both affection and esteem if she indulges her pen

to paint in the darkest shades, even those who vice and Venality have rendered [them]

contemptible” (WAL 37). In this letter Warren railed against the literary convention that limited

the scope of women’s “useful” writing to acceptably feminine topics and polite civil discourse.

Warren, a historian and cultural commentator, wanted freedom from those conventions and keenly

felt the limitations placed on her pen because of her sex. Warren, like Elizabeth Fergusson,

frequently published pieces in local newspapers and magazines, and this letter to John attests to

some of the frustrations she felt in not being able to write the pieces in the manner she desired

without opening herself to rejection and censure. Over the years, Abigail would have been privy
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to such exchanges between Mercy and John, and in addition to having her own, independent

relationship with each of the feuding parties, she would have witnessed theirs, reading and

transcribing many of their letters. As such, Abigail would have had a clear understanding how each

aligned themselves politically. As John and Mercy’s correspondence faltered under the strain of

their political differences, the correspondence between Abigail Adams and Mercy Warren became

the vehicle for a more civil discourse surrounding those differences; such conversations, despite

their at times contentiousness, were possible because they were predicated on the long standing

bonds of sorority.

As the letters between John and Abigail Adams and John Adams and Mercy Warren make

clear, Abigail Adams and Mercy Warren were a part of an overlapping heterosocial network

including, among others, John Adams, Samuel Adams, James Warren, and James Otis. On August

18, 1777 John Adams sent a letter to his friend James Warren, enclosing copies of letters by

American diplomat Arthur Lee. The copied letters contained secret intelligence concerning not

only Britain’s looming troubles with Spain and France but also pending troop movements.

Apparently, Adams had also sent copies of Lee’s letters to Abigail, because in her August 14 letter

to Mercy Warren she enclosed copies for her friend’s perusal (WAL 358). John Adams begged

Justice Warren that these important strategic letters “not be made public” and asked him to share

them “in confidence to such Friends that have discretion” (WAL 359). The fact that he obviously

included Abigail and Mercy in this elite political network speaks to the esteem they held in the eyes

of their male contemporaries, an esteem that makes John Adams’s refusal to address the “list of

female grievances” presented to him by his wife even more troubling. John Adams and his

political coterie obviously held Abigail and Mercy, if not other members of their sororal network,

in profoundly high regard and conferred with them on any number of pressing issues. So

well-entrenched was the legal system of coverture, however, that even men accustomed to the

presence of well-articulated and well respected women remained blind to its injustice.

The letters by the women I address in this study offer numerous instances of cultural

commentary and provide opportunities to engage the segmented class structure of

British-American society. Over the course of this study I have foreground its emphasis on the elite

or higher ranking women, in an effort to heighten an awareness of the “other” eighteenth-century

women whom this study does not represent and of whom it offers only the briefest of glimpses.
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Any conclusions this study draws about the nature of womanhood in eighteenth-century America

applies only to the educated eighteenth-century woman with social and financial resources. A

series of letters written by Hannah Winthrop to Mercy Warren during 1777 and 1778 offers us a

picture of the segment of women whose lives are not taken up in this study and provides the

proverbial grain of salt in celebrating the democratic impulses and protofeminist agency found

within the writings of the eighteenth-century literary woman. These letters pick up on the themes

she first engaged in her August 1775 letter to Warren wherein she discussed General Gage’s

barbarity. Having a front-row seat to the happenings in Lexington, Andover and Cambridge,

Winthrop filled her letters to Warren with local news and gossip. She relayed conversations she

had heard about between military leaders, she reported the rumored surrender of General Howe

and assured Warren that should she desire to hear more such “anecdotes” her pen was full (WAL

v2 453) . Winthrop sent Warren a detailed description of the battle of Lexington, quoting Milton’s

Paradise Lost liberally and at length and comparing her distress in experiencing the chaos of battle

to Eve’s distress at being forced into the chaotic world beyond the Garden. Winthrop left her home,

fearing the British troops had orders to “murder the peaceful inhabitants of the surrounding

villages.” She fled along with numerous other families (primarily women and children) to a place

she describes only as a “distressed house.” There, they spent two nights within sight of the battle.

When it was over she and her rag-tag group of compatriots picked their way over the bloody

battlefield to Andover and what they hoped would be relative safety. It is from Andover that

Winthrop wrote to Warren and retold her experience in rich literary detail (WAL v2 411).

Winthrop continued to write Warren over the course of the war detailing for her the events she

witnessed, details that certainly served to inform Warren’s own sense of revolutionary events.18 In

1777, back in Cambridge, Winthrop offered several anecdotes of troops “prancing and patrolling

every corner of town ornamented with their glittering side arms” and described the spectacle the

British prisoners, “poor, dirty emaciated men,” provided as they marched through town (WAL v2

451). Her description, of that march, however, offers us rare insight into the ways in which women

of lower ranking families were affected by the war. Winthrop explains that behind the military

prisoners came their women and children because, practically, they had nowhere else to go:

The men were followed by “great numbers of women, who seemed to be the beast

of burthen, having a bushel basket on their back, by which they were bent double,
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the contents seemed to be pots and kettles, various sorts of furniture children

peeping thro gridirons and other utensils some very young infants who were born

on the road, the women bare feet, clothd in dirty rags, such effluvia filled the air

while they were passing had they not been smoaking all the time I should have been

apprehensive of being contaminated by them. (WAL v2 451).

Winthrop’s letter really only describes the Hessian soldiers and their Hessian camp followers, but

she would likely have similarly characterized the low-ranking British and American troops,

prisoners or no.19 This study has in previous chapters addressed the legal and financial hardships

of Grace Growden Galloway, Anne Hulton, and Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson; in this chapter I

have already noted Abigail Adams’s commitment to remedying the oppressive eighteenth-century

legal system, yet while these elite women struggled to carve out a place for themselves in

British-America, Winthrop’s letter draws our attention, momentarily, to a segment of women in

British America which the scope of this study does not directly address—namely, the destitute and

poor whose already difficult lives were made even more difficult by the coming of war—those

women who had no influential friends to apply to for redress, no friend’s house to go to when their

own was taken from them, and no means to leave America and return to Europe. Largely illiterate,

they had neither the resources nor the luxury to engage the war and the world around them through

the power of their pens. Winthrop’s letter reinforces the large chasm separating the haves and

have-nots in British-American society, a chasm which the struggles of war made even larger.

Winthrop’s 1777 letters to Warren continue to illustrate this disparity as she began by complaining

about the ways in which the realities of war had compromised her elite, upper-class lifestyle.

Winthrop had moved from town to town, ultimately finding herself in Cambridge, only to be

followed there by prisoners of war. At first she was sympathetic to all but the officers, but once she

“beheld an inundation of those disagreeable objects filling our street” she became less than

compassionate. The prisoners, she explained, number more than the town’s inhabitants and their

numbers placed a great strain on the town’s resources—driving the price of wood and other

essentials up sharply. Additionally, she expressed outrage at the way the war had infringed on the

upper-class institution of higher education and militarized the very places most symbolic of

eighteenth-century civility. Because Winthrop herself could never directly benefit from these

institutions of higher education, her outrage is obviously ironic. Previously, during her brief stay
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in Andover after her evacuation from Lexington, she described the destruction of the Andover

seminary and once in Cambridge she documented her surprise and disappointment that America’s

military leaders should “insist on the first university in America being disbanded for their more

genteel accommodation” (WAL v2 452).

One of the underlying themes throughout this study has been the extent to which the

writings I address engage a growing sense of class-consciousness in British America. Directly

connected to such consciousness is the boom of commercialism British America experienced in

the eighteenth century. Of course as tensions with Britain escalated, patterns of consumption

became imbued with political significance.
20

Warren and Adams both treat the growing

commercialism and spirit of consumption they see around them circumspectly. Warren, for

example, rebelled against the increased prices for items like thread and fabric and other “luxuries”

she and Adams had “been fond of” and opted instead to stretch the store she had on hand, sharing

with her friend until she could negotiate more suitable prices. She worried that not all members of

the citizenry were so careful with their financial resources; too many of them, she feared, were too

easily charmed by the fanciful European goods and too quickly purchased them. “This European

commerce,” she explained “is attended with some inconveniences. For though we want their

Cloathing [sic], warlike stores, etc., etc., they throw in upon us such an Inundation, useless

Baubles that the Wealthy may purchase and the poorer will, that I fear there will be little of that

Frugality and Oeconomy[sic] so necessary to support the increasing public burdens” (WAL v2 3).

Warren scorned the European commercial establishment and viewed it as a tool of economic

suppression. Her statements offer insight into one reason why the patriot community so

passionately supported the non-importation agreements and why shops such as those run by the

members of Elizabeth Murray’s networks of “she-merchants” became battlegrounds of their own.

Warren’s comments regarding the growing spirit of consumption also demonstrate the hostility

the women running those shops must have faced from once regular customers and friends.

Mercy Warren wrote to John Adams in October of 1778, during his appointment as

ambassador to France and directly engaged him in conversation regarding his work. Her letter

astutely dissected the complicated nature of the new nation’s somewhat ironic alliance with

France, and while she asked Adams to share his thoughts on the “squadrons of the house of

Bourbon fortifying the Harbour, riding in the ports of Boston and Displaying the ensigns of
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Harmony” (WAL v2 pg 55), she did not really expect a response as Adams had let their

correspondence drop since embarking on his European journey (and as polite convention dictated

Warren placed the blame for Adams’s not writing at the feet of what she presumed must be

enormous volumes of official correspondence). Nonetheless, she explained her missive as the

natural result of her inability to “check my inclination to converse” (WAL v2 53). It is likely that

since leaving for France in late February 1778, a number of Adams’s personal correspondences

faltered, judging by the number of times Abigail bemoaned his epistolary silence and John’s own

sense of the “difficulty of conveying letters safe” (LJAA 328). We should not interpret the fact that

Warren had had no meaningful correspondence with Adams since before his departure as a portent

of their eventual falling out. Warren’s letter to Adams hit on a number of topics, including the

French alliance, over which Adams likely had influence. Overall, however, the letter bemoaned

the general decline of American society. This decline is a theme Warren returned to again and

again throughout her correspondence, eventually tying the decline directly to the new nation’s

unchecked consumption. “In this country” Warren complained “the test of merit is wealth: And

everything that is Lucrative is honorable” (WAL v2 180). It is this concern over America’s decline

that occasioned her to write Adams in the first place. Within days of writing this letter, the Boston

Gazette publishes her satire “The Genius of America weeping the absurd Follies of the Day.”

When the poem was reprinted in 1790, Warren included a note reflecting on the moment of the

text’s composition. It was a time she said, “when a most remarkable depravity of manners

pervaded the cities of the United States.” The poem itself lamented the “selfish passions” that had

subsumed virtue for greed and given rise to an unchecked materialism. Warren aired similar

concerns in her letter to Adams, hoping he would use his position of influence within the young

nation to effect reform, and she lost no opportunity to gently remind him of what she perceived to

be his obligations.
21

In 1784, Abigail Adams journeyed to Paris to reunite with her husband and keenly felt the

separation from her friends. She found herself to be an isolated observer of Paris society, and in

her letters home spent plenty of time comparing Americans to Londoners and Parisians, and while

she ultimately found both of her European counterparts lacking, she was especially disdainful of

her French peers because they focused on pleasure as the “business of life” (WAL v2 242) Adams,

always conscious of the status of women in society and always critical of the pragmatic realities
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occasioning women to enter into less than ideal and far less than companionate unions, was

shocked at the widespread and public exploitation of women in France, both in the brothels and in

the upper class estates. She compared the large number of Parisian prostitutes to the large numbers

of well-born Parisian women who married solely for social advantage, and she obviously believed

one could assess the state of a nation by observing how it treated its women, and France, in

Adams’s regard, measured well short. While Adams’s outrage might at first glance appear to

reflect an affronted moral sense, her disgust clearly centered on the extent to which the abuse of

women disintegrated the fabric of society:

What idea my dear Madam can you form of the Manners of a Nation one city of

which furnishes (Blush o my sex when I name it) 52,000 unmarried females so lost

to sense of Honour, and shame as Publickly to enrole their names in a Notary office

for the most abandoned purposes and to commit iniquity with impunity: thousands

of these miserable wretches perish daily with disease and poverty whilst the most

sacred of institutions is prostituted to unite titles and estates. . . . separate pleasure

and Amusements shew the world that nothing but the name is united. But whilst

absolutions are held in estimation and pleasure can be bought and sold, what

restraint have mankind upon their appetites and passions. (WAL v2 243)22

Nearly two years later Adams was still critical of Europeans’ propensity to celebrate life’s

pleasures. Writing from London this time, instead of Paris, she explained the measures she had

taken to guard herself from being “swallowed up by the Gayetyes of Europe” and in a comment

that speaks to the extent European trends continued to shape Anglo-American culture and drive its

growing consumerism Adams explained that “I am much less addicted to them [the gayeteys of

Europe] than most of my fair countrymen whom I have left behind me. I do not feel myself at all

captivated, either with the Manners or politicks of Europe.” She furthermore condemned the

inclination of Americans to feel the need to “vie with the Luxuries and extravagance of Europe”

(WAL v2 274). Between them, Adams and Warren spent well over a decade engaging in a

discussion of what the new nation should become and how it should define itself, a discussion that

went beyond political systems and governing structures to address the fundamental ways in which

they believed the United States should view herself: should she cast herself as a European clone,

or should she embrace the things about her that make her different from her European
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contemporaries? Adams, as her letters from Europe make clear, thought the latter. British

historian and frequent correspondent to Mercy Otis Warren, Catharine Macaulay Graham shared

Adams’s concern over the hunger for European fineries and clearly linked such tastes to the

struggles the fledgling country faced in establishing itself as a viable independent entity. In the

years after the revolutionary fighting ceased, the economic picture in America became brighter, as

provisions became more plentiful and less costly. The letters these women wrote in these post-war

years ceased to mention trading and haggling for yarns, threads, muslins and fabrics. In fact, they

hardly mentioned the prices of these and other daily sundry items at all (in contrast to the letters

they wrote during the war years in which the prices were mentioned more frequently), leading us to

believe that the economic picture, at least for the elite stratus of Anglo-American society, quickly

stabilized and the women could once again stock their kitchens, pantries and closets without

concern, yet Adams, Warren, Graham, and other members of their circle continued to hope that the

citizenry would embrace a nationalistic agenda and that “the taste for the luxuries of Europe”

would decrease (WAL v2 283). However, the Europeans’ propensity to excess was not the only

struggle Adams faced in the years she spent abroad. Writing to Warren from London in 1787,

Adams still missed the solace and companionship she found from her network of American

friends. Adams had difficulty cultivating such a network in Europe because she found some

otherwise agreeable and intellectual women to be “violent anti American[s].” She was

disappointed that polite society as she experienced it in Europe never moved beyond “mere visits

of form” and sacrificed intelligence and virtue to the mere appearances maintained by card and tea

tables.
23

Ultimately, Adams blamed this lack in European culture on its leaders. In a lengthy story,

she detailed how the London prince and heir-apparent had acted less than honorably toward his

intended bride, and she wondered how a country’s people could expect to imbue their theatrical

societal rituals with substance when their leaders were still obviously most concerned with saving

face at court (WAL v2 287). Adams drew a stark contrast between the parlors of American and

European high society, the latter, she found, were populated by persons whose “studied civility and

disguised coldness cover a malignant heart” (WAL v2 290).

With Kate Davies’s recent book focusing entirely on the literary relationship between

Mercy Otis Warren and Catharine Macaulay Graham, I will not rehash her work here except to note

that Warren and Graham began their epistolary relationship in 1773 and continued writing to one
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another for the next twenty years. Warren kept Graham informed of the continuing American

political debate by sending her locally published newspapers and pamphlets and detailing for her

stories regarding the states’ ratification of the Constitution. She even laid out for her friend her

political squabbles with John Adams.24 Unlike Warren’s other correspondents, Graham provided

her with a historian’s perspective as well as a transatlantic one. Warren, I imagine, treasured her

correspondence with Graham because it gave her work a receptive, European reader in what John

Adams characterized as an otherwise openly hostile and “anti-American” climate. In 1787 Warren

sent Adams a copy of her play The Sack of Rome and while Adams praised the work he explained

there was no way to see it either published or acted in London:

In, short, nothing American sells here . . . . There is a universal endeavor to forget

America a unanimous Resolution to read nothing that will bring it to their

thoughts….Your Annals or History I hope you will continue….Yet let me not

deceive you. America must support the publication of it. No other country will

contribute much towards it. (WAL v2 pg 301)

Graham too advocated for American self-sufficiency but for different reasons than Adams outlined.

In a letter Graham wrote to Warren just one month before the Adams letter I quote above she

discussed with Warren the governmental framework the Constitution provided. Graham supported

American independence and hoped the new country could quickly establish itself, growing to its

full potential. Graham proposed that the way to do that was for Americans to eschew all foreign

influence, from politics to commerce to culture, and pursue an isolationist (and exceptionalist)

agenda. “Were your people less fond of commerce and European luxuries” she explained “would

they attend to the cultivation of their lands and employ their industry in those manufactures that are

necessary to the comforts of life and were strict prohibitions made against the consumption of any

foreign manufactures you would in short time be the happiest and greatest people in the world”

(WAL v2 299). Thinkers like Macaulay Graham encouraged the young country to develop and

institutionalize the self-reliance that would become the backbone of what we today recognize as

nineteenth-century American romanticism. Whether or not the young country should try to take its

place on the world stage culturally and/or politically was one of the dominant questions facing its

leaders and its citizenry in the closing decades of the eighteenth century. That question in fact was

one of the questions that made the election of 1800—the election that saw the ousting John Adams
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and the completion of the shift from the old Federalist guard to the new Republican one—so

contentious.25 After the United States gained her independence, the intellectual ruling class

grappled with a number of important questions, only one of which was what kind of government

should be established. There were other questions, including questions regarding civil

society—what would it mean to be a citizen of the new nation, or to act or think like an

“American?”—all of these questions formed the backdrop of the letters that the Warren-Adams

network wrote and were questions they and other writers in early America had great stake in

debating.

In an age when one’s mortality was never far from mind, Adams and Warren together

marked the deaths of a number of friends and family members. Every few months their letters to

one another and to other correspondents included heart-felt condolences and fond remembrances

of ones who had died. Despite their periods of separations, years of silence, and periods of

awkwardness, Adams treasured her friendship with Warren simply because of its longevity. In a

world marked by wars and epidemics, with lives so easily extinguished by disease and infection,

every letter held the potential to peal a death toll. So it should not surprise us that in 1807 when

Adams looked back over her life, she did so with a certain amount of marvel, for no late

eighteenth-century man or woman really expected to have a front-row seat to over forty years of the

world’s most important events. In praising Warren’s History Thomas Jefferson proclaimed that

the years her volume addressed “will furnish a more instructive lesson to mankind than any equal

period known in history.” As Adams’s advanced her protofeminist agenda, however, very little in

the nation’s earliest decades, one wonders if she would have agreed with Jefferson, but nonetheless

in an 1807 letter to Warren she marveled at the consequence of the history she had lived. She

explained, “If we were to count our years by the revolutions we have witnessed, we might number

them with the Antediluvians, so rapid have been the changes: that the mind, tho fleet in its progress,

have been outstripped by them and we are left like statues gaping at what we can neither fathom

nor comprehend” (WAL v2 352). And although we have no real proof that this letter is anything

other than an aging woman remembering her glory days, it is an interesting comment to apply to

United States’ history, especially United States’ women’s history at the dawn of the nineteenth

century. This study has already touched on the many ways eighteenth-century and

nineteenth-century life was different, for women especially, on the ways in which the boundaries
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between the public and private sphere became more demarcated as the century progressed, and on

the ways the rhetoric of republican motherhood became such a dominant force that domesticity

became the central component to Anglo-American womanhood. My point in continuing to draw

this comparison between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is not to imply that

nineteenth-century women did not continue to challenge dominant conventions to assert their

voice in the literary public sphere. Many of them did and in much the same way that the

eighteenth-century women I address in this dissertation used their well-developed networks.

However, the eighteenth-century women writers I have addressed in this study wrote from a

moment of cultural flux, a moment that by the time Mary Kelley’s “literary domestics” came on the

stage would largely be gone.26 My contention throughout this entire study is that the women

contained within it were indeed purposeful and intentional about they way they engaged with each

other and then with the world around them. They intended their letters to one another to have a

reach beyond their intended recipients. Adams, after all, quit sending letters entirely for a while

because of the unintended consequence of several of her intercepted letters. 27 In short, these

women lived in revolutionary times and participated in those revolutionary moments by writing

and sending letters to their friends. Letter-writing was the primary vehicle for participating in the

social discourse that was eighteenth-century sociability, and although the revolutionary era was not

a watershed moment for eighteenth-century women, the women of the Warren-Adams network as

well as all of the women I have addressed in this study, lived through, participated in, and

documented a rapidly changing time.
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CONCLUSION

Leaving a Literary Legacy: Early-American Manuscript Culture and Repositioning the

Early-American Novel

Conservative American literary histories have tended to quickly gloss the first hundred

years and more of writings in America and begin their discussions with the onset of the American

Renaissance.1 Recently, literary historians have begun backing that date up and discussing

American literature in earnest, discussing “serious” American literature, with the appearance of the

first American novel, Power of Sympathy by William Hill Brown in 1789.2 Historically, the

eighteenth-century belletristic tradition, into which most of the manuscript writings I have

addressed in this study could fit, have been all but forgotten by most of the critical community, and

for understandable reasons.3 These writings were many times private letters and if they circulated

at all, they did so in manuscript. Until recently it was difficult to even access many of these texts.

Furthermore, the texts’ occasional natures do not easily lend themselves to traditional literary

analysis: understanding the texts at all requires one to embrace a cultural studies model and

requires a level of historical context not feasibly presented in today’s college classrooms.

Compounding the aforementioned challenges in bringing eighteenth-century manuscript sources

out from beneath the dust of the archives is the fact that the texts themselves struggle to answer the

question scholars pose to nearly all texts women wrote in the years between Anne Bradstreet and

Emily Dickinson: is it any good?
4

This dissertation would not have been possible without the

important recovery work over the last fifteen years by scholars who answered the foregoing

question in the affirmative.5 More interesting, however, than belles lettres’ fade into oblivion in

regard to late-twentieth-century literary studies is David Shields’s claim that with very few

exceptions, “the entire corpus of colonial belles lettres was expunged from the memory of the

rising generation of writers” (“British-American Belles Lettres” 343). This rising generation must

have included, among others, the earliest American novelists William Hill Brown, Charles

Brockden Brown, Susannah Rowson, and Hannah Foster.6 I find Shields’s notion of

“expungement” provocative because the eighteenth-century belletrists used their letters and

correspondence to engage many of the same issues the earliest novelists would find themselves

exploring. Although a revolution separated the cultural moments that spawned the two genres,
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reading British-American belles lettres alongside the earliest American novels, clearly elucidates

the extent to which authors such as Brown, Brown, Rowson and Foster besides turning to British

texts like Pamela and Clarissa for models turned to texts produced much closer to home. Besides

drawing on seventeenth and eighteenth-century American narrative traditions as Armstrong and

Tennenhouse suggest,7 the early American novelists also drew on the belletristic models of

manuscript culture that had so dominated previous generations. The novel appeared in America

and came of age in the manner and time that it did as an integral component of what we now call

“print capitalism.”8 The development and commercialization of the printing processes provided

the avenue in the American republic for the rise of a new literary genre, the novel, but the cultural

work that genre found itself engaged in was enabled in no small measure by the earlier writings in

the belletristic tradition. In Civil Tongues Shields documents the heyday of manuscript culture

and then turns his attention to helping his readers understand why in American literary history

belles lettres has faded and become “largely meaningless for posterity” (xxii).9 This conclusion

considers the extent to which the British-American belletristic tradition did not simply slip away

unnoticed in the aftermath of the revolution with the rise of print capitalism. Rather, this

conclusion asks what happens when we consider the early-American novel, namely Hannah

Foster’s The Coquette and The Boarding School, as a continued manifestation of the impulses that

had dominated the manuscript texts which the women I have considered in previous chapters wrote.

Ending a study that focuses on eighteenth-century manuscript culture with a discussion of two

eighteenth-century novels is potentially problematic. In offering an analysis of Hannah Foster’s

two epistolary novels my intention is not to reinforce the primacy of the novel in American literary

studies; neither do I endeavor to address the early-American novel as the capstone of the belles

lettres that preceded it nor to imply that one necessarily led to the other. Investigating the

unpublished manuscript works of eighteenth-century British America helps us broaden and

reconsider our perceptions of already familiar canonical offerings, such as Foster’s Coquette. The

previous chapters have examined the writing that flowed among the networks of writing women in

British America—writings that taken together allow us to reconsider the early-American epistolary

novel.

In a 1757 entry in her letter-journal to Sarah Prince, Esther Burr explained, “I have had a

smart Combat with Mr. Ewing about our sex—he is a man of good parts and learning but has mean
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thoughts on women” (257). Likewise, in The Coquette—a novel detailing the coming of age of

Eliza Wharton, centering around the respectable Reverend Boyer's attempted courtship and the

rakish Major Sanford's ultimately successful seduction—the reader sees a similar confrontation

played out in Eliza Wharton’s parlor. A “battle of the sexes” ensues, similar to the battle I have

noted in chapter one in Annis and Mary Stockton’s exchange or the above combat about which

Burr and Prince corresponded.
10

More important, however, than these plot-level similarities

between the letters by Burr and Stockton and The Coquette is the fact that throughout the novel

Wharton, the title character, attempts to replicate with her mother and her close female friends the

same kind of epistolary and manuscript network that existed among the flesh and blood

eighteenth-century writers I have addressed in previous chapters . However, Wharton's friends and

family members provide her with no such sorority and as such deprive her of the epistolary or

narrative space to work out her own conflicts. Eliza has no legacy of friendship to draw on nor to

leave behind, and it is this lack that ultimately leads to her downfall.11 Of course, the fact that Eliza

experiences this lack in the post-revolutionary moment, a moment which rhetorically tended to

celebrate the promise of the new nation, has given rise to a number of fruitful scholarly discussions

regarding the fate of women in the early republic.12 My point in including a section within my

project that addresses such details is not to open a conversation into interpretations of The

Coquette itself , nor of any other early-American novel. Instead, by referring to The Coquette as

a "literary legacy" I offer just one example that underscores the cultural significance of writing

women—specifically networks of writing women—in early America.

The preceding chapters have addressed the purpose behind the texts that circulated among

early-American networks of writing women. One goal of the eighteenth-century writing woman

was to succeed in entertaining her friends or as Hannah Winthrop put it receive “great pleasure”

and “heartfelt satisfaction” from “friendly converse.”
13

However, the predominant reason that the

women I address in this dissertation could use their correspondence to engage with the most

pressing issues of their time is because of the expectation that their texts were simply mechanisms

of the social encounter and as such their most immediate mark was the extent to which they

enabled the achievement of social pleasure or reading enjoyment. To the outside world, then, the

legitimacy of the writing woman’s text depended on how well it held to the belletristic tradition.

In contrast, the legitimacy of the early epistolary novels depended on how successfully the texts
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provided moral instruction. Ostensibly, then, the early-American belletristic writings and the

early-American novel functioned differently and with separate purposes. Foster, in an effort to

make sure she conveys her “point” to the reader, has the novel’s two most diametrically opposed

characters Major Sanford and Lucy Sumner break the “fourth wall” that would traditionally

separate themselves from the reader. Each shifts from addressing the letters’ literal recipients,

Charles Deighton and Julia Granby, respectively, to addressing the “American fair.” In these

addresses both Sanford and Lucy offer the same lesson, so regardless of whether the readers’

sympathy lies more with Sanford’s apparently redemptive remorse or with Sumner’s apparently

righteous indignation, they carry from the text the same lesson. Despite The Coquette’s didactic

nature and its thinly veiled moralistic message, it relies for its telling on a principally belletristic

structure, namely a series of epistles interspersed with instances of verse. The novel’s epistolary

form mediates the reception of the text in a number of ways: Simply at the level of form,

structuring the novel as a series of letters hearkens back to the days of the salon, offering a sense

of legitimacy to the often-disparaged novel. As a tool an author uses in eliciting reader response,

epistolarity draws readers into the text’s circle of correspondence—an action The Coquette

accomplishes much more successfully than did its most-noted predecessor, William Hill Brown’s

The Power of Sympathy. Each novel fictionalizes the scandalous affair and subsequent downfall

of Eliza Whitman, and although Brown’s title attests to the power of sympathy, Foster more deftly

makes that sympathy work during the course of the novel. The Coquette’s effectiveness relies not

merely on the characters’ affective responses but more importantly, on the readers’. In The Power

of Sympathy, Brown’s letters go on for pages and pages, reporting the most minute details of every

conversation and then, the author inserts notes, at times extensive notes longer than the supposed

letter itself. These elements foreground the contrivance of the epistolary form and make it much

more difficult for Brown’s readers to be swept up in their role as the “eye of a friend.”

The writings that circulated among the eighteenth-century women I have addressed in this

dissertation remained unpublished and in manuscript form. They wrote their texts for the eyes of

friends, and it is this conceit that freed them from the limits of public censure and enabled them to

engage important political and social questions. Incredibly, in crafting their “private” missives

that ultimately addressed “public” concerns, the women writers were following a

mid-eighteenth-century trend wherein the heretofore mimetic arts in the strictest belletristic
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tradition were being appropriated to perform a didactic task. Around 1753 British-American

educators began to justify the addition of mimetic arts to the core collegiate curriculum. Shields

refers to this shift as a recognition of the “public utility of belles-lettres” and attributes it to the

desire to create public sympathy in an increasingly fractious society. “Public spirit,” Shields

explains, “would grow more compassionate if citizens were habituated to imagine themselves as

other persons and in other situations” (“British-American Belles Letters” 336). Clearly belles

lettres, though traditionally not considered a didactic form was beginning to be valued for its social

and political currency.

Decades before the rise of the novel in America, the ruling forces, feeling threatened,

advocated wider acceptance of belles letters, trying to use for their own gain the power of

sympathy—a power that can control and reinforce the status quo, but also a power that as The

Coquette shows can challenge dominant ideologies. Eliza Wharton’s rejection of both Boyer and

Sanford illustrates one woman’s rejection of the only two hegemonic possibilities. Because

Wharton finds no sympathy from what Julia Stern describes as the “chorus” of women surrounding

her (108-109), Foster relies on sympathy from her readers, and we see the text beginning to

appropriate itself and its genre to advance its own social and ultimately political agenda. Annis

Boudinot Stockton’s letter “To Miss Mary Stockton an epistle upon some gentlemen refusing to

admit ladies of their circle into the parlour till supper where they met for conversation and business

once a week lest the ladies should hinder by their chit chat the purpose of their meeting,” which I

discussed in chapter one, addressed why the men might have wanted to refuse the women access to

their world. Stockton believed it was because the men feared being made to look foolish.

However, the poem does not address reasons why the women wanted so badly to be present in the

first place. Women in eighteenth-century British America clamored for significant social

experiences and called for significant political identities: they wanted to be seen, not simply

domesticated, they wanted to participate, not simply keep house. When men of sense included

women in their conversations, they provided an additional opportunity for such participation. This

fact is one reason the eighteenth-century salon was so popular. The salons offered the promise of

a new relationship between the sexes, a new civility that had it played out on the public stage might

have resulted in a more fluid and more democratic political and social arrangements in British

America and the young republic.
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The potential relationships waiting to be developed should women of sense be invited into

the after-dinner parlors threatened to redefine gender relationships among the elite in

eighteenth-century British America by replacing the passions of seduction with the sincerity,

politeness, and respect of friendship. “The heterosocial conversation that emerged,” as Shields

notes, “wittily deflected ardency into amiability; indeed the female wit...used her wit to deflate the

amorous proclamations of beaux. By making a game of courtship and by aestheticizing feeling, the

conversation of the sexes gained greater liberty” (“British-American Belles Lettres” 315). While

this description applies most directly to the powerful ideological shift the belletrists of British

America found themselves poised to participate in, it applies, down to the last detail, to the

situation The Coquette’s protagonist, Eliza Wharton, faces. In Wharton’s case, however, making

a game of courtship and aestheticizing feeling does not work. Throughout the early portions of the

novel she tries to deny the “thralldom of love.” She tries to turn “ardency into amiability” as

Shields suggests the flesh and blood eighteenth-century women did. In letter 14 Wharton

interrupts or deflects Boyer’s ardor by ordering tea, after which she explains to Lucy that “we

shared that social converse, which is the true zest of life, to which I am persuaded none but the

virtuous mind can participate” (127). As letter 14 closes, Wharton reminds her correspondent that

she is in no great hurry to “resign [her] freedom” by marrying Boyer or anyone else. She desires

greater liberty than that available to her within the confines of marriage and turns to coquetry as a

way of securing that liberty, at least for a while. Eventually, upon her realization that such liberty

is impossible, she slips into her deadly depression. The most significant seduction within the pages

of The Coquette is not Sanford’s physical seduction of Wharton, but instead Lucy Sumner’s, Julia

Granby’s, Mrs. Wharton’s, Reverend Boyer’s, and even General and Mrs. Richman’s emotional

and intellectual seduction of her through their letters. Every character who writes to

Wharton—and Sanford never does—helps in perpetrating her seduction, the seduction of a

woman desiring to reinvent herself and redefine her role in society into a woman who thinks that

such an endeavor is impossible. In the end, society’s expectations of women like Wharton

silences them, whisks them away in carriages in the dead of night only to abandon and reject them.

The Coquette’s author, protagonist, and reader can all sympathize with each other; they want

many of the same things, namely a place of their own in Anglo-American society, a place within

the public sphere where they can with validity and significance extend their own voice and express
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their intellectual and artistic abilities. Many women in the eighteenth century found that space by

writing to one another, relegating the rake, the coquette, the coxcomb, and the fool to the periphery

of these communicative circles. The problem for Wharton is that if she dismisses the rake, the

coxcomb, the coquette, and the fool, she has no one left with which to establish the “amiability”

she preferred over “ardency.” In letter 23 Mr. Selby writes to Reverend Boyer and explains

Wharton’s predicament, describing a recent evening he had spent in the company of Wharton and

her most immediate social network:

I now joined in the general topic of conversation, which was politics. Mrs.

Richman and Miss Wharton judiciously, yet modestly bore a part; while the other

ladies amused themselves with Major Sanford, who was making his sage remarks

on the play, which he still kept in his hand. General Richman at length observed,

that we had formed into parties. Major Sanford, upon this, laid aside his book. Miss

Laurence simpered; and looked as if she was well pleased with being in a part with

so fine a man; while her mother replied, that she never meddled with politics; she

thought they did not belong to ladies. Miss Wharton and I, said Mrs. Richman,

must beg leave to differ from you, madam. (139)

From their letters to one another and from the practical evidence of their lives the writing women

I have addressed in this dissertation would also clearly beg leave to differ. Men and women of

sense should engage in meaningful and relevant conversation, addressing issues of social and

political importance. Mrs. Richman’s full retort, which letter 23 conveys, might just as easily have

appeared in a letter written by one of the many women in this study who frequently found

themselves frustrated by the societal limitations their sex faced. Mrs. Richman, speaking for the

ladies, explains:

We think ourselves interested in the welfare and prosperity of our country; and,

consequently, claim the right of inquiring into those affairs, which may conduce to,

or interfere with the common weal. We shall not be called to the senate or the field

to assert its privileges, and defend its rights, but we shall feel for the honor and

safety of our friends and connections, who are thus employed. If the community

flourish and enjoy health and freedom, shall we not share in the happy effects? if it

be oppressed and disturbed, shall we not endure our proportion of the evil? Why
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then shall the love of our country be a masculine passion only? Why should

government, which involves the peace and order of the society, of which we are

apart, be wholly excluded from her observation? (139)

In attempting to use her sense and her wit to alter the restrictions of her domestic space and

the looming confines of marriage, Wharton subtly seduces readers into accepting her more liberal

notions concerning the role of women in early republic. In the wake of the revolution, The

Coquette addresses and helps to define gender roles in the new nation. Eliza’s pursuit of liberty

echoes the concerns raised by the flesh and blood writers I have been examining. Women can not

be classified simply as wives or mistresses; they desire and demand more than just to be married

or seduced. The Coquette in its portrayal of rebellious Eliza Wharton recognizes the need in the

United States for a new standard. With the possible exception of Mrs. Richman’s letter following

the death of her child, all of Eliza’s correspondence pressures her to conform to the traditional roles

of marriage and motherhood. At the beginning of the novel, Eliza fiercely maintains her

independence, yet her sinking into a deep depression at the novel’s end signifies her resignation

and ultimately her disappointment at the models of womanhood she found available to her. At

select moments in the text, one can read Eliza’s reluctance to settle down with Reverend Boyer and

her perpetual philanderings and coquetry as her efforts at preserving her chance to create for

herself a life of sense and consequence. The first step in creating the life she wants is avoiding the

ensnarement of marriage. She recognizes that marriage changes everything,14 and she desperately

desires to exchange marriage in return for deep friendships with women and sensible conversation

with men; her depression and ensuing affair with Sanford result from the fact that she can find

neither. She tries in earnest to solidify deep relationships with women, to replicate the

relationships of the women which this dissertation describes, but to no avail. By juxtaposing the

circle of Eliza Wharton’s correspondents with the women in this study, we see that Eliza can not

find a mentor or realize a similar level of intellectual exchange. In the end, she does not experience

the sociability, heterosocial or homosocial, that elite, intellectual women in eighteenth-century

British America were demanding.

Ultimately, Wharton’s frustration and disappointment in her lack of sociability bring to

mind loyalists Grace Growden Galloway and Anne Hulton. The comparison between Wharton and

Galloway and Hulton is one that bears teasing out. Galloway and Hulton felt their most profound
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loss of sociability at the moments they were most conscious of their philosophical differences with

those around them; that is at the moments they were most aware of their “Englishness” in a world

that was becoming increasingly “Americanized.” Eliza, however, is a product of the new republic.

She does not face the same types of cultural conflict that Galloway and Hulton did, yet she still

feels profoundly isolated. The women with whom she corresponds, even her dearest and closest

friends, do nothing but needle and reprimand her, and the men treat her no better; they only want

to parent her, marry her, or seduce her. While I have suggested that Galloway and Hulton felt

displaced for political reasons or for reasons linked with the potential redistribution of the

Anglo-American class structure, Wharton feels displaced for entirely different reasons. The

Coquette suggests that there is no place for women like Eliza Wharton in the new republic. There

is no room for her coquetry, but there is also no room for the sense, wit, and truth we see displayed

within her independent yet scandalous actions. Wharton hails from post-revolutionary America.

The women addressed in the chapters of this dissertation hail from British America, and the two

worlds differed drastically. In the years separating the two worlds, Americans not only experienced

a literal war, they were also caught in a more nebulous war—the uncertain process of defining the

haves and the have nots and then negotiating the complicated visions of who they were and who

they would become. Despite the differences in cultural moments, however, women in both eras

struggled to define their place in society. Excerpting Charles Brockden Brown’s essay “Female

Learning,” Cathy Davidson illustrates the split which women in post-revolutionary America often

felt between intellectual pursuits and familial, domestic obligations:

Of that numerous class of females, who have cultivated their minds the science and

literature, without publishing their labors, and who consequently are unknown to

General Inquirers; how many have preserved the balance immovable between the

opposite demand of the kitchen, the drawing room, the nursery and library? We

may safely answer from our own experience, not one (135).

Brown observes that women in his era simply could not simultaneously develop rich intellectual

lives at the same moment that their society expected them to maintain the domestic ideal. Using the

picaresque novels of the early national period as her textual examples, novels such as Modern

Chivalry and The Algerine Captive that take politics as their central issue, Davidson explores the

extent to which women were excluded from politics and the larger public sphere (152). The
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writings by the women I address in this dissertation demonstrate that through their relationships

with one another they carved out space for themselves and through their participation in

manuscript culture engaged larger and more “public” concerns. Eliza Wharton lacked this network

of women—a lack that left her hurdling into despondency and early death upon realizing that in life

she truly had only two choices: Reverend Boyer or Major Sanford—flip sides of the same

proverbial coin.

If The Coquette grew out of the manuscript culture of the eighteenth century, reinforcing

through both its epistolary form and content the cultural importance of the role of community in

Anglo-American culture and the ways in which women, especially, relied on the sympathetic

attachments formed within those communities, then Foster’s second novel The Boarding School

helps illustrate the second tenet central to this dissertation’s overall point: the public nature of

eighteenth-century correspondence and the ways in which that public attribute enabled

early-American women letter writers to engage with the public sphere. I have maintained

throughout this study that the manuscript culture of British America allowed texts to circulate in

such a way as to blur the distinction between private and public. Texts circulated from hand to

hand and were part of the literary public sphere and were published even if not in printed and

bound form. Foster’s The Boarding School like The Coquette illustrates the importance of sororal

networks of writing women, but its importance for this study is that it illustrates the public nature

of private letters. The eponymous boarding school is the fictional Harmony Grove whose

headmistress is Mrs. Williams. Foster divides the novel into two parts: she crafts the first part as

lessons from Mrs. Williams to her pupils and the second part as letters written among the young

women upon their graduation. The letters in part two are intended to recreate the immediacy and

access they had to one another while at school, but Foster also intends them as a demonstration and

application of their studies. In fact, to date scholars typically discuss The Boarding School in

regard to what it shows about the state of female education at the turn of the century.15 If The

Boarding School is to be read as a guide to what young women in the new republic should be

learning, then it seems that the supreme academic achievement is to write a good letter, a

controlled letter, one that is not too free or too emotional and one that replicates exactly the kinds

of letters appearing in the most popular conduct books and advice manuals. In studying the second

half of the novel, the actual correspondence between the now-graduated women, Elizabeth Hewitt
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has shown that the novel’s correspondents follow Mrs. Williams’s supreme epistolary advice to

varying degrees, some, such as Julia, depart from her rules of decorum quite dramatically, yet none

receive the censure Mrs. Williams has led them to believe they will incur from the ill-crafted

missive (31). Just as Eliza is not ruined solely because of her disastrous affair with Sanford, the

graduates are not condemned as Celia and Cecelia are in the first half of the novel for failing to

follow Mrs. Williams’s rules of decorum. Hewitt has also has argued, however, that The Boarding

School exemplifies a foucauldian relationship to power—that the women internalize the lessons

that Mrs. Williams teaches them and then continue to replicate those lessons in their letters to one

another. Hewitt argues that “Foster’s idealized version of female education is essentially federalist:

perfect union between the governing preceptress and her constituent pupils is sustained, even as

they necessarily move away from their direct influence …. [T]the exemplary significance of these

letters is to demonstrate the ways in which correspondence unifies the community by highlighting

the centralized authority that controls and monitors their epistolary exchange” (31).16 I disagree

with Hewitt’s characterization of the boarding school and Mrs. Williams’s centralized authority.

An outline of Mrs. Williams’s educational objectives follows: She advises her protégés to act

sensibly, to eschew fashion and trifling amusements, to dedicate themselves to the worthier

pursuits of writing and the domestic arts, to always appear (both in their correspondence and in

actual company) controlled and subdued, and to carefully sublimate the natural passion of the sex

to good sense. Mrs. Williams’s ultimate purpose is not to control the girls’ discourse; she gears all

of her lessons toward helping the young women engage a suitable husband. However, she

immediately distances herself from this goal as soon as the girls graduate. After the girls leave

Harmony Grove, Mrs. Williams never really again engages with them as a member of their

epistolary circle. Several of the students write to their headmistress, seeking the advice of a true

friend (as Mrs. Williams herself and the example of The Coquette had advised), yet her response

is to dismiss them out of hand, referring them instead to published books of letters on marriage and

conjugal felicity. Reading The Boarding School outside of the context of early-republic female

education, even outside of the context of competing eighteenth-century political ideologies, and

instead reading it within the context of the failed community within The Coquette is fruitful for the

illustration it provides of eighteenth-century manuscript culture, especially the public nature of

ostensibly private letters.
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Mrs. Williams reminds the students at Harmony Grove during all of her lectures that

comprise the first half of the text that there are truly no “private” moments. Using the coquettish

example of Celia and Cecilia, Williams reinforces that letters always reach further than their

intended recipient. Her lectures impress upon her students that they are “writing for futurity,” and

she warns the girls, “Your characters during life and even when you shall sleep in the dust may rest

on the efforts of your pen, beware then how you employ them” (33). Celia and Cecilia’s downfall

in their correspondence is that they wrote with “unlimited confidence” and “imagined themselves

perfectly secure from the censure of the critic.” When their private letters to one another inevitably

became public, they were embarrassed and branded with the “stamp of ignominy.” In Mrs.

Williams’s world view, the result of Celia’s indelicacy was that she lost out on a suitable husband,

Sylvander, and instead died an old-maid in “melancholy, regret, and obscurity”(34). Celia and

Cecilia were foolhardy indeed to believe that their letters to one another would remain private, a

fact that so many of the real-life writing women of the eighteenth century knew and embraced.

The letters Foster includes in the first half of the novel—its explicitly didactic section—stray quite

far from realistic epistolary practices. They are no more than convenient parables. However, the

actual letters written among the students that form the second half of the text follow, in many

instances, the pattern of epistolary exchange among actual eighteenth-century writing women.

Part two of The Boarding School includes numerous instances of copying and forwarding letters to

one another and reading letters aloud in salon-like gatherings. There are numerous instances of the

Harmony Grove graduates including in their letters to one another samples of poetry, including

highly idealized and highly stylized odes to seasons, and to the dawn, and thoughts upon a

mother’s death—odes and elegies, the likes of which frequently appeared among the letters of the

Philadelphia coterie. The women of Harmony Grove include literary reviews and copy memorable

snippets of contemporary publications as did actual eighteenth-century correspondents. However,

the Harmony Grove letters are not exact replicas of the types of exchanges among the writing

women I have been addressing in this dissertation. Noticeably missing from The Boarding School

are letters such as Hannah Griffitts, “Wrote on Reading Some Letters in The Crisis” or The

“Glorious Fourth Of July.” It would appear that the graduates of Harmony Grove do not engage

the political public sphere as directly as one finds in the real-life letters of women coteries of the

era. Two factors can explain this lack: First, Foster did not publish The Boarding School until
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1798 and it masqueraded as a true recitation of letters among actual young women—women who

were either not yet born or very young during the political and social tumult of the 1770s and 1780s

and about which they would have little inclination to converse—as opposed to Abigail Adams and

Mercy Warren, for example, who throughout their correspondence continued to examine the

consequences of or offer reflections on the momentous historical events through which they had

written and lived. Second, Foster’s novel, although epistolary in form, is generically

fundamentally different from the actual letters written between women of British America. The

Boarding School is a consciously constructed piece of didactic or conduct fiction.17 And although

Mrs. Williams’s lessons that make up part one of the book might appear to be the novel’s actual

teachings, in part two Foster turns those lessons on their ears and appropriates them to put forth her

ultimate lessons, lessons that her eighteenth-century readers were more apt to accept because she

presented them in such a way that mirrored her readers’ actual epistolary exchanges.

Through the letters of the Harmony Grove graduates, Foster addresses and brings to the

public stage a discussion on the status of women in the early republic. She subverts the genre of

the advice/conduct manual to achieve her own ends, following the example of so many actual

eighteenth-century correspondents who had been subverting dominant conventions of femininity

and domesticity. The Harmony Grove students upon commencing their correspondence

immediately neglect to follow the “rules” Mrs. Williams had established in her opening lectures.

Mrs. Williams’s clearly stated some of those rules and implied others from the context of her

lessons. Taken together, however, Mrs. Williams’s most important rule is that her students should

subscribe to her version of womanhood in order to prepare themselves to be devoted wives. The

women, upon leaving Harmony Grove, inherently rebel at Mrs. Williams’s vision for their futures.

Harriot Henly writes to Cleora Partridge upon attending a friend’s wedding celebration,

characterizing the parties and festivities as an elaborate cover “designed to dispel the anxiety and

thoughtfulness which every reflecting person must feel on this solemn occasion” (134). Harriot’s

reservations concerning what had to seem her eventual if not yet impending nuptials comprise the

rest of her letter. She worries what horrible fates will befall her once she weds (a worry which turns

out to be completely justifiable a few letters later when Harriot marries and vanishes from the

novel’s pages). Cleora’s reply to Harriot’s concerns, although jesting in tone, gives us a clear

picture of how differently the girls responded to Mrs. Williams’s lessons than she intended. Upon
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leaving Harmony Grove, Mrs. Williams recommends to several of her former students that they

continue their education by reading Matrimonial Preceptor, a book she considers “not only [to] be

entertaining, but useful to every reader of good taste and judgment …. [and] a necessary piece of

furniture to every housekeeper” (166). Cleora however, has different ideas. She proposes to her

friend that they embrace the role of “general reformer,” reject all intentions of marrying, and “if

we can, be instrumental in retrieving ‘old-maidsm’ from the imputation of ill-nature, oddity, and

many other mortifying charges” (137). Cleora’s proposal, as she sees it, has edifying effects on

both sexes. It would most obviously “save many a good girl from an unequal and unhappy

marriage” while also benefiting the men because as more women embraced the newly rehabilitated

moniker of “old-maid” fewer women would feel forced to marry. The availability of fewer

marriageable women would, in turn, force men to rehabilitate any unattractive habits or behaviors

and take the women in their lives more seriously (137). By envisioning her youth ending in some

way other than marriage, Cleora rejects the foundation of Mrs. Williams’s teachings. The implicit

rationale behind instructing the young women of Harmony Grove in reading, writing, arithmetic,

music, dancing, manners, dress, and all the rest of Mrs. Williams’s topics is so they are prepared to

be good wives, and although Foster never allows Mrs. Williams to explicitly state her end game,

her lectures are full of illustrations wherein the girl who has appropriately learned and applied her

lessons is rewarded with marital and domestic bliss while the girl who ignores such lessons is

doomed to seduction and abandonment, poverty, and shame.

The first half of the novel includes daily morning and afternoon lectures which the students

attend the week before graduation. Presumably, the lectures summarize precepts the girls have

already studied in more depth. Within each lecture, Mrs. Williams includes a number of concrete

maxims—maxims which the graduates upon leaving Harmony Grove reject, clearly representing

their rejection of Mrs. Williams’s entire educational agenda. For example, Mrs. Williams

explains that “not to answer a letter” is rude and “unpardonable” (32), yet part two of The

Boarding School contains numerous unanswered letters. At first glance, part two of The Boarding

School might appear to be a mere hodge-podge of epistles; however, separating the letters with

responses from the letters without underscores the students’ clear dismissal of Mrs. Williams’s

precepts. Mrs. Williams’s daughters, Anna and Maria, routinely write to the graduates. The

graduates, however, routinely leave any letter originating from Harmony Grove unanswered. Most
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of the Williams sisters’ letters simply rehearse the lectures their mother had presented in part one.

By having the graduates leave the letters unanswered, Foster draws her readers’ attention to the

worthlessness of the lessons coming out of Harmony Grove. In fact, the earliest letters in part two

show the recent graduates corresponding to one another in an effort to reconcile the version of the

world Mrs. Williams had presented to them with the actual world they now find themselves living

in upon returning to their friends and families. Eventually, some of the women do write to either

Mrs. Williams or her daughters, but those letters never directly engage the letters originating from

the Boarding School. In other words, the letters from Harmony Grove and the letters from Boston,

Salem, Newbury Port, and other places to which the students have scattered never really qualify as

correspondence; they are not read, replied to, and then redirected to other readers; they are not

copied into commonplace books or discussed at social gatherings. In short, the letters originating

from Harmony Grove never really enter the public sphere. That Foster denies the writers at

Harmony Grove literary community, that she isolates them within their insular community points

to the fact that the cultural work of Harmony Grove—to teach women manners and comportment,

civility and politeness so that they can ensure their future happiness by securing a good husband

and a happy home—is not the real cultural work of the letters written among the boarding school

graduates.

The women leaving Harmony Grove are just as concerned as their headmistress about

acting appropriately. They are just as distressed when they witness young women giving

themselves over to trifling amusements such as gaming and fashion, but the graduates’ concerns

originate from a different source than did Mrs. Williams’s concerns. Mrs. Williams’s goal is for

the girls to become the “delight of their friends and the ornament of their country” (28). The

graduates, on the other hand, reject such ornamentation and despair that so many young women

have succumbed to it “substituting buffoonery for wit, and the effusions of a perverted imagination

for that refined and improving conversation which a well cultivated mind and a correct taste are

calculated to afford” (149). Mrs. Williams, to be sure, also advocates for a “well-cultivated mind”

and encourages her students to refine their tastes and their manners, all in the hopes of avoiding the

temptations of coquetry, temptations that inevitably lead to the disastrous outcome of enmeshing

one’s life with the likes of the rakish and foppish Major Sanfords of the world rather than with the

upstanding and respectable Reverend Boyers. To Mrs. Williams, encouraging her students to the
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refinement of taste and the avoidance of coquettish wiles will prevent them from experiencing

Eliza Wharton-like abuse and abandonment. To help make her point, Mrs. Williams includes

numerous examples of young women who have acted with impropriety and therefore find

themselves destitute and abandoned after being despoiled at the hands of a charming, yet

ultimately despicable, roving libertine rather than happily married. As Mrs. Williams hoped, the

graduates of Harmony Grove cultivated sense and good taste and eschewed the trappings of

amusements. They did so, however, not as a means to an end (an advantageous marriage match)

but as an end in and of itself, one that would allow them fuller inclusion and participation in the

public sphere. Writing from Boston, Harmony Grove graduate Sophia Manchester deplores her

immediate social circle’s apparent reliance on artifice and flirtations. She abhors the “ludicrous

insinuations,” “hackneyed jests,” and “frivolous levity” of her Boston female companions. Sophia

had expected to return to Boston (a booming city and cultural capital) and join a community of

intellectual rigor and sincerity. Instead, she laments to her friend and fellow graduate Matilda

Fielding that if “this be the beauty and wit of polished society restore me again to the native

simplicity and sincerity of Harmony Grove” (149). It is doubtful that Sophia truly longed to return

to Harmony Grove, and Matilda’s response offers insight into what the graduates of Harmony

Grove felt the true fruits of their education and the true cultural work of their writings to one

another to be. Matilda encourages her friend to take heart. Although women of foolish wit and

feigned sense, such as those Sophia encountered in Boston, seem to preponderate, those women

only devolve into nonsense when deprived of conversations of consequence. Matilda lays the

blame for such foolishness squarely at the feet of men who have time and time again

underestimated even the most educated women, ensuring that all gatherings of mixed company

devolve into rehearsals of empty social rituals and the practice of pretentious flattery that leaves the

woman of sense perpetually waiting “ 'till the first compliments were over and conversation

commenced.” (148). As the writings of the real eighteenth-century women I have addressed in this

study demonstrate, while there was some truth to Matilda’s accusation—recall Annis Stockton’s

letter-poem to her daughter regarding refusal of entry to the parlor after dinner—the same women

who spoke their very lucid and impressive minds to one another via their letters and

correspondence also found occasion to do so in mixed company. All of the women I addressed in

this study, the women of the Philadelphia Coterie, loyalists Grace Galloway and Anne Hulton,
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merchant Elizabeth Murray and “founding mothers” Abigail Adams and Mercy Warren, were

significant players in their respective societies, rubbing elbows with their husbands and brothers

and their husbands’ and brothers’ friends and colleagues. Although eighteenth-century

heterosocial community is not the focus of this study, we know that these bright and well-spoken

women spoke their minds to the men they encountered. The vibrant salon culture of

eighteenth-century British America, the printed essays and poems of Elizabeth Fergusson, the

letters of Abigail Adams and Mercy Warren to their husbands, the high regard prominent men like

Benjamin Rush and John Adams had for these women, and the letters between Elizabeth Murray

and her husbands and brothers all testify that they did. Even in instances like Hulton’s, where we

have little evidence remaining other than the letters she wrote Mrs. Lightbody, it would be

irrational to believe that women who found themselves in proximity to influential men never bent

those ears to their agendas.

The flesh-and-blood women of the eighteenth century drew strength form their sororal

networks, networks which secured their identities in times of crises. The writings among these

networks frequently masqueraded (or were misrepresented) as “trifling” domestic discourses,

allowing the women the freedom to speak their minds without fear of reprisal, knowing their

writings would find a larger audience via the vehicle of eighteenth-century manuscript culture

which openly and, in the case of misdirected and purloined letters, surreptitiously transferred

letters from hand to hand to hand to hand. The prolific eighteenth-century women writers I have

addressed in this dissertation depended on their networks of correspondents and bemoaned the

loss of such networks, whether that loss be at the hands of death, wars, travel or marriage. These

networks, despite the challenges they faced, continually reinvented themselves and by 1789 had so

ingrained themselves into Anglo-American culture that Hannah Foster, one of America’s earliest

novelists, would figure them so prominently in her small, but immensely popular body of work.18

Both The Coquette and The Boarding School take as their conceits networks of writing women.

The absence of a true sorority of writing women in The Coquette is what ultimately leads to Eliza’s

downfall, while the presence of such a sorority in The Boarding School is what ultimately allows

Matilda Fielding to offer this hopeful version of American society wherein the American

“country-women are rising far superior to this necessity [ to engage in mindless chit-chat when in

mixed company], and are able to convince the world that the American fair are enlightened,
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generous, and liberal. The false notions of sexual disparity, in point of understanding and capacity

are justly exploded; and each branch of society is uniting to raise the virtues and polish the manners

of the whole” (151). This closing prospect echoes the version of early feminism that had taken

hold in the new republic—the version that believed that both men and women had distinct and

complimentary roles to fulfill in society, the version that in years since has mistakenly been

appropriated to provide evidence of a reigning separate sphere doctrine, a doctrine that in reality

did not define women’s condition. I hope this study has made clear that women in the eighteenth

century, especially writing women, moved in overlapping homosocial and heterosocial circles

engaging through their “private” writings the politics and social policy of the “public” sphere.
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NOTES

Notes to the Introduction

1
In his notes Barker-Benfield provides an overview of scholarship informing the term the “cult of sensibility” (398,

n10). For a more recent discussion of the cult of sensibility see Paul Giles’s Transatlantic Insurrections, specifically

chapter four. Several studies that inform the whole of this dissertation engage the manifestation of the cult of

sensibility in the American novel, among them Jane Tompkins’s Sensational Designs Cathy Davidson’s Revolution

and the Word, Julia Stern’s Plight of Feeling, Elizabeth Barnes’s States of Sympathy and Bruce Burgett’s Sentimental

Bodies.

2
See Revolution and the Word, Plight of Feeling, States of Sympathy, Woman’s Fiction: A Guide to Novels by and

about Women in America, Sensational Designs, and Private Woman, Public Stage, respectively.

3 See Susan Stabile’s Memory’s Daughters for a recent study that addresses women writers more relevant to this

dissertation. Stabile focuses on several of the writers that make up the Philadelphia Coterie addressed in chapter one

of this dissertation.

4
I, of course, borrow the phrase “cultural work” from Jane Tompkins, arguably the first critic to think about women’s

writings in regard to their cultural impact and influence.

5 Stabile is the scholar who has written most widely on the sorority of writing women in eighteenth-century

Philadelphia and for that reason I choose to use her terminology.

6
See McAfee and Calhoun for mostly positive treatments of Habermas; see Landes and Meehan for a more critical

perspective. For a study that both criticizes and rehabilitates Habermas see Dillon.

7 For Shields’s take on Habermas, see Civil Tongues (xiv-xvii).

8
See Butler’s 1994 interview in Radical Philosophy.

9
The Letters of John and Abigail Adams (148).

10
The most comprehensive study addressing the foundations of American government and statutes in regard to gender

is Mary Beth Norton’s Founding Mothers and Fathers. She examines the philosophical underpinnings (most of which

came from English laws) as well as the practical manifestations of gendered power in the family, in the local

community, and in the state government demonstrating, how closely aligned all three spheres were, at least in their

treatment of women.

11 The following studies have informed my understanding of women’s legal standing in early America as I outline in

the introduction. In Women of the Republic , Linda Kerber explains the laws of coverture that governed early-American

society in great detail. She maintains that reform to married women’s property legislation would not come until the

1830's or 40's and not until the 1850s could it be called a trend (137-55). For additional discussions on the laws of

coverture in the colonies see Carol Berkin’s First Generations (14-17). For discussions of coverture within the context

of early-American fiction see Davidson (110-150). For problems that attended the feme sole status of widowhood and

spinsterhood, especially that of financial insecurity see Terri Premo’s Winter Friends (29-47). For a more recent study

that both historicizes coverture and examines the practical effect of marital status in colonial Philadelphia by examining

the lives of several Philadelphia-area women see Karin Wulf’s Not all Wives. For a discussion of the connections

between coverture and the young republic’s emerging political identity see Dana Nelson’s National Manhood (42-46).

12 Hewitt addresses Hannah Foster’s and Charles Brockden Brown’s novels in a political context, analyzing them for

the ways they illustrate the young nation’s shortcomings, or as she puts it, the “corrosion of republican virtue” (28).

Hewitt follows in the footsteps of Julia Sterne who in Plight of Feeling offers rich and complex readings of Foster’s
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Coquette, Brown’s Ormond, and Susannah Rowson’s epistolary novel Charlotte Temple, focusing on the political

consequences of the novels’ affective components.

13
See Declaring Independence , Eloquence is Power, and Civil Tongues, respectively.

14 See chapter three of Imagined Communities for Anderson’s connections between print capitalism and national

consciousness (37-46).

15
For a discussion of loose letters in early America see Burgett (81-111).

16
See, for example, Gregory Jay’s American Literature and the Culture Wars

Notes to Chapter One

1
See “Introduction,” note 5.

2
For a history of eighteenth-century women’s education, see Liberty’s Daughters (252-72) and Bonds of Womanhood

(101-25). For eighteenth-century reading practices, see Davidson and Hayes.

3 For discussions of eighteenth-century feminism see Browne’s The Eighteenth Century Feminist Mind, Bloch’s

collection of essaysGender and Morality in Anglo-American Culture, Rendall’s Origin of Modern Feminism, Caines’

English Feminism 1780-1890, and Offen’s European Feminisms. These sources utilize various methodologies to

address eighteenth–century constructions of femininity in both European and American contexts. Considered together

they suggest that eighteenth-century attitudes toward women were far from monolithic and were every bit as

complicated as my readings of Stockton’s and Griffitts’s texts later in this chapter will demonstrate. Studies that

overlap more directly with this dissertation in their considerations of eighteenth-century feminist thought include

Davidson’s Revolution and the Word and Bannet’s The Domestic Revolution , each of which examines

eighteenth-century fiction for its manifestation of feminist thought. See as well Mulford’s introductory material to Only

For the Eye of a Friend and Cott’s Bonds of Womanhood.

4 Leading scholars question the true authorship of this letter and wonder if it was written by Moore’s sister or a different

M. Morris. See Blecki and Wulf for an explanation of authorship (102) and for the letter itself (223). Regardless of

who wrote this letter we know for certain that Moore and Morris corresponded their entire lives. See Letters of Dr.

Hill and his Children or the History of a Family as Told by Themselves at the Library Company of Philadelphia, a

collection of family letters (Moore and Morris were two of the Hills’ seven children) which family descendents

compiled in 1854.

5 The eighteenth- and nineteenth-century model of femininity that influential historian Linda Kerber termed

“republican motherhood” has been examined as both a liberating and a restrictive construct. Over the course of her

career, Kerber has revised her thinking about the term; compare, for example, her initial discussion of republican

motherhood in Women of the Republic with her overview of the term’s historical application in “A Constitutional Right

to be Treated Like American Ladies” (25-26). See Toward an Intellectual History of Women, chapters 1-5, for a

roughly chronological presentation of essays detailing Kerber’s thinking in regard to the concept of republican

motherhood. For other approaches, see Bloch (57-77) and Zagarri’s “Morals, Manners, and the Republican Mother.”

6
For an overview of salon culture in early America see Shields, Civil Tongues (12-17). See also Branson (125-42).

For specific discussions of the Fergusson and Stockton salons see Stabile, Introduction, (2-19) and Mulford (7).

7 Firestone Library, Princeton University, Rpt in Mulford (176-177).

8
Maria is the name Annis Stockton often used for her daughter, and Amanda is an unknown correspondent of Mary

Stockton.
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9
See the 1998 special issue of American Literature “No More Separate Spheres!”, edited by Cathy Davidson. See also

Davidson’s edited collection No More Separate Spheres! A Next Wave American Studies Reader and her new

introduction to the 2004 expanded edition of Revolution and The Word; Monika Elbert’s edited collection Separate

Spheres No More; and Bloch’s essay “Gender and the Public/Private Dichotomy in American Revolutionary

Thought,” rpt in Gender and Morality (154-166). Although Dillon’s Gender of Freedom does not talk about the

separate-spheres paradigm, per say (except to cite the 1998 American Literature special issue), her entire project

questions the efficacy of the separate-spheres model.

10 For a broad outline of the differences between eighteenth and nineteenth-century womanhood see Ryan’s

Womanhood in America. Although Ryan would use different language than I have to describe the opportunities

available to women in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, she agrees that the early republic was engaged in a

cultural process to establish a “standard of womanhood,” a process she argues is not ultimately complete until

widespread industrialization occurs in the mid nineteenth century (12).

11 James Wallace contextualizes Hawthorne’s now-famous remark, arguing that Hawthorne’s attitudes toward the

women authors of his day were bound up with his own insecurities as an author—insecurities that stem, in part, from

the women writers’ effect on the literary marketplace. For more on the place of women writers in the nineteenth century

literary market see Baym and Kelley.

12 See, for examples, Shields’s chapter on British-American Tea-Tables and his examination of Elizabeth Magawley’s

salons.

13
Sally Norris Dickinson to Deborah Logan, undated, Logan Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, rpt in Stabile,

“By a Female Hand.”

14
See Wertz and Wertz (18-20).

15
Deborah Logan to Hannah Griffitts, undated, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, rpt in Stabile, “By a Female Hand.”

16
rpt in Stabile, “By a Female Hand.” Stabile attributes the poem to Anna Smith, identifying it by Smith’s most often

used pseudonym, Sylvia.

17 For details on the relationship between Graeme and Franklin, including its effect on Elizabeth’s place in society see

Ousterhout (60-72).

18 For Ousterhout’s description of Elizabeth’s and Henry’s courtship and marriage see (141-56). For Elizabeth’s

difficulties with Henry, including his eventual abandonment see (181-92, 261-82).

19
Fergusson’s 1796 commonplace book is housed at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. The volume of Ferguson’s

writings decreased in the years following her marriage. We have no way of knowing for sure, however, that her

marriage and subsequent change in circumstances caused such a decrease. Factoring in Fergusson’s literary history

and the central role she played in Philadelphia’s intellectual culture and recognizing that the years following her

marriage were some of the most contentious and the most destructive of the entire revolutionary period, it seems more

likely that some of what she wrote during those years simply did not survive.

20
Fergusson’s 1787 commonplace book is housed at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

21
My conception of the odes as a literary history stems from Stabile’s notes regarding the poems in Memory’s

Daughters (232-34).

22 Milcah Moore recopied Wright’s and Griffitts’ poetical correspondence, including Griffitts’ margin notes, into her

commonplace book, rpt in Blecki and Wulf (147-51).
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23
Dr Benjamin Rush referred to Wright this way in his journal of his 1784 trip to Carlisle: “After dinner to Wright’s

ferry. Mr. Dickinson introduced me to Mr. Wright’s family where I saw the famous SUZEY WRIGHT a lady who has

been celebrated Above half a Century for her wit—good sense—& valuable improvements of mind.” rpt in Butterfield,

455.

24
Elizabeth Graeme [Fergusson] to Ann Stedman, August 20,1762. This letter is included in Fergusson’s

commonplace book Poemata Juvenilia, Library Company of Philadelphia

25 Hannah Griffitts to Susanna Wright, November 1762, Norris Family Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, rpt

in Stabile, “By a Female Hand.”

26
Hannah Griffitts to Susanna Wright, August 15, 1764, Norris Family Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, rpt

in Stabile, “By a Female Hand.”

27 ibid

28
Hannah Griffitts to Susanna Wright, April 15, 1763, Norris Family Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, rpt

in Stabile, “By a Female Hand.”

29 ibid

30 ibid

31
Susannah Wright “On her own Birthday,” Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (147-148).

32
For the history of the elegy in America see Hammond. For a study of the elegy specifically focused on eighteenth-

century women writers see Backscheider (268-315). For a consideration of the elegiac writings of the members of the

Philadelphia coterie, see Memory’s Daughters (178-188).

33
It would seem that studies such as Bracher’s and Berman’s that delve into an exploration of writing as therapy (a

popular approach in some segments of composition studies) would be applicable to the this study. It’s difficult to

address with certainty the motivation of any writer, but it seems likely the women’s writings to one another certainly

performed a therapeutic function.

34
This passage occurs in a series of letters written in 1766 between Stockton and Fergusson addressing the merits of

friendship. Fergusson subsequently copied the letters into her commonplace book, Poemata Juvenelia, Historical

Society of Pennsylvania.

35
Deborah Logan to Debby Logan Norris, October 1818, Norris Family Papers, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, rpt

in Stabile, “By a Female Hand.”

36 For a detailed look at one eighteenth-century woman’s daily life see Ulrich’s A Midwife’s Tale. Joan Gundersen’s

To be Useful to the World tracks the similarities in the patterns of women’s, following three different families of

eighteenth century American women over three generations.

37
For a description of some of the Philadelphia coterie’s physical writing spaces and instruments, see Memory’s

Daughters.

38 To historicize nineteenth-century uses of the term “cult of true womanhood” see Welter’s, Dimity Convictions (204,

n1). Welter demonstrates that although the term was in use in the nineteenth century, it was used mostly as a loosely

defined catch phrase. Welter usefully labels domesticity as one of the four tenets of the cult of true womanhood, yet

includes numerous examples from early nineteenth-century publications that demonstrate for today’s reader what an
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important construct domesticity was to the nineteenth-century populace and the central role it played in constructing

nineteenth-century femininity.

39
For a history of the term bluestocking, see Myers (6-12, 244).

40 For a full history and description of Stenton, see Stabile’s Memory’s Daughters (38-45).

41 Stabile reprints these three poems by Deborah Logan in “By a Female Hand.” According to Stabile, “Sonnet to

Stenton” appears in Logan’s 1815 Diary. Logan wrote “Morning’s early Prime” and “On Retirement” in 1813 and

Maria Dickinson Logan subsequently copied them into one of her commonplace books. Both Deborah Logan’s Diary

and Maria Dickinson Logan’s commonplace book are housed at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

42
Elizabeth Fergusson, “Ode to Winter” in her 1796 Commonplace book, Historical Society of Pennsylvania

43 “Lines suggested to the Author by a passage in Lord Bacon’s works,” Deborah Logan’s commonplace book,

Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

44
ibid

45
The eighteenth-century salon supports this model.

46
Though not universally debunked, the separate-spheres paradigm as a critical construct to describe eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century culture has been under fire for at least a decade now. For a cogent overview of this critical

revisioning and the questions surrounding it, see American Literature’s 1998 special issue, especially Davidson and

Buell. In using the term “correspondence capitalism,” I self-consciously piggyback off of Benedict Anderson’s term

in an effort to underscore the importance of these early-American correspondence networks and the textual

transmission they facilitated in establishing early-American culture.

47
For details of this trip see Ousterhout (76-78).

48
For more on practices of commonplace books, see Miller and Lockridge. On the practice of commonplacing and the

public sphere, see specifically Blecki and Wulf’s introduction to Milcah Martha Moore’s Book.

49 Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s travel journal in Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (207). Contemporary scholars

frequently discuss the corporeality of the letter. See, for example, Hewitt (62-63, 155-58), Cook (26-27), and Decker

(15).

50
Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s travel journal in Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (207).

51
For discussions of eighteenth-century reading habits see Davidson and Hayes.

52
Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s travel journal in Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (202).

53 Davidson discusses the mechanics of the eighteenth-century literary marketlplace. She provides details on

early-American publishing practices, the cost of books, and the proliferation of lending libraries (15-29).

54
Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s travel journal in Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (211).

55
Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s travel journal in Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (206).

56
Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s travel journal in Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (204).

57 Elizabeth Graeme Fergusson’s travel journal in Milcah Martha Moore’s Book (216).
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58
Elizabeth Fergusson’s commonplace book for the Willing sisters, Graeme Park.

59
ibid

60 From 1776-1783 Paine wrote and published a series of pamphlets known as The Crisis. Griffitts is responding to the

third essay in the series, printed April 19, 1777.

61
”Wrote on Reading Some Paragraphs in the Crisis”, Hannah Griffitts manuscripts, Library Company of Philadelphia,

rpt in Stabile, “By a female Hand.”

62 ibid

63 ibid

64 Hannah Griffitts, “To a Friend” Hannah Griffitts Papers, 1783, Library Company of Philadelphia, rpt in Stabile, “By

a Female Hand.”

65 Hannah Griffitts, “The Glorious Fourth of July—over Again”, Hannah Griffitts Papers, 1783, Library Company of

Philadelphia, rpt in Stabile, “By a Female Hand.”

66
Hannah Griffitts, miscellaneous manuscript, Historical Society of Pennsylvania. The Meschianza was an

extravagant going-away party for outgoing British commander General Howe. For a recent discussion and

interpretation of the Meschianza see Fuller.

67 Miriam Brody calls Wollstonecraft the “first major feminist”(ix). Studies that discuss Wollstonecraft’s feminism

include Kelly’sRevolutionary Feminism, Yeo’s Mary Wollstonecraft and 200 Years of Feminisms, and Taylor’s Mary

Wollstonecraft and the Feminist Imagination.

68 Hannah Griffitts papers, Library Company of Philadelphia, rpt in Stabile “By a Female Hand.”

69 Annis Stockton to Julia Stockton Rush, March 1793, Rosenbach Museum and Library, rpt in Mulford (304).

Notes to Chapter Two

1 For a discussion of Galloway’s diary in the context of women’s property rights and the laws of coverture see Women

of the Republic (322), Liberty’s Daughters (44-45), Branson (12), and Berkin (165-68).

2
See Ousterhout (226-229).

3 Galloway’s is the only text I address in this dissertation that is crafted as a diary rather than as a letter or an extended

letter-journal. My intention is not to conflate the letter and the diary as genres. However, in analyzing Galloway’s text

we must remember that diarists in the eighteenth century had no real expectation of complete privacy. As such, it

would be foolhardy for us to assume that Galloway did not realize that her journal would at some point be read or

shared with outside parties; in fact, perhaps she even intended it. Eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century diarists

wrote for an implied reader, a reader that even in the diary’s promised interiority influences the diarist’s rhetorical

choices, her flourishes of the pen and blots of ink as she changes her mind exactly how to phrase her recounting of that

afternoon’s tea or that evening’s meal. For more on the ways in which eighteenth-century diaries bridge the divide

between public and private see Margo Culley’s introduction to A Day at a Time, her edited collection of women diarists.

Culley maintains:

if we come to the reading of diaries with only the modern idea of the diary as the arena of the secret

inner life, we will distort or be disappointed in what we find….Many eighteenth and nineteenth
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century diaries were semi-public documents intended to be read by an audience. (3)

Foregrounding the eighteenth-century diary’s semi-public nature reminds us that Galloway herself had an agenda–

certainly personal if not political. She wanted to maintain control of her lands, she wanted to secure her daughter’s

birthright and, short of that, she wanted to secure for herself a comfortable life; her diary helps to accomplish that goal

as she has crafted in such a way to engender sympathy in any who might read it.

4
John Adams discusses Joseph Galloway’s political scheming with his wife and with Thomas Jefferson. See John

Adams to Abigail Adams, October 7, 1774 and March 28, 1777, Letters of John and Abigail Adams. See also John

Adams to Thomas Jefferson, July 18, 1785, The Adams-Jefferson Letters. Elizabeth Drinker records Grace Galloway’s

troubles in her diary. On August 20, 1778 she writes, “Grace Galloway turned out of her house this forenoon, and

Spanish Officers put in.” See Extracts from the Journal of Elizabeth Drinker (108). In 1991 Elaine Forman Crane

prepared a three volume unabridged version of Drinker’s diary. Hers was one of the first forays into recovering the

private writings of an eighteenth-century American woman for a twentieth century audience.

5 For more on the American jeremiad, especially it’s expansion to include texts other than sermons see Elliott in the

Cambridge History of American Literature, 257.

6
Joseph Galloway believed America needed to redefine her relationship with Britain but thought reconciliation with

Britain to be the best course of action. He declared himself a loyalist once Congress declared independence. For more

on Joseph Galloway’s life and politics see Ferling and Coleman.

7
For more on Norris and Zane see Harris’s American Women Writers to 1800. Harris includes a series of

correspondence between Norris, Zane, and the two Fisher cousins beginning in March of 1800. See also Sweeney.

8
Beeman and Nash both discuss that culturally, politically, and economically Philadelphia experienced periods of

profound uncertainty and destabilization until well into the nineteenth century.

9 In addition to the April 19 1779 entry quoted above see also the entries for May 1,2, and 5, 1779 (77-78) July 10,12,

and 13, 1779 (156-57) August 2 and 1779 (164, 166).

10
See entry for August 4, 1779 (165).

11 See, for example, Ward (36) Raphael (24) Maier (123), and Berkin (177).

12 Mr. Gildart is presumably the “other gentleman” referred to in Hulton’s previous letter.

Notes to Chapter Three

1
A reader interested in more complete biographical details of Murray and her family than I provide here should see

Patricia Cleary’s biography Elizabeth Murray: A Woman’s Pursuit of Independence, the only comprehensive study,

to date, on Murray. Nearly all biographical details I include here come from Cleary’s text. In subsequent notes I have

provided the page numbers for Cleary’s text wherein she discusses most of the events in Elizabeth’s life in a great deal

more detail. Cleary, however, includes very little of Elizabeth’s actual correspondence. Instead, her study provides

clear and concise notes that point to specific manuscript collections at the Massachusetts Historical Society and the

Library of Congress Manuscript Division, notes without which the development of the chapter would have been nearly

impossible. Additionally, many of Elizabeth’s writings appear alongside the letters of her brother, James Murray,

collected in 1901 in reprinted in 1972 under the title Letters of James Murray, Loyalist.

2 Polly and Anne Murray were daughters of Elizabeth’s brother John Murray. Annie Clark was the daughter of

Elizabeth’s sister Barbara Murray Clark.

3 In order avoid any potential for confusion, when discussing Elizabeth and James Murray together, this chapter will
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use the unconventional practice of referring to the siblings (as well as the other members of the Murray clan) by their

first names.

4
The siblings would follow this pattern for the rest of their lives. Their relationship was by all accounts a close, loving

one, but as the financial provider for the family, Elizabeth earned the right to make most if not all family decisions,

especially concerning the welfare of her nieces and nephews.

5 For a brief history of shopkeeping in early America see Cleary (45-46).

6 See Ryan (10-15) and Bledstein, (7-11). For further reading concerning the rise of the middle class in the nineteenth

century see Lang, Blumin, and Louise.

7
For a historical discussion of the terms “rank” and “station” see Bledstein (4).

8 These broad generalizations hold up best when applied to white women in early America. The idea of using gender

as a foundational identity category becomes more complicated when addressing Anglo-European women, African

women, and indigenous women together. Gundersen encounters these difficulties in To be Useful to the World as she

seeks connections among women of various ethnic groups in eighteenth-century America. In her new introduction to

the 2004 edition of Revolution and the Word, Davidson discusses the ways in which studies of “race” in early America

inform studies of “gender” (38-41).

9
The development of the middle class in America is indeed a far more complicated process than I have indicated here.

Readers interested in investigating the topic further should see all of the aforementioned studies as well as Wilentz and

Stansell who focus more specifically on how the working classes of the early nineteenth century came to define

themselves against the middle class. Both studies focus on New York, but Stansell focuses exclusively on classes of

women and as such is particularly helpful. She, like Ryan, links class formation in America with “the thoroughgoing

transformation of the gender system in the first half of the nineteenth century” and identifies the cult of domesticity as

the locus of the nineteenth-century middle class woman’s identity (xii).

10 James Murray to John Murray, November 1750, Letters of James Murray.

11 See Cleary (39-41).

12 James Murray to Elizabeth Murray, September 4, 1749, qtd in Cleary (51).

13
For additional details on the setting up of Murray’s initial business see Cleary 51-58. See Mathias’s article “Risk,

Credit, and Kinship” to better understand the particular challenges Murray faced.

14 James Murray to Andrew Bennet, August 1732, Letters of James Murray.

15 James Murray to Barbara Murray, October 1734, Letters of James Murray.

16James Murray to Andrew Bennett, May 1735, Letters of James Murray.

17
James Murray to John Murray, January 1759, Letters of James Murray.

18
See, for example, the letters written between Elizabeth and James concerning Anne Murray’s marriage to William

Powell. Anne and William appealed directly to Elizabeth to help them in their clandestine marriage and courtship.

(Cleary 191-92, McKenna 41-43).

19
James Murray to John Murray, February 1757, qtd in Cleary (68).

20 At the age of 29 Elizabeth would be well past her marriageable prime. For discussions on spinsterhood and marriage
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traditions in colonial America see Wulf, “My Dear Liberty” and Premo.

21 For more on companionate marriage see Jabour, Lystra, and Reinier.

22 For a more detailed history of colonial “she merchants” see Cleary “She will be in the Shop” and Drachman’s

Enterprising Women, (6-27). For a detailed look at an earlier colonial woman merchant see Jean Zimmerman’s recent

study detailing the life of New York area merchant Margaret Hardenbroeck Philipse.

23
Elizabeth [Murray] Campbell to James Murray, January 16, 1760, James Murray Robinson’s Papers, Massachusetts

Historical Society, qtd in Cleary (79).

24 For more on early American prenuptial agreements, including their subversiveness see Women of the Republic (141).

For more on early American property law in general see Salmon.

25 James Murray to John Murray, August 1760, Letters of James Murray.

26 Elizabeth [Murray] Smith to Dolly Forbes, February 17, 1762, James Murray Robins Papers, Massachusetts

Historical Society, qtd in Cleary (96).

27
Mrs. Barnes to Dorothy [Murray] Forbes, June 11, 1769, Papers of Christian Barnes, Library of Congress

Manuscript Division, rpt in Letters of James Murray. Cleary also discusses this letter (109).

28 ibid

29
The most widely studied letter-journal by an early-American woman is Karlsen’s and Crumpaker’s edition of the

Journal of Esther Edwards Burr. See their introduction for a discussion of the function of the extended letter in

early-American culture.

30
Christian Barnes to Elizabeth Murray, October 1769, Papers of Christian Barnes, Library of Congress Manuscript

Division, rpt in Letters of James Murray.

31 ibid

32 Elizabeth [Betsy] Murray to Jean Bennett, January 1771, Letters of James Murray.

33
For more on eighteenth-century letter manuals and conduct books see Altman’s “Women’s Letters in the Public

Sphere,” Bannet’s, Empire of Letters and Hayes (58-79).

34 Christian Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray] Smith, November 20, 1769, Library of Congress Manuscript Division, rpt

in Letters of James Murray.

35
ibid

36 ibid

37 Christian Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray] Smith, December 23, 1769, Library of Congress Manuscript Division, rpt in

Letters of James Murray.

38
Christian Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray] Smith, November 20, 1769, Library of Congress Manuscript Division, rpt in

Letters of James Murray.

39 Mrs. Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray] Smith, June 1770, Letters of James Murray. This letter reflects a common theme

in early-American letters, writing as a therapeutic means of agency. Many present day texts take up the discussion of
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the therapeutic component of writing. See, for example, Brachman and Berman.

40 Mrs. Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray] Smith, June 1770, Letters of James Murray.

41 ibid

42
I’m thinking specifically here of Anne Hulton and her family who relied on her country neighbors to protect them

from an Angry mob. See chapter two of this dissertation. Eventually, ruralness would become inextricably linked with

the American character and the fear expressed by Galloway and Barnes would morph to form the backbone of the

stereotypical “country bumpkin” characterization so important to the history of American literature. This is, of course,

a broad assertion that although it merits discussion is way outside the scope of this dissertation. American texts,

however, have historically relied on the figure of the country bumpkin or the lowly farmer as a subversive force. See

for example, Royall Tyler’s The Contrast or Crevecouer’s Letters From an American Farmer, or more recently, see

nearly the entire corpus of Flannery O’Conner.

43 James Murray to Elizabeth [Murray] Smith, June 8, 1770, Letters of James Murray.

44
ibid

45
ibid

46
Inman had written young Elizabeth a letter of credit when she was first establishing her shop (Cleary 66). For more

on Elizabeth and Inman’s relationship see Cleary (153-159).

47
James Murray to Dorothy Forbes, June 21, 1771, Letters of James Murray.

48
ibid

49
ibid

50
Elizabeth [Betsy] Murray to Jean Bennet, January 11, 1771, Letters of James Murray

51 Mrs. Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray] Smith, August 5, 1771, Christian Barnes Papers, Library of Congress Manuscript

Division, rpt in Letters of James Murray. Cleary also discusses this letter (153).

52
Dr. John Murray to Elizabeth [Murray] Inman, November 9, 1771, Letters of James Murray.

53
James Murray to Elizabeth [Murray] Inman, May 18, 1775, Letters of James Murray.

54
Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to Ralph Inman, April 27, 1775, Letters of James Murray.

55
Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to her friends in Boston, April 22, 1775, Letters of James Murray.

56 See Letters of James Murray for information about the makeup of the Murray household at this time (n1, 184).

57 Mrs. Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray] Inman, undated, Letters of James Murray.

58 ibid

59 Ralph Inman to Elizabeth [Murray] Inman, April 1775, Letters of James Murray.

60 Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to Ralph Inman, April 30, 1775, Letters of James Murray.
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61 Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to Ralph Inman, May 6, 1775, Letters of James Murray.

62 James Murray to Elizabeth [Murray] Inman, May 17, 1775, Letters of James Murray.

63 Ralph Inman to Elizabeth [Murray] Inman, May 19, 1775, Letters of James Murray.

64
When trying to convince Elizabeth to come to Boston, this is the course of action that Inman suggests for his farm in

Cambridge. Ibid.

65 Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to Ralph Inman, June 14, 1775, Letters of James Murray.

66 ibid

67 Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to Ralph Inman, July 30, 1775, Letters of James Murray. Cleary discusses this particular

letter and Elizabeth and Ralph’s discord (183-85).

68 James Murray to Elizabeth Murray, June 8, 1770, Letters of James Murray.

69 Years earlier James had also expressed similar concerns over Elizabeth’s decisions regarding the education of his

oldest daughter, Dolly. James felt she spent too much of her time visiting, shopping, and taking tea. He complained

of the “softness” of her education. James Murray to Anne and Jean Bennet, August 1760, Letters of James Murray.

70 James Murray to Elizabeth Murray, June 8, 1770, Letters of James Murray.

71
ibid

72
My choice of phrasing evokes Joan Gundersen’s study of revolutionary-era women, To be Useful to the World.”

Gundersen’s study reinforces that women in revolutionary America lived and work within dramatically unstable and

constantly shifting boundaries. Her text, recently republished in a revised and expanded 2
nd

edition, is often regarded

as a seminal one in discussing revolutionary-era women’s daily life experiences.

73 Annual Register from the London Chronicle, 1759, rpt in Eighteenth Century Women: An Anthology.

74 Elizabeth [Murray] Smith to Mrs. Deblois, April 13, 1770, James Murray Robinson’s Papers, Massachusetts

Historical Society, qtd in Cleary (126).

75 For a discussion that connects Early American consumer culture specifically to gender see Merish’s Sentimental

Materialism, especially chapter one. For a discussion that politicizes early American consumerism see Breen’s The

Marketplace of Revolution.

76 On Elizabeth’s plans for Polly see Cleary(131-32).

77 Christian Barnes to Elizabeth [Murray ] Inman, March 6, 1774, Library of Congress Manuscript Division, qtd in

McKenna (31).

78 Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to Dr. John Murray, September 18, 1783, qtd in McKenna (33).

79 Mary [Polly] Murray to Elizabeth [Murray] Inman, November 30, 1783, James Murray Robbins Papers,

Massachusetts Historical Society, qtd in McKenna (34).

80
Anne Powell to George Murray, January 31, 1839, Powell Papers Metropolitan Toronto Public Library qtd in

McKenna.
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81For a biography of Anne Murray’s life see Katherine McKenna’s A Life of Propriety. Anne Murray eventually

married Boston merchant and loyalist William Powell. Newly married, the Powells left Boston for England. In 1780

they returned to North America where William Powell was appointed the Chief Justice of Upper Canada. The Powells

were one of the founding families of Upper Canada’s elite and it through that lens that McKenna examines Anne’s life.

82 Elizabeth [Murray] Inman to Dr. John Murray, September 18, 1783, James Murray Robbins Papers, Massachusetts

Historical Society, qtd in McKenna.

Notes to Chapter Four

1
Other useful collections of the published letters include The Adams-Jefferson Letters, The Letters of John and Abigail

Adams, and The Correspondence Between John Adams and Mercy Warren.

2 For much more on the Warren-Macaulay connection see Kate Davies’s recent book Catharine Macaulay and Mercy

Otis Warren: The Revolutionary Atlantic and the Politics of Gender. Davis’s book makes an important contribution

to the existing Warren scholarship. For as prolific a writer as Warren was she is not yet adequately represented in

eighteenth-century literary studies, a puzzling fact considering literary studies recent trend toward pursuing a more

cultural studies perspective and embracing texts not strictly considered “literary” (such as Warren’s History). For

example, while the most recent edition of the Norton Anthology includes an expanded sampling of Annis Boudinot

Stockton’s letter-poems, it excludes Warren altogether (the Heath Anthology , however, has in recent editions

expanded its Mercy Otis Warren section. The fifth edition now includes excerpts from several of Warren’s political

plays). Zagarri’s 1995 biography A Woman’s Dilemma is the most comprehensive study of Warren published to date

and is certainly the best text available to those wanting to piece together an understanding of the life of this remarkable

woman. Her writings merit more in-depth study, however, than can be accomplished in any biography .

3 For the history of tea in America see Roth and Kowaleski-Wallace (19-72).

4
Adams writes her letter to Warren on December 5, 1773, eleven days before the event we today call the Boston Tea

Party. As Adams’s letter refers Warren to the “publick papers” for specifics it testifies that the city as a whole was very

much buzzing with the fallout from parliament’s unpopular tea tax. For a complete history of the Boston Tea Party see

Labaree.

5 This letter to Warren was occasioned by the twelfth anniversary of the Stamp Act and Abigail Adams’s subsequent

reflections on recent history.

6
See, for example, Abigail Adams to Mercy Warren, December 1812, rpt in Correspondence Between John Adams

and Mercy Warren, wherein Adams describes sending Warren a lock of her and her husband’s hair and reports having

received a lock of Warren’s hair, placing it in a “handkerchief pin, set with a pearl” (502). For additional scholarship

see Memory’s Daughter (222-27) and, Scarisbricks’ and Toyama’s Historic Rings (104-35).

7 This officer is the same General Putnam to whom Elizabeth Murray applied on behalf of Christian Barnes.

8
See, for example, Hannah Winthrop’s August 1778 letter to Mercy Warren wherein she describes for Warren, with

more than a little concern, the soldiers she has lately seen coming and going. She asks Warren to send her any news

she might have and then closes the letter by forwarding a recent review she believes Warren will find entertaining (WAL

v2 45).

9 For more on this topic see Van Buskirk’s Generous Enemies which examines the fluid nature of some Patriot and

Loyalist communities in New York.

10 For more on the perceived dangers of novel reading in eighteenth-century America, see Davidson.

11 See, for example, Hiltner’s account of Deborah Sampson. Women of the Republic discusses women as spies (48-50),

nurses (58-61), and camp followers (55-58). See also Raphael (107-44).
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12
For a different perspective consider Adams’s contemporary and fellow first lady Martha Washington. Washington

wished to remain on the family’s Virginia plantation and complained loudly to friends when official duties forced her

move to New York and Philadelphia. (Worthy Partner xxvi)

13 For a brief timeline of John Adams’s Revolutionary-era travels see The Letters of John and Abigail Adams (xxxi).

For Abigail Adams’s travels see Gelles’ First Thoughts (xv).

14
For example, this exchange between John and Abigail Adams is included in the “Voices of Revolution and

Nationalism” section of the Heath Anthology .

15 Interestingly enough, when John Adams received the fury of Mrs. Adams’ reply in her May 7 letter, he replied to it

in just as dismissive a manner as he did her original letter saying only “I think you shine as a stateswoman of late….

Pray where do you get your maxims of state?” (LJAA 175).

16 Adams’s direct wording is “We have been told that our struggle has loosened the bands of government everywhere.

That Children and Apprentices were disobedient—that schools and colleges were grown turbulent—that Indians

slighted their Guardians and Negroes grew insolent to their masters. But your letter was the first Intimation that another

tribe more numerous and powerful than the rest were grown discontented…” (LJAA 154). Adams’s letter to his wife

is rife with the latent bigotry and misogyny that formed the backbone of eighteenth-century hegemonic patriarchy. I

have chosen to bracket that line of discussion as outside this study’s direct purview, and addresses it only in the sense

that dominant eighteenth-century expectations for women provide the cultural context from which the women I address

wrote. Readers interested in engaging questions of eighteenth century otherness more directly should see Shuffelton’s

collection A Mixed Race: Ethnicity in Early America and Pestana’s and Salinger’s Inequality in Early America.

17 I would say Adams’s changing perspective, but there is evidence that Adams had long held the political beliefs of

elitism with which Warren would in the end take the greatest issue, but those beliefs were subsumed to the larger goal

of American independence and democratic rule which, until the republic was firmly established, were more important.

For a discussion of Adams’s most deeply held beliefs see, for example, Carey’s introduction to The Political Writings

of John Adams.

18 In chapter four of Catharine Macaulay and Mercy Otis Warren Davies addresses Warren’s Boston-based network

and her epistolary relationship with Winthrop, characterizing it as rich with political and philosophical debate. Davies

acknowledges, as well, that Winthrop was often Warren’s first and most immediate source of news (189).

19
For more on the rank and file of the revolutionary soldier see Rosswurm and Ward.

20
The last decade has seen a flurry of scholarship on consumerism in early America. Specific texts that informed this

study include Walsh, Newell, and Chaplin.

21 The poem itself and the note addended to the 1790 version appears in Warren’s Poems, Dramatic, and

Miscellaneous (246-249). For a relevant analysis of the poem see Zagarri (97-99).

22 In a continuing testimony to the difficulties regarding the mechanics of eighteenth-century correspondence,

especially transatlantic correspondence, this particular letter took three months to find a “private conveyance”. It was

begun on September, 5 1784 and wasn’t dispatched until December 12, 1784.

23 Shields’s study of early-American sociability reminds us that card and tea tables were fixtures in American culture

as well, but clearly Adams believes that America’s leading citizens either moved beyond the dalliances of the social

table or incorporated the social table into more meaningful, more consequential conversions.

24 See, for example, Catharine Macaulay Graham to Mercy Warren, November 1787 (WAL v2 298), Catharine

Macaulay Graham to Mercy Warren, March 1788 (WAL v2 301) and Catharine Macaulay Graham to Mercy Warren,
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October 29, 1788, (WALv2 303).

25 For more on the election of 1800 see Ferling and Dunn.

26 Mary Kelley’s Private Woman, Public Stage addresses twelve nineteenth-century women writers who achieved

great fame and influence within the public sphere despite their texts purportedly “domestic” focus.

27 See Warren-Adams Letters (v1 106, 148, 205, v2 5, 164, 342). Members of the Warren-Adams network wrote

frequently of their concern over intercepted letters. As late as 1803, Abigail Adams was still writing to Mercy Warren

fretting over a 1775 letter that had been intercepted and subsequently published.

Notes to the Conclusion.

1
See Mathiessen, Reynolds, and Tompkins as examples.

2 See Reynolds for the most noted, though incomplete, revision of Mathiessen. See Davidson for a literary history that

focuses more specifically on the earliest American novels.

3
For a definition of the a term “belles letters” see Shields’s “British American Belles-Lettres.” According to Shields,

belles-lettres “had a precise employment, naming a mode of writing that subordinated the traditional tasks of

edification, revelation, and memorialization to the work of stimulating social pleasure” (309). Not all of the letters I

address in this study might strictly be considered as belles lettres. For example, Murray’s letters are more pragmatic

than pleasurable, and Galloway’s bemoan the lack of social pleasure that belles letters were to inculcate. And although

the writings among the Philadelphia coterie and the Warren-Adams network frequently aimed for entertainment and

enjoyment, they accomplished much more than that. In fact, one of the overall purposes of this study is to demonstrate

that the women of eighteenth-century America wrote one another for a multitude of reasons, traditional and otherwise.

However, the cultural moment from which the women wrote was a moment defined by the belletristic tradition that

Shields examines. Despite the ways in which the actual letters this study has examined differ, definitionally, from

Shields’s examples of early-American belles letters, the texts share the following important characteristics with the

examples of belles lettres that Shields discusses: they were profoundly occasional and prone to following stylized

conventions, but most importantly, they were texts rooted in manuscript rather than print culture.

4 Susan Harris brought this question to the attention of scholars everywhere in her 1991 article in American Literature.

Harris was most interested in addressing nineteenth-century women novelists, but hers is a question we can just as

easily apply to the eighteenth century, and I believe it is the primary reason scholars so rarely address The Boarding

School.

5 As far as eighteenth-century literary women are concerned, most notably, see Karlsen and Crumpacker, Crane, Blecki

and Wulf, Sharon Harris, Mulford, Stabile, Shields, and Davidson.

6
In this conclusion I address Foster’s texts. For relevant scholarship on Charles Brockden Brown see the collection

Revising Charles Brockden Brown, on Rowson see Rust.

7 Armstrong and Tennenhouse suggest in Imaginary Puritan that the early captivity narratives profoundly affected the

development of both the English and American novel.

8 Anderson’s term appearing in Imagined Communities. For a more detailed discussion see chapter three.

9 As should be clear from the introduction to my dissertation as well as the conclusion, Shields’s work on

early-American belles lettres has been instrumental in helping me conceptualize this project, even though he does not

address the writers I examine in great detail and even though I disagree with a number of his fundamental assumptions.

Civil Tongues was trailblazing to the field of early-American studies and while my summary of that work tends toward
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an oversimplification, any reader wishing to better understand the numerous ways in which eighteenth-century

manuscript culture functioned, especially within the elite community, should begin with an examination of Civil

Tongues.

10 Ironically, Burr’s confrontation with Ewing came as a result of her defending Annis Boudinot Stockton. Burr had

been praising Stockton when Mr. Ewing interrupted and contradicted her. Burr reports in her journal, “Mr. Ewing says

she [Annis Boudinot] and the Stockton’s are full of talk about Friendship and society and such stuff—and made up a

mouth as if much disgusted….One of the last things that he [Mr. Ewing] said was that he never in all his life knew or

hear[d] of a woman that had a little more lerning but it made her proud to such a degree that she was disgussfull [to]

all her acquaintance” (257).

11 My read of The Coquette draws on Barnes’s and Stern’s analysis of the text, both of whom address the lack of

sympathy in the novel and then link that lack to Eliza’s ultimate seduction. See Barnes (65-72). See Stern (71-151).

12 Specifically, see Stern. See also Harris’s "Hannah Webster Foster's The Coquette: Critiquing Franklin's America" in

Redefining the Political Novel: American Women Writers, 1797-1901.

13
Hannah Winthrop to Mercy Warren, August 1775, rpt in Warren-Adams Letters (102).

14
See letter 12 to Lucy Freeman on her impending marriage (122-23).

15
While Michael Gilmore (550,630), Dale Hemphill (42), Nina Baym (25) and Cathy Davidson (66) all mention the

novel’s focus on women’s education , these scholars differ dramatically on their interpretation of the purpose of the text.

One reason scholarship rarely addresses the novel is because of the generic problems the text presents. It is indeed

more conduct book than novel (sentimental, domestic, or otherwise) filled with flat characters and void of any real story

arc. See Pettingell for a discussion of the text’s generic hybridity.

16 Although her discussion of Foster’s novels in Plight of Feeling centers on the Coquette, Julia Stern hints at a political

reading of The Boarding School similar to that of Hewitt’s.

17
While Elizabeth Barnes takes pains to distinguish between pieces of conduct literature and the novels they inspired

(76), Merish usefully addresses the Coquette as a piece of conduct fiction in Sentimental Materialism (73-86).

Bannet’s The Domestic Revolution also addresses eighteenth-century novels as conduct literature.

18 For the popularity of Foster’s work see Davidson (17).
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